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I0 An In" Laok aglow 40 L DI

by

Floyd L Galpin, Raymond Ciark, ad Carobll Petti
Crit and S D D (ANR460)

Off0m of Programs
401 M SeezSW

WSW-iag±oADC 246O

INTRODUCTZON

Du~vopmet o a systeM for she diposal of
h4viel and trwwauic racive waft hu

provn to be a" do more dfult
.ndertakinp that U. S. ao r ham coefronted on
the political, admklarstim and technoloial
fronts. Ever . Usolved has been ctritAed
Some aitiques havc swptcd that we abandon
tShe predy e"Wabll6hed q , from the law to
the appoistment of hs impleientcrs and start
over. it is understandable thiat d regulatory
sCheme should Coae codes ahare of crism,

we would souyme sa, mome Oan our

The EPA andar (40 CFR 191), and
espeally Its otainment reqime, have
often ben a focus of thes critique The fear is
that a sio and sYUM atoug offering very good
protection, may bo unable to pa thes
tcquircmenisia or t least t gay be difcult to
prove at tk cA meat the rtequiremeat The
idatified shts potentially subect to thi standard
are still being cawterized and o definitive
answer ast their ability to mct the standad is
posible. FoM tini.o time, tuations are found,
,or anals)es am ondute that-ralse the question
of whether a particular te will be able to meet
the requwicme" This aetes great con0 rn for
thoe who se a u waste dispol sygsm
as the lat burdle to the appropriat paceful UsC
of the atom.

We are equally interested In the carlY
devloet of a 0uccetaul wat disPOS&l sYtctm,
as long js II adequaftly protect the public health
and the environmeat. We reuil that it is not in
the log rang rat of those oaks to have this
maerial hi temporasy W crag faciles for
cxteded pcrio is same philoophy has been

expressed in other Apeq programs by stIng
time snmits for which dwealy hazardous waute
k alowed to be kept lsto'up. WhIle auha
prciptive requirement Is nt aroprie foe
EPA's reltory authoty 0o hlgh-k wl
rad cwwaste. It Is so cu vald goat It i
aiso an Inue that I dirct addressed in the
Nuclear Waste Polcy A..

We believe many of the critidums of the EPA
ontint reqrements have bee made

without an underdanding of their pupose or the
rantoval bhd them. ThIs may be due to a lab
of cdour explanat n of therue. In our
redrafting of the rule, se have tried to improfe
both the descrio 'ad the discussion of the
underyin; rstlonale. We hope this presentatio
will also help aiy some of the coasiderations
that wet to 4bc development of the
contament nquiremeats Tiqs should provide a
better basis kr future diabo

This presentation s n the place to frcap the
history of the EPA ruk. It is n0cenarY LO POn
out, howevr, that white the standard was
promulgated in 1985, Subpart B of the standard,
which pertains to disposal, was remanded by a
Federal Court In 1987 t Is Wso germanc that thc
containment requirements of Subpart B werc not
a part of tbc reaso that the court ordered the
remand. Because the court returned the whole of
Subpart B. howr, the provisions must be
reproposwd and justified aneW.

s

THE CONTAINMENT REQUIRESENIS AND
THEIR USE

The 40 CFR 191 camecnt requiremcats
arc nd th easest to cxplain or to understand
They differ frow some of thc radiation prtecion
formulations of the past. Yet, when cxmineC,
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they do impkacm tuaditicaa raiazk* protectkm
coocera that hw keg bm kafoisd by bob
natiosa and lacraadocal bedka Thei
differas= itc. frocam poogxdocluant wcc
Z gdIcu repoutxa tatw as C=Cd to
Provide. procetiom fat thoucms of years are
differeat. Thoen ftc~lties Use nOt aPqwOqrit (fo
the day~day controls =An zooitcrig thA have
chmarctrind radbiato protection la ths paut.
They are no rtact"S w"t uqm.cted rdedum of
40 to 60 yeam = sditerefors they reqluie a amw
form of staadards to mom prtieOf Eke
pubile and the covirOOOMI

71s c094a3moa req1wremas in
40 CMR 191 are OWW"cse as followN

(ak) Dispsal snteau for radioactive
waste shl be dedignd to prove& a
reasnable ceoaxkm, baned upon

pefranco ameasame. tha th
cumu1Mgiw releases of radlosudlde. to
the accessible eamlroamai for IOA0=
YeZ A Ms afedipolal bOM &a SiPiSCAn
Processe and event tAm may affect the

(1) have a Dielh'ood of kca than One
cha= nce 10 at ceodin the quasuitiea
calctd accordlu to Ia
(Appetldl B); and

(2) hav a Wlkeihood Of les thaA WMe
chnce in 1,00 of usceed- t= times
the quanitkg calculated accordin to
TWbO I (Appevdll 13)

(b) Perfoae a eu mazn d
not provide compkeeassrawanc that the
requ.Uements of 191L12(s) ar (b) will be
MeL SCUM of the IrS tize pod
involved ad the aWC of thevwnts and
ptoccie of Waco. thus WM inevitably
be subatAntial Mccaraind ne 1.projectidg
dspoal systeim peforace. Proof or
Lhe fute perfrmc of a diSPosal
wc is not to be h in the ordinary

se of the word is upaloos tha
with mxuch shorter time frames. LqACA4
wut is raquire is a reoab lo
cap fradn by the knplemeaina agoncY,
on tp bas of the record before it, thao
compliance witb 190.2(a) will be

Sa dh4 o w

la fte AppNdix C pidac aendlo of.40
CFR 191. th, iks a slatodXme ft AVMWS
iended proceduroe I r dmoetatin co tupiace
with fthe cootainment toquhireme ThIs
tudanme whikh is quotd In the box below, refer
to the P G tarado, of a 'co eetay
cwuulative duiutiog uadios'. This iat a
maethdolk that has been ypi&4l used In
radiation protecion. Theefre, it is appropriato,
to expain As uag Avthcr.

)

The Age M tht, wheneer
pradicabI4 tM IMPkhad &&=a
WM --IC sblof IM thsuaika al the
performance ume nm to detmutic.
compane VAA 1911 int a
'ICceIpMeoAUY oimulatlve
ditr~mdos functios that Indicates the
pritebiiizy of e~cc&za Yslow~ levels
of cumulative release. When the
luscetalntiea in paramters are
couxidered in a performance
ASSessmen, th efda of the
uacertalsmo coeksidrd com be
in pVc into a snce suck
distrlbutlo fuimaw for eacb disposl
quent coaudeda4 The Agenc
asumes that a disos syste can be
considered to be o compliance *with
191.2 if this sin& lbutr oo
funcdon mes the roqubrem of
191.12().

The us of this technquo can bea be
explined by refrendcg Figure I which is a
graphkcl psenUtido of the f&rmat for show8
compliniz with Lhe gCtirmtcat requirement

Fitr 1 iplays a torb whcre the
probabily relcae being cced defi= the
Y al, locatim wi the amount of the relcas
dcermi= te pwopete plotting point on Lb
X a .X in this campcase.i s
reprnutd a m pipca of the stadards Table I
values. car in *by sch ap I ot=
U a alemcatuy cumua dsr"lbution
fctnd (CCD). Th boudahCria (or
complia ncee with the EPA contin M
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EPA ContanentStwdards
Com Es y aMiN b jr

jouie Ecbytb ep ld o

I -,
-ea

t lc a 10 d. ic 1 lo
otmd sA I L T" I W m

Figure I Graphical O, OcI£tca rof
Containment Rqieet

requirements are ihown by the step function on
ahe Qaph. r par of the CMvc representing
reasonable e e tu u- ta th upper t ial of
hIs step functio reqiremant is exeeded. IF
&A of th CCDP (ails to Ekel or below this step
function, the requirment is mOL

The step fun-etim is a graphical
representation ao t r cotaismeo requirements of
thi standad. The Figure 1 step functio also
ilaustrates the EPA implementataion puiance that
performance uaaumen Ic ed aom consider events
or processes with lm than es chace In A O
of occurrieg over 10,00 years IL~ at a probabiliy
of .1 or r o cumulative release of the
events or pfocesses .eeids the Table 1 values,
te CCDF IsU ft te. UC at a proabili ty
between 0.01 and CLI the cumulative release
exceeds eun "es the Table IL vahwe, the CDr
fails the tct,.L

To create a CCDF for a disposal systems, first
ieknt the mutually c grdauw cvenut and
processes at could lead to a releac., defin the
probabqciiyo each, and cazimatc Its consquences
in tersof theC mUie rleasd of Various
radionucldes Thi klcatilie a s&a of scenarios
and pcobabitities to use in platting tbe CCDF.
Uging this baue seo of scenarims with their
probabilities and fleas coos vetie, you would
start the CCDF pugt wdth the bightst consequence
scenario with a probability greater than 10' and
plot a point at its probablitky and releas

dnatc. -Then moving tote nest lo
_emseqpeciM s r woul plot k at a

coordie representing its conacquec -and a
probability point equa to is prbabilky plus the
probabilit of previously pioued evws. The
acuv gated by ts series of points represents
the base CCP for the dsposal systats.

Admittedly this is al Vey uimpaifd dsuso
of t way compliace with the 40 CmR 191
coutsaint requirements Is apided. to'be
determio, Mee ae mWan qualifiers to be
co d.It * I t'g U
gS ra is ao tpst piod, iscred to be-eeoe with sopstdm CoMpute &=n

-a * NIevethe, this de ciption huxd
allow th aninitiatod to urnd tbe ube
discussloas of purpose. developmen. and
impiementtion.

THE MURS OF CONTAIMENT
*UQUIUMEMC

T- contanment requirements scr several
purpows. TbM fwa of the kas a neasurcof
th iseg* Goft th poitor. h Wu a prime
consideration Ia their d lo~an' d stil

remnsif* a Major reas for fetaining this (am
At the time of their initial devepmet w were
in the Mod of mparing several potential
rcpcikores u to how well tkey could retain the
wac The mood obvious approach Wa to
compare the l otw Ccases oWer some peraw of
EimL

ThIs cm n of releases Wu Intimately
rinked with the time hrae that was chosen for
the coainmcnt requirements. We wated a time
long couh to sedierences acmong diff=crnt
geologic media. Over periods of hundreds or
eres a few dthoad years, aln
repositories look pretty muh as to their
toall releases. Ten thousand years of modeling
generally aows enough te for difleraeces to
bcgi to show up. it is lso an adequate period to
discern a very ood estimate of ft Wegrity of F
singpe rep Y site, in tihe present U. S.
situation. Ten housand P is also short
cnough to avoid getfig into endless debatc Ovmr
thinp diw as wchn the t glaciation occur.

*3



A second and n km Impoan, ppupose of

tbe contalmw roqde ia lbey PnM it
direct corrlam to de mabi at
healt effeus ta adl be exped, a tem
referred to a the dwtinsct For standard settino
purposes, d so tht &I radialo exposure
contsibutes &xse proportional amoua of risk, sad
that tbo bhealth O an proportion to the
product of the x of pop cxpo and the
amounat of doe ty ea rcch. Thi Is a
perspecti that is vot avwUabl when 'we only
look att dinPlO i ak&hh If olY
invidual m weri to be Emitd we might
be led to cek diludion as a way to v"d
exceeding a dsadar. Te use of total releases in
ths form of the comsalnmoat r*qdirm avoids
this pitfall

The last contsintnent rcqwremcnt purpose we
wig discu ss the advantwa of the ameasmcat
and analyses that it oeo to conduct.
Beus co is probabilisti nature, I forces the
assessment of both natr and manmade
dLmupdw evea. Thus &sruptivo cu can be
the ast significan, of the pouible rekea
mechanism. Om the other band, thel inclusion
rcccives a good bit of cricsm because thcy ae
the most difficult to analy. Ws acnowledg
this dift, and have made providona for
handlin uncertainty And using expert opinion to
develop citu in are wher a historic base is
inadequat. We be*i it would be a ilgent at
to ;nclude thesesof release mechnim in
the assasmcna. Frou the w iok w have seen on
1at Initial asessmentz, TM are hatha
persudcd that some of the potential problems
utcrd, and pow receiving Inivs
ivestigation, mKYCt inYu have been addrssld if
it hts't becsa for the form of thes cotaiunmzat
reqtuiemU ad thcir probbhistac feturcs.

THEl DEVELOPME 0F T1
CONTAINMENT REQUIRENXTN7S

The developmnt of the containmet
requirements was based on a generic aessment
of the proteetioe provded by sited. well
desigcd sologictposkori. This Assessment
wu basod an a repoity that would contain
100,000 metric tons of he7 t (Mll{M) or

ts equivalent. This is aout the amou of smt
fuel thl 4d be cpcd to be produced by
100 sucka power reactors of curaM design ae
ther opmar fiL

)

T1 t generle analysis we evaluated s1e-ca medi& MIutd . baL and tuM
The snlorausal pathway modeing Wu wry
iw;sc as bcr a geo assc essment. Under

the Atomic Ensrg Act Autlaority' the Agency may
oi deveop Its tandards as cuerally
Applcable En~oA al Standar. is
precudes maki% them eihe dt spedfil or
specfic a to their method of ciwmens

The pathway model used for Wndturbed
releases applied diasical transport mechanisms,
includit4 appropriats medi retardation, to move
any material that escaped frtei the coaines of the
repository, through the paund wate, and intO
sure Waco of the eneal environment.
Radiontudides were consdemd available foi
lntemion with man rOm coaumptio or
water and irrigated f1d Other penphtral
pathways were ao cvaluatd Thee Includd
fush consugpioa, ad t Consumption Of animal
products which had fed on contaminated pasture
and irripted crops. Acons th would d ;uqt
the repository, whether of a human or natural
origin, wer* considered asinkling cvents that
could cause a reltase from the repository into the
pathway just describe :3

TI one unique aspect of the modeling Ws
avoiding detailed assuopons about future human
populatdo habits and disgibutiom relative to the
surface waters of concern. It has been found that
the ratio of population to riveC flow tends to a
constant value world wde. The asumed
population for the futuristic world within the
period of analysis (10,000 years) was asumed to
be roughly double that of today or ten biaion
peol The world annual rive flow Is about
3A6' liters per year. The ratio of populaio to
Vivar low that was uscd is then 3.3xl0 person-
yea per liter. This value was then used for all
pathways where the radioucrdes in wdaewae
wen the source ad human exposu. The world
averag value used compares to a US. averg of
L3u1V and ikdivMdual river range of 4x3D to

5.7x10'. it was also aumed that the basic habit
and consumption rAes werc the sm as toaY's

4
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populatio& t . tt:

Based an them se - 6tae Md dosimat ry
health effacts eimates wme ad. Ar lowe,
awom-resiAold ,egkMAhMwem radisilon
exposure and preature fal caacca Wms
Assumed. nuis acsc "asmed ha any
additiona added uso eremew of
cane ri and i risk was proportional to
the do rcciwd This ha IM bet atbe
Gmeerally *ptcai rudet approach &oLrrikk
asses t whes ued as a base for setting
radia~tion protactiom Waandw.. The cmiverion
facwr fom dow £o helth eocts tkat is arredy
bcg wed is an amW r* of abot 4xW fst
CanCers for e&ac puuoMD-MIMMMa A Wifete
cwposure durstion of approzmately 71 yeas is
used which multi in as hwdividual lifetime thk of
Aout 2Sxd fatal cancrs for eaa laircn of
annual cxposure.

The ow exCeptio to thi pocral approach of
exposure, pathwa analysis was fo the
rudionu o arboo-14. After tonsatatlon with a
spedal adlatioa sebcommite of thef A.ncysa
Science Advisory Board. It w 4etermided to be
more appropriate to we the specule aciity
approach as dwieloped by 0. GQ 1ilcugh of the
Oak Ridge Natiova LAboratory. Th
Methodology evaate the xposur from carbon-
14 baed on the incremeal inreate tat tho
relase will cause in the worWs ratio of carbon-M
to stable carbon. Since an crboa releasd from
a repository cmn bW awincd to itACrallEy Come to
equilibrium with the wors carbon cycle during
the 100,0 ar period of anas, it is possible tto
determin: £he population exosr Gsi a siVe
ratio. For a world population of aen billion we
rrived at a ratif 399 personrem per curk of

carbo-1 released

There an couan lmitatiow to zie EPA
modeling eiethodology. As previo;sy mentioned,
thc models we eneric and would not bc
suitfleofr a uitp pedficcvaluako. This s
appropriate to the EPA authority. Site sCpMc
cvalatio would be cxpected to otiliz site
speecdaa based oai the tiz characterization.

Another Iiuziao tih EPA -scastec did
not conaider the possilfty of d sturbcd
repoditory go releases. At the time the

initia "Aclswas doot, gaew- relcascs were
aot comideW crtame by the Nuciear l q to
Commission Dar the Depaqtea of Ener&. hi
has been a mawle cc mem vatention, e sinc it
now perceived that a very porous unsaturated, site
may &BOW PsCoux rleasca Howew, the
modeng of releases kom an saturated site is a
Wyuncert-6 ku and k Is M uik to
determine id tMh br~vt parmeter ad their
effect. fi our view, this Is AU a m eq
much study and ei s by a11 t ofvd
agendcis both as.to thapoua IIazea of soch
rcleases and thei -il akatio

Piou thiese pal oalyses the Agency
found that deep 6eoloc di"pcoua proe
extremely good protectio from releases of
rad ioatw material to the accemsible eavironmaent
In comparison with other Impacts on mm from
both naturl events aWd ma's ail releases
fromn higb4cvve and tranuranic radlioctsijwae
reposiories o* resled In few health effectvs
(ten to hundreds of premature ftal cancM aver
IQ Years). Howcve, it wm mISO that

thee eaenic assessments did o o the site
specific factors, wi cootribute to Uncertaint.
Basd on the anayi of a repokoro cas ili.
and considern theo *certaiy facto, the
Agency determined that a ve Gmhed number of
beatlit cftcm should be alowed for repository
riceas sad sg t vale aL 1000 pre0ature
cancer deaths avnr the 1LOA war period of
analysis (an average of less than one preaur
cancer per ye)

Several other comiderto assured the
Agency that thwo W an appropriate kevel of
protion. One of the basic philouohies
gstablkihed by advisory bodis suh as the
lInernatioal Atomic Ener Agency. Is that wase
-disposal actitics should am Impose Uy Vete
impact or burden on foure rations etha was
acceptable to our own gnertio limitation
of 1,0 prematurc fatal canen in 10,0 years
appears to meet this criterion since coaservat
estimates of the impact from the cnear fuel

.cycl have predicted an averae of round 100
prenaturc fatal Cacer deths In only the next 1M
years. T estimate of the ful cye tisk comes,
(mm the paper by W. HI M. Melctt ead A C B.
Richardson Aled Estmales of the Canc Ris
Due to Nucear Electric Powtr Generation and

5
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Cold Sp* Rlbhr Labotatory.

FIN pm ivee theAgency los mad an
assessm of the paential impia that would
have requhed &oat an t4uival amount of
Wim;ed uratium amr if it had oever been
removed to prodow Puck lear L Using the same
basic model csed to assea repositWy
performance, ex bd tat pou1atio ridks (rMM
this uraim= ould be betwee 10 and 100,000
prenfi r deaths avr a 10000-year
period dmepha an atheuuraJ variability of the
formatons aw Zdie anJWa assum Made.
The sel-ced Oimk for a repuosioy fall well within
t&s nug fu1cr sauing that this In Om
acptb level of protemion.

The nlisWm also reassring from the
sndpoint of the pr*ctiow aver tbe. Althouo
the base andalyi was limited to 10,00 Years, we
xamed In a ow qualtadve way, 'what might

happen for b i periods We found if the
pal of the standard was me for 10,000 rm,
there was so bas to te that sigsifiany
different releases would ocr Immediately beyond
tw hatme. We beve'i should bc cfimed
on a s-spedc t Al-ough the Increased
uwcertainyq o rsh u&k gr4m exrapolations
make, them 1nasitable fo quantiatve analye in
a gMrocss, this look over The bloger
tme horion is hldpful in provding persctiv.

We then used th level of ptction (1,000.
premature tal cane n 10i000 Years) as the
bais for calalating the release limits qxcified in
Tabic 1 of the xtandard.

To sele the specific release limi for the
various madimouidca we used thesame models to
estimat th eakh dec ta WIDht he wised
by heir individual reease. The release lmits in
Table I were t00 calulated U to how many
curies of each r tadlocade would causc 1,000
pture dea ver 10,000 years if relcased to
the environmetL The limits were then stated in
terms of the Allowaabl relase from 1000 metwic
tons of reactor fuel (therefore the actua caur
values in Table I corespond to a nik "e of 10
premature death over wpaa year). Because of
the app r oimal aturc of these calculatis these

lik m nerally befa rounded to th acarest
order of mapide baused oan he korkhm
midpoint of t ran . Release baks fw
disgal tystems wi be based upon th mo= of
wutstinbft ystemV. lWfoInstance a dkposal
system Is ultimuately use to dispose of 70=,00
MTH, the release imits for the failTy would
be the &mts of Table I des scevey (70000
MTM dvid by I00 MTM).

For some, of the wstes cowvere by this rule,
I,= Metric tons of reaor l is Gm an

aro riat nit of waste In thesesituatos sh
oe to Table I provide istrucdI an kW to

Calculate the release limits. For example, this i
the ca for h16-lel wastfro naioAl
defee applications which contain much different
amounts of radloaivty.

IPLMENTATION

Mbduret of Radinnuclidez

in th performance sessmen required by
the coauaiment rcquirents of 40 CFPR 191 it is
not expected tht there will be only oc
radioesclide releaed. Rather, the analysis will
lkly show that a aumber of radionudides will be
released in various mounts. Since each of the
'values in Table 1 conukutr a rclease Mresultng Ir

ximte y 1,O0D premature fatal caners, it is
inappropriate to measure ach agsins the full
table value. 7U appropriate technique to use is
the sum of the fractions as decrabd bclow

For cash radlonudidc in the reease mniurc
determine the ratio between the cumulative
release quantity prqccted over the 1,000 ycas
and the Uimit (or that radionudide as determined
from Table I and its aociated Coes. The sum
of slc ratiog for anl the radiontclies in the
release mixturc may not cxd with regard
to 1911(a)(l) aVd may not ed 10 with regad
to 19L2(a)(2).

Thesc requirements are illustrated in the
foowing equationz if radiondidcas A,,B, and C
are projected to be released izq amounts 0,. Q.
and 0Q, ad if the applicable release Emits are
R" R,, and R.L, then the cumulative releases
Oemr lo0,0 years shall be limited so that for
19L12(a)(t) the retaticAship of Equation I e3W:
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Eqon 1

Siilary for 19L22(a)(2) the relationhp of
Equaios 2 cift

Q. L Q' slo
f-.F - hA

Equatim 2

Unerainty

to prcpauing a CCDP, thee wibe
ancerainty in the pameter oles, even, and
processes that mcke up thie scenarios that am
incudced Althog the EPA aotsiument
requirements, pzd thei anocia ed guidane in
Appndi C, dc ly Meats that it is sufdeat to
resolve h Manor to a Ongle CCDF tt
reprmsnt the Implementing #ScnLCy evalutio
of reasonable cpoctaW, It is eoa usel to
represent the analyk as a (a ofyCCON as is
shwn In Fgwc 2-.

EPA Containent Standards
Comlmetry ousav D Wsrulo Vtetlon

-4__ _
lit. -

i may s be apprpriate to um any aw sped&
CCDF member of d con faily as unhraa

iria of eeeati cai' wc
would tameh Wimer than bct
meia woul be d red fixh cieria.

Orndolflpeeu ofthe ocaimen:
requ4 ets that ha. received mueS hscauion k
their Inclslon of hwuma intrusion as amofd the
potential d&subq d;nts to be camidereL. T11
major diculy with human Intruelon Is In-
preditin appiropriate prob&bi~tis for the events.
Becamse Of thiS, "mom have sug9Mto eP~araIn
out th human Mintranios &awa yin some way. -

We have examsined this posJaq and 'have been.
iamble to rind a ta o do this that would, in the

end, aflow us to represent the total potentia ris
from the reposiory. We'also looked at the
possb~liy of using a detercminisi approach to the
human IWiuio analy"s but this o*i give the

yaals two dbokes for a rellease scnario, either kt
happens or it does not. Simc It. is very diffictk to
prow that something wl am bappec6 and this
seemed to requir au even mome absolute
probabilit determisation than the containment
requlrmvataN we have ao olwd th" is approach

Becaus We FeAUIze the diffhiculis with humnan
intrusionaals we have defined somne Uimitinz

bonaisOn what the aalysis must nclude.
Fkat iL must only conider Wndvertent inmisicn;
purposeful bitrusom, whether It be- fr recovery of
the Watexials In fth ropository, cc for some act of
sabotage, are wo to be cosderd., Ir a future
genration decdes to to into the repository for
some mattria that we- disarded fthre, we befieve
thaIt is I thei responsibili to evaluate the risk
to themselves and future gencratlocL Sabotage is
so More predicabl t~han specuAting on Whether
somne futue gneneraon, in the beat of war, Will
detonate a nuclea device asn the repositor. We
believe such an event isnot a part of the analyIs
that is appropriate herm We, believe that the
auention of the anayst should be direted to
those type of intrusion that have sorme pouabiliy
of mitigtion throh site selection, eAuamering
des"Imn VA appropriate Institulioilal contralL
One. of the most evident nmeaures, whikh Is also
in the Mmurance requiremenits of 40 CFR 191, Is
to locate. the repository aWAY from mndcrgrowsd

.7

' la", 10id" lo so, to" *o
Smlm_ fts"" au In Tas w Im.

FyWare 2: Famiy of CCDFs at Dferent
Uneertainties

Fqgure 2 depct CCDFs rCprcsnig fth 10%
and 90% quaziles. and the -ea and the media

1 increing to wote tW In the csc shown In
the fu the mean cxoe4 the 90% quatlc at
the lower probebiis Ts sot aM unusual as

n ight at first thi, nd results from one or a
few release s arios that have far greater
consequences than the othes Tbis illusrates that
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reourccs that ama is Cik4y to wat to recover.
Other messam 6A-A-d topneered bues
wA" koan and wste

al c rols that may to coesdertd
are of two pe ac6 and pasul. Acive
iasgitutioa controls require man to antain
them at to take soct other type of action. Thas
would Wu& sucb m eas u puds, fences.
and Pravenihs maintenance. Pasive zautuional
curohs an provisions Vernteat
ownershkp moaumae records and Wter d&-A
ended to whAn r panradoss to avoid caty

into the rpoitory.

Th EPA standard Ado" utive instiutiocal
controls to be coaidered as mitigating the
probability of &ntruiox for the first lO yeu after
repootor do th 100 San waU h rcsult
of cnae conatiom whb scideafic bodi
including the AV&ics Scien Advisory Board,
and dhcusaicus at public forums. LMe times
were considered. but i6stance Mm Lov Canal
w%=a 100 pfralcut to jti them

Pauv In;eaus onal contro ca be
considered as motiegfang the probability of
in dtcut human ru a log as it is not
gies aredit for 1M0% asursanc. Seual other
aspecs havw been included in the implcmnuaction
pzidaw& Th. analys can assume a state of
intel1Inee Ia future gncrazics that is at east
equal to that oF today. Ii this antes he can
assum that if hfturw man does intrude he has the
capablity to reall= what h bha dora and to take
appropriate acujo The prU cradit given to
Vario ItIkp inatitutiocal cofItS is left to the

repository dcloper and the implementing agency
for coiplixa. Tho EPA astdard includes in its
Guidancs for Emplcmentatioa sctin values of
drill holo dcsy and hole sealing Wctgiy that wc
would considr he worst that need be considered.
It u anticipated that sito speciic valuatons will
determine and suppot mor appropriate values to
use ia the actal anaysiL

UncWraiatin

The handlig of uncertainties in preparlng a
CCDF has been a matute of much d £cussio
With te iealizAtioa that this requited a number
of cosidergaioea uiuG to this form of a

st-ad- d, EPA inchade4d a mamber of gUidanc
statem ts to clarify ow iendo. Fcw iwm=
in dAsC=si bow the impiewatendg aa
might as s comphianc Where predki of
pedrmance M a made, we said

Substantial uacertuindes ame likely to be
eemuzere in makin thsem predctIons

to fact, sole refllace as these mxserical
predictions to determinw comapliace may
;a be appropraz the implemeeming

a mnwsua choms to awplement suck
predkcdons With qsualttm judgmnt a

Alm%~ to assure tha Lb=r is appropriato
trunamion to the Probabilistic snalya, we
included the Mmloing gukdmnc

The Agency asatumes OMa such
Vtformnc asseumCs need not
coegider categories of evets or processes
that are estimat to have. less thm amc
chanc into"0000 ofccUrring ov.r M=00
years Furthamromn the perormance
alsacasmets need not evaluate In deazil
the rcleases (ron all evenu and processe
estimated to have a greace lielihod of
oeeuewc. Some of these eveint and
processe may be omitted firom the
performancs assesmentz if there is a
reasonabl expectatio tha th ILrm~ainng
probability dUstibutio* of cumulalive
relcases, would aot be sigiicantly
changed by such missins

Bocause it Was &ea chat Parameter
Uncertainties were very much a part of the
analysis, we included som thoughts on how they
might be handled with guiance that:

When the UUncetainte ill araMetr
are considered, In a perlotmaysce
assesment, the effects of the
uncfrtaintie considered. can be

incoportedinto a single subh
disribution (unction for echb dispowa
system considerr. The AgencyaSsumes
that a disposal systes ean be considered
to be in coMPliAncewth £91.12 it this
singe distr~ibutlon functou MeeM the
requirements of 19L12(a).

)
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Oa "a Do ToalM
'1 Probay the an is weh hkaw had the

mm conalte Werence with the Varus
advisories b that of probafkiccrlted toa
release tacunt. Altbough we have sa
indidual aIal eaosm levels for she
undisturbed perfiorma.., we ha taken the
Approach of mein Lls o totlla=es or
1(m00-years fa th dod~r a g

andards. Wben we this Mandard suting
cfM it was our bdinauim to u idd
dosw, s e tha was how radiation standard hd
almys been SeL It wn only 4cr,we eamined
what i would mean to have to comply with such a
Vrovbion that we sitched to our present
approach. We lbe pproach much
more appropriate In eW of the lom tim periods.
and uncertainties knmhv The ies way to
show why we m to this deciioa is through
referucc to Figure 3.

when the releae dab or stop dwing that
10A0 Iem -aW (Year), the tinerelated
ftqueaC of the amouxU releaed (Rate), or bow
thi 0at-iml migla hftemac wih peopic AMd bow
they migh be exposed (Puthwqz34

If we wen to pursu thi second alernative,
annual lnddu dse, a depicted by dw spuer
an the tigh of Figure w hawe a anch mome
diffical analtkWa tusk ft it no lone r zuffiden
io jus esImate haw nmuch radkoactvkty is lIII l to
ama th boundary. We oow Must ls estimate
wherc (mow) an that boudary It will nw and
whetheu I close peopb. That iM beul*
the beabs-in of the AnabIdeal chorm howeve.
Siam TX Must calulate an an a do", we mui
know when the release gnu and end (dock) nd

owmudbw bereteasedI k an a lo bask
(tie-relad factors on an annal bass). While
we think a11 " h isore tn should be Act s of
a probabbstic aalyss it wo mmo be sficicaL
We wouldW . be required to taoc from that
point ead speclate ea how this material migh
intea with people (uhabrcat this
spedfic location ad what the subsequent &nnual
dose mihWt be. Thse a speculatio we ber w
are fuibe for the analysis of the unditurbed
reposkory but that ar beyond wha should be
consideed reasoab for the probablisk
any1W

. .

.

Fgurc 3: Tol res and annug dos
akernad

CONCLUSION

In order to promote meaninsful discusson of
the Contaiment Reqircinentz In EPAs

tandards for hob-tftl a tranuranIC Wastes,
we have prmented an hiepth d iiscusi of their
Many rpects. It is our belief that the
requirements fulfil purposes whic are uniquely
appropriate for these waste mnatuilms Their
dewlopmont and kmptomenataon consideradoa
arc multifacted and inicrtwined. If dhangs am
to be considered to their (fm, or coutent, the
powible effects of all thee aspects eed to be
evaluated. a

Figure 3 ruw two symbolic spheres
rprcwtin the bounday line around tw
repositories ad the defined 'accessble
cnviranmer. Th spherc on the let tepreWenA
the compliance ease if you have the Current
stucturt of the EPA standards for probabiiry
related releases. Under thes drac tane, mie
on)y nceds to estimate the probabry and
quantie of relkm of radioaive matial
acros tlbounary at any "t 4vk* the
10,0-year period. To demonstrate compiance,
It is Eat ncessary to identify wher On that
bounday sphere the clase occurs (LoAtion),
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INTRODUC1TI0-

Good morning,. ladies and gentlemen. It is a pleasure and indeed
a distinct honor for me to have this opportunity to deliver the
keynote address this morning, opening what I consider to be a most
timely and important symposium on a subject of great interest to
all of us, the licensing framework for radioactive waste
repositories.

This symposium comes at an important time in the waste disposal
program, with the regulatory agencies the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and we at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) -- currently focusing our attention, respectively on EPA's
ongoing efforts to establish the basic health and safety framework
that will- govern -the licensing ;of a geologic repository and,
following that, on NRC's efforts to conform our more detailed
licensing requirements to those EPA standards.
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In July of this year, the Board on Radioactive Waste Management of
the National Research Council released a report entitled
"Rethinking High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal", which examines
a wide range of issues concerning the licensing process for
geologic repositories. This report, together with a numer of
other recant analyses and commentary, have served to focus
increased attention - and, in some quarters, concern - on the
regulatory standards and process for the licensing of a geologic
repository. It is ths subject that I would like to focus on in
my remarks here this morning.

In so doing, however, - and particularly in view of my training
as a lawyer and not a scientist - what I propose to do is to step
back from many of the detailed technical issues that occupy those
who work in this arena on a day-to-day basis - issues such as APEs
and UPEs, CCDFs, and the like -and instead focus on what I think
are the broader policy questions that have arisen with regard to
the regulatory framework, beginning first with an examination of
EPA's approach to establishing a generally applicable environmental
standard; then focusing on the relationship between EPA's standard
and NRC s implementing regulations - what I will refer to as the
technical nexus; and then, finally, turning my attention to the
approach taken by the NRC in its implementing regulations and,
specifically, the approach that we have taken to subsystem
performance criteria. )
Perhaps before I begin -- and again, reflecting my own persona.s.
background and biases -- let me turn first to the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act for a brief but important reminder of what the statute
itself says about the regulatory framework for geologic
repositories: Section 121 of the Act directs EPA to establish
generally applicable standards for protection of the general
environment from offsite releases from radioactive material in
repositories; that same section goes on to direct the NRC to
establish the detailedtechnical requirements, including a system
of multiple barriers, for the licensing of such repositories.

Importantly, the approach used here was one that Congress had used
elsewhere: EPA was to set the generally applicable environmental
standards, reflecting their conclusion as to what would be required
to protect the public health and safety; and NRC, in turn, was to
establish the detailed technical requirements, defining how,
specifically, one would go about meeting EPA's general standards.

I emphasize this distinction not simply because it exists, but
because it is an important one - and one that I will return to
when I discuss the relationship between EPA's standards and NRC's
implementing regulations.

1C
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EPA STANDARDS

with that by way of eneral. background, let ma now tun to the
first of the three ssues that I would like to- address this
morning, the subject of EPAI a generally applicable enviroenl
standard. As I indicated at the outset of my- remarks, EPA is
Currently in the midst of repromulgating its geneal standard,
responding to a court remand of July of 1987.

It is in this context that the opportunity has arisen, once again,
for those within EPA who are responsible for the development of
this standard, as well as those of us outside the agency who have
an interest in this matter, to reexamine not just that part of the
standard; that wa tea subject of the court remand, but to consider
as well the entire range of issues,, including the containment
requirements, that have been so controverial over the years.

Two issues, -in particular, have arisen-as a result of the pending
review:. First, the overall stringency of the EPA standard: and
second, the feasibility of implementing the probabilistic portion
of the.standard. Heither of these two issues, of course, is new
and-, for that reason, I don't propose to review the lengthy history
associated with either one here this morning.

But what I do think is important here and what ought to be
emphasized is the continuing and unresolved debate over both of
these issues. Indeed, it was .thi very point that the NRC made in

-our letter of August 27, 1990, comenting on EAs Working Drt
- Number 2. With regard to the stringency of the proposed standard,
the letter observed, and I quote:

"There continues to be considerable controversy regarding
the stringency of fEPA' s standards]. This controversy
results, at least in part, from concerns over the very
low levels of risk which underlie release limits imposed
by EPA' a standards, -particularly when compared to other
federal health and safety standards. We are concerned
that 'a clear -understanding and acceptance- of the
standards will not be achieved until EPA has explicitly
documented the acceptable risk level that underlies the
release limits of the standards and the way in which the
release limits were derived from that risk level."

With regard to the ability to, implement the EPA standards, the NRC
letter. of comment indicated that:

"ET]he Commission continues to be concerned about the
workability of standards that require numerical
probability estimates for very unlikely processes and
events."

I



In my judgment, the debate over the stringency of the standards )
will continue, perhaps notwithstanding whatever explanation EpA
might provide. Nevertheless, as the Commission emphasized in its
comment letter, the basis for the proposed standards should be
thoroughly documented and, more importantly, explained in the
context of regulatory standards that have been imposed for other
risks experienced by society, so that those who might wish to
evaluate the stringency of the EPA standard will have a framework
within which to do so.

Of greater concern, at least in my personal judgment, is the
continuing controversy over the ability to implement and apply
probabilistic standards as a basis for licensing a geologic
repository. This issue, as x indicated, is not new either.
Indeed, it was first raised by the Commission in 1973, when the
Commission, in commenting on this matter to EPA, said, and I quote:

"We feel strongly that a deterministic method should be
used to regulate nuclear facilities. We are aware that
you are considering a substantially different type, a
probabilistic standard which requires quantitative risk
assessment. Based on our understanding of the virtues
and the weaknesses of quantitative risk assessment, we
are convinced that it can and should be used to provide
insight on the quality and effectiveness of HLW disposal
regulation, -At it cannot be the explicit basis of the
regulation .

The discussion of this most important issue continued over the next
several years, culminating in EPA's promulgation of its standard -
- with its basic probabilistic framework intact -- in September of
1985. Importantly, the standard included the following proviso:

"sPerformance assessments need not provide complete
assurance that.the requirements of Cthis standard] will
be met. Because of the long time period involved and
the nature of the events and processes of interest, there
will inevitably be substantial uncertainties in
projecting disposal system performance. Proof of the
future performance of a disposal system is not to be had
in the ordinary sense of the word in situations that deal
with much shorter time frames. Instead, what is required
is a reasonable expectation, on the basis of the record
before the implementing agency that compliance with tthe
standard] will be achieved."

It was based upon the inclusion of this language in the final EPA
standard, that the staff advised the Commission at the time that
EPA's probabilistic standards can, indeed, be implemented in a
licensing review.
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Four years Ulter, in October of last year,. the staff chze back to
the Commission, once again raising the implementation issue.'- this
time in the context of EPA's now-onngoing response to the courtos
remand. Acknowledging that EPA had endeavored to address this
issue in its 1985 standard in the fashion recommended at the time
by the NRC, the staff noted this past October that:

"EW]hile the language added by EPA to the rule and in
the Supplementary nformation in 1985] tends to
recognize qualitative considerations, n acceptable
approach to implementation is still -mbiguous and the
governing standdis stiUl the probabilistic numerical
standard."

Thus, we find ourselves today nearly 12 years after the URC
first identified the difficulties associated with implementation
of a probabilistic standard in a licensing contex facing what
I consider to be a most unfortunate situation: . We have yet to
identify a clear and unanbiguous approach to implementing EPA's
standard inwour licensing review.

What we do about this situation, of course, is the challenging
question and with your forbearance, this is a topic that I
intend to address shortly, when I turn my attention to the NRC
regulations and their relationship to the EPA standards. I I would
emphasize at this point, however, that if the EPA standards are to
serve as an . independent regulatory basis for licensing the
repository, a clear and unambiguous resolution of this issue is
-essential and urgent.

RELAITONSUIIP OF. NRC :EGMTIONS TO EPA STANDARDS

Lest it appear that:theEPA standards are the source of my greatest
concern, let me now turn my attention to the remaining two issues
that I would like to dis cuss this morning both of which more
directly involve our approach at the NRC to establishing detailed
implementing regulations - beginning first with the relationship
between EPA's standards and NRC's regulations.

As I indicated. at the outset, the` Nuclear. Waste, Policy Act
envisions that- EPA would establish generally applicable
environmental standards, setting forth thef general oftsite limits
necessary to protect the public health and safet, wit he NRC in
turn establishing the detailed technical requirements necessary to
achieve those standards.

This approach, as I indicated, is one that Congress had used in
other contexts -- and, specifically, in the Uranium K.ill Tailings
Radiation Control.Act of 1978. In addition, it draws directly upon
the authority that was transferred to EPA, vhen that agency was
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first established, to promulgate generally applicable environantal
standards.

In view of the division of responsibility between the respective
agencies - EPA setting the overall standards, NRC establishing
the implementing regulations to achieve those standards - you cma
imagine that it cane as quite a surprise to me when, in the context
of a recant Commission meeting - where the Commission and the
staff ware discussing the difficulty of demonstrating compliance
with EPA's probabilistic standard in our licensing proeeding -
I learned for the first time that one did not necessarily comply
with the EPA standards by demonstrating compliance with the NRC
regulations. Indeed, as it turns out, the same result attaches to
the converse: one does not necessarily comply with the NRC
regulations by demonstrating compliance with the EPA standards.

While it is true that compliance with the NRC regulations mares it
more likely that the applicant will satisfy the EPA standards, the
technical nexus that I was searching for - and that, in my
judgment, the concept of a generally applicable environmental
standard contemplates - was not sufficiently well-established to
permit one to reach the legal conclusion that compliance with the
NRC regulations could be deemed to constitute compliance with the
EPA standards.

The advantage of such a nexus is obvious: One need not litigatt
the underlying EPA standard, with all of the attendant difficulties
associated with its probabilistic character, if the deterministic
NRC regulations were based upon a clear technical nexus to the EPA
standard. But unfortunately, that is not the situation that we
have today.

One can quite readily understand, historically, why this technical
nexus between EPA's standards and NRC's regulations does not exist
-- recall that in the late 70s and the early 'I Ss, NRC was
endeavoring to convince EPA of the problem s associated with a
probabilistic standard and, indeed, had its own deterministic
standard out on the streets, in final form, before the EPA
standards were promulgated. Unable to convince EPA to abandon the
probabilistic approach when it finalized its standards in 1985, we
now have what amounts to two legally distinct licensing standards -
- NRC's deterministic requirements in 10 CFR Part 60, and EPA's
probabilistic standards in 40 CJR Part 191.

I recognize, as tha staff concluded in NUREG-0804 and its
subsequent appendices, that compliance with NRC's regulations does
indeed make it more l.1~ly that EPA's standards will be met.
However -- and perhaps here I view this issue more through the eyei
of a lawyer reflecting upon the challenge that the applicant wil
face in a licensing proceeding - absent a technical nexus tha
would permit one to conclude that compliance with NRC's regulation
can be deemed to constitute compliance with EPA's standards, I fez
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that the applicant will face the challenge of demonstrating that
k2= the NRC regulations and the EPA standards have been satisfied.

In short, while we may have reduced the technical uncertainty with
such an approach, we have increased the legal uncertaty, peps
to the point where the various requi mets that the applicant must
demonstrate- compliance with in a licensing context - and
particularly those that involve probabilistic elements of proof -
- will overwhelm whatever technical advantage might otherwise exist
in such an approach.- ndeed, as Pogo once observed, we may be
facing insurmountable opportunities.

What is the. solution? One obvious answer would be for the NRC to
reevaluate its subsystem performance criteria, following
promulgation of vthe EPA standard, with an eye towards restructuring
those criteria in a manner that would permit one to establish the
technical nexus that I referred to earlier. We already know, for
example, that one of the three subsystem performance criteria
the 1,000 year groundwater travel time .'-is not only a poor
surrogate for radionuclide transport, but moreover, does not appear
to have a clear nexus to the EPA standard and, for this reason, may
not be necessary in 10 CYR Part 60.

I suggest such an approach recognizing that the conclusion of an
analysis such as this may well be that the subsystem performance
criteria should be made more stringent but with the caveat that
if this pushes these criteria beyond -the bounds of what is
technically achievable, then it seems to me that this indirectly
raises a question about the stringency of the underlying EPA
standard -- which, you recall, was based upon a view at the time
as to what could be feasibly -achieved. In the event that such a
situation comes to-pass, this, it sep-s to me, is a matter that we
should then pursue directly with EPA.

The benefit of such an approach, I emphasize, is that the licensing
framework for 3 the geologic repository would be based upon
deterministic considerations, rather than the very difficult and
perhaps intractable considerations that we would face in applying -
- and litigating a probabilistic licensing standard.

NRC SUBSYSTEH PEMFORIWNCE CEERIA

With the time remaining, let me now turn to the third topic that
I'd like to cover this morning - the specific approach that we at
the NRC have taken in establishing subsystem performance criteria
for the repository. And here what I would -like to focus on - as
distinct from the relationship of our regulations' to EPA's
standards -- is the somewhat narrower question of the approach that
we have taken to, establishing specific subsystem performance
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criteria and the flexibility contained in the application and
implementation of those criteria.

As I reviewed the report "Rethinking High-Level Radioactive Waste
Disposal", one of the more insightful comments of that report, in
my judgment, was its call for a certain amount of flexibility in
the implementation of regulatory requirements. And indeed, it is
in the context of the NRC's subsystem performnce criteria that
this recommendation, in my view, appears most appropriate.

As many of you know, we currently have three subsystem performance
criteria, set forth in 10 CYR Part 60, each of which represents a
minimum requirement and each of which must be satisfied as a
prerequisite to issuance of a construction authorization: a
release rate for any radionuclide from the engineered barrier
system of one part in 100,000; a groundwater travel time criterion
of 1,000 years; and a package lifetime criterion of 300 to 1,000
years.

I emphasize, each of these criteria constitutes a minimum
requirement and each must be satisfied independent of the others.

That, of course, raises the question as to whether, for example,
we would be satisfied with an application that relied to a greater
degree on one of the criteria - say, package lifetime, fo \
instance - and, based upon that enhanced performance, we woul I
perhaps take that into account in evaluating compliance with any
of the other criteria.

I emphasize here that the regulation specifically authorizes the
Commission, on a case-by-case basis, to approve some other
radionuclide release rate, designed containment period, or
groundwater travel time, "provided that the overall system
performance objective is satisfied."

But there are two aspects of this provision - which requires an
affirmative Commission decision to implement - that I would like
to emphasize here. First, as I indicated, this provision requires
an affirmative decision by the Commission, in order to permit the
applicant to depart from the specific subsystem performance
criteria defined in the regulation; rather than allowing the
applicant, on its own initiative, to determine how best to strike
the balance between these three subsystem performance criteria and
then to demonstrate that the overall level of protection sought by
the Commission has been provided.

Purely as a practical matter, I think it highly unlikely that as
we get closer to the licensing process, with the intense public
scrutiny that will no doubt exist at that time, the Commission will-
be in a position to approve the kind of tradeoff that might ma )
sense -- to take one example, greater reliance on the engineeret.-^
waste package, with perhaps lesser reliance on groundwater travel



time - if that results in the applicant being allowed to meet a
less demanding showing on any of the criteria. This is
particularly true, in my judgment, when one recalls that these
individual subsystem performance criteria were based upon a
conclusion as to what is technically feasible, not necessarily what
is required to protect the public health and safety. Are we to
allow DOE, the argument will go, to do less than what is feasible?

Beyond the practical problem, the second concern that. I have with
our ability to apply these criteria in the flexible manner that I
think was originally intended is that these criteria were not based
upon some well-defined overall health and safety goal
established either in the body of NRC's regulations or,,
alternatively, in EPA's general st and . Indeed, as I just
indicated, these criteria reflect an agency judgment as to what is
feasible, not necessarily what is required to protect the public
health and safety. Thus, whether DOE is allowed the flexibility
to strike its own balance or NRC is required to take some
affirmative action to approve an alternate approach, the problem
that we. have in either case is the samne How do we define the
overall system performance objective - the standard for evaluating
any alternative approach that DOE might propose -when - (i) an
unambiguous technical nexus to the EPA standard is lacking; and
(ii) the subsystem performance criteria were formulated to reflect
that which is feasible, rather than with an eye toward an overall
safety objective?

Here, it seems to me that the answer to this problem, again, lies
in establishing a firm technical nexus between the NRC regulations
and the EPA standard - and then allowing the applicant, without
the need for affirmative Commission action, to decide what emphasis
to place on individual subsystem performance criteria, so long as
the carission determines that the overall performance objective -
- ideally the EPA standard - is satisfied. Indeed, I think you
will find that this approach is very much akin to the philosophy
reflected in the Commission's recently-approved implementation plan
for applying the Safety Goal to commercial nuclear power plants,
where less emphasis has been placed on specific subsystem criteria,
so long as the overall safety objectives established in that policy
are satisfied.

CONCLUSION

Let me conclude my remarks with the following observation: It is
my hope that the remarks that I have delivered here this morning
will serve to stimulate a healthy discussion over the next two days
about how we might improve the regulatory process for licensing a
repository in this country. I do not count myself among those who
believe that we must reinvent the wheel: but at the same time,
perhaps because of the legal perspective that I have on some of
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By Richard J. Guimond
Assistant Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health Service

Director, Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Introduction

The last five years have been an interesting-period in the
regulation and development of the Nation's high-level radioactive
waste disposal system. Recently, long after Congress mandated
promulgation of standards, there has been a plethora of guidance
and advice from numerous-committees and scientific groups. Since
EPA is required to reissue the disposal provisions of our
standards, it is an appropriate time for us to-receive this
advice. Much of the advice, however, concerns major changes in
well established provisions of laws and regulations that would
require in-place systems be torn down and new ones built.
There certainly needs to be a careful analysis made of the
present system's viability and a consensus reached before such a
drastic and expensive step is taken. Personally, at least from a
regulatory perspective, I am not convinced such steps are
necessary.

In my remarks today I do not intend to discuss the larger
societal and philosophical issues involved in disposal-of high-
level radioactive waste. Rather, in the-first portion of this
talk I will discuss some of the regulatory advice offered in
recent reports and will'indicate EPA's views on the issues
involved. While we in EPA agree with most of the recent advice,
there are at least several areas in which we disagree. I will
focus my final remarks on three of these issues.

Hiahliahts of Reports

ICRP 46-Radiation Protection Principles for the Disposal of Solid
Radioactive Waste (1985)

In 1985, the ICRP issued a report that discussed how the
principles of radiation protection could be applied to the
problem of radioactive waste disposal. They pointed out that the
principles of justification and optimization should be retained,
that normal releases should be subject to annual dose limits, and
that some exemptions from disposal regulations were appropriate.
These are all views that we generally agree with and have
incorporated-in our standard setting process. However, the
committee also called for probabilistic risk limits to be applied



to individual annual radiation doses. This is one of the areas
of disagreement that I will address in more detail later.

NEA PAAG/DOC(90)4 Disposal of Radioactive Waste-Review of
Safety Assessment Methodologies

This document, developed by the Committee on Radioactive
Waste Management and still undergoing final review by the
OECD/NEA, reviews the performance assessment capabilities for
radioactive waste disposal. Although much of the report
discusses techniques that are beyond the scope of this
presentation, some of its findings are worth highlighting here.

The-task group noted that "performance assessment is multi-
disciplinary and iterative in approach." They also noted that
"the calculated long term consequences of a repository must be
considered with respect to their probability of occurrence." In
this context they also stated, "However, in most cases of
probability estimates, human judgement has to be used in
conjunction with incomplete or only partially relevant data and
observations." These are concepts that we endorse and have
included in the high-level waste standards we promulgated in
1985. Like so many others,they also indicated that more work
needs to be done and that "It is not obvious, however, how
compliance should be demonstrated for the long term safety of
repositories."

NEA RiX/DOC(90)2 RWHC Collective opinion on Safety
Assessment )

The same NEA committee has followed up its review of
methodologies to develop this draft collective opinion. In
carrying out this effort they considered whether 1) disposal
systems and their impacts on people and the environment could be
sufficiently understood, 2) specialist and regulatory authorities
could be convinced that the predicted behavior is representative
of what might actually happen, and 3) the potential impacts and
means of estimating these can be illustrated transparently for a
wider audience. They concluded that ".. . safety assessment
methodologies exist today to illustrate the long-term ,
radiological impacts that a proposed radioactive waste disposal
system could have on man and his environment." We agree with
this conclusion.

GAO NUCLEAR WASTE-Quarterly Report as of December 31, 1989-
(Published April 1990)

This General Accounting Office (GAO) quarterly report is
particularly pertinent to today's discussion. The report
reflects some NRC staff concerns as to whether the EPA
containment requirements may make it difficult, if not
impossible, to satisfactorily demonstrate compliance in an NRC
licensing proceeding. GAO notes that "Specifically, the staff
believes that the standard can be implemented successfully in a )



licensing proceeding only if the inherent uncertainties involved
in making long-term projections of repositdry'performance can be
satisfactorily taken into account." They further note, however,
that "NRC's staff believes that meaningful, though not
statistically rigorous probability estimates can be developed and
reasonably defended for repository sites that are not complex or
unusually geologically active. In fact, the staff believes that
the required probability estimates will help determine how well a
site is understood and, therefore, how much confidence can be
placed in its future performance as part of a repository."

This subject of concern over uncertainties and how they are
handled in an NRC licensing forum is the second of the three
areas I will discuss later.

NRC Advisory Committee on Nuclear'Waste letter to Chairman
Carr of May 1, 1990; Subject: -CRITIQUE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY'S STANDARDS FOR DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTES

This NRC advisory committee has been conducting, a review of
the EPA High-level Radioactive Waste Standards over an extended
period. They, too, indicate concern over showing compliance'in
the context of an NRC licensing hearing. Also, as in-some of the
other advisories, they state: "Although lover- level standards can
be stated probabilistically, they should be expressed in terms of
annual risk limits from a disposal facility in an undisturbed and
a disturbed state." This is, of course, an area where I have
already noted I will have further comments.

This committee has also made several other specific
suggestions concerning the EPA standards. We have evaluated
those suggestions and have asked for clarification on several of
them.

IAEA Safety Series No. 99- Safety Principles and Technical
Criteria for Underground Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
wastes (1989)

This report reflects a number of the precepts that have
become the basic criteria for high-level waste disposal. One of
the overlying objectives noted the largely accepted approach to
the intergenerational question and the role of institutional
controls. The report states that the objective is "to isolate
high-level wastes from the human environment over long time-
scales without relying on future generations to maintain the
integrity of the disposal system, or imposing upon them
significant-constraints due to the existence of the repository."
It is because of the logic of such an objective that we have
required that analytical assessments not show dependence on
active institutional controls for longer than'100'years.

For limits on exposure from gradual processes, the document
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recommends the application of upper-bound dose limits that are
less than the ICRP recommended 100 millirems per year. This is )
to prevent the overall limit from being exceeded by multiple
sources. This is the approach that EPA has taken.-

The report recommends considering the risks of disruptive
events in a probabilistic approach using individual risk based on
the ICRP-46 approach. The recommended limit for these events is
a health effects risk increase of one in a hundred thousand per
year. This is a higher risk than the EPA usually uses. The
report also differs, as have several of the others, from the EPA
decision to use total releases rather than annual dose for the
probabilistic criteria.

National Research Council Board on Radioactive Waste
Management Position statement "Rethinking High-Level Radioactive
Waste Disposal" (1990)

This document is critical of the whole U.S. high-level-
radioactive waste program. It basically calls for redoing the
entire system beginning with the law. Concerning regulations,
the statement implies that we would be better off without so much
quantitative regulation and that we should just move forward
studying the matter and doing the best possible job. This is the
third area I will be specifically addressing later.

This report does contain some recommendations that are in
line with suggestions we have made. For instance, it calls for
performance assessments to be done on an iterative basis, an area
we had suggested to DOE regarding their WIPP assessment. We
further agree that one should not expect to get an analysis right
the first time. Indeed, one of the major purposes of early site
assessments should be to ascertain the significant areas
requiring further examination.

The report makes three specific recommendations for EPA's
consideration:

1) We should reconsider the detailed performance standards
to determine how they will affect the level of health risks that
will be considered acceptable.

we are doing this as a part of our repromulgation effort.
It includes a comparison of the standard with other risk
management standards EPA has promulgated in the last five years.

2) We should reexamine -the use-of quantitative probabilistic
release criteria and examine what will constitute a reasonable
level of assurance.

This is an area we are reviewing, but it should be realized
that this is only partly our responsibility, since it largely
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falls to the NRC in their licensing process. Our standards
authority is restricted to general applicability, and most-of
this determination is clearly related to site-specific issues.'
One of the issues that I-will -discuss later will highlight how
EPA has considered this matter of "reasonable assurance" in the
drafting of its-standards.

3) The report notes that all other countries use-only a dose
requirement and that the EPA should consider doing the same.

This9, again, is'the area where we most consistently disagree
with many of the recommendations that have been made.

The Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board- First Report to
the U.S. Congress and the U.S. Secretary of Energy (March, 1990)

This is the-first in what can be expected to be a series of
reports from this statutorily created advisory panel.. It
contains many excellent 'suggestions on :the subjects that need to
be examined during the assessment of potential repositories. It
points out the critical need for preliminary performance
assessments to see if-the computations are possible for a site
and whether any characteristics that would 'disqualify the site
have been detected.

The report contains a listing of six different comments
based on a review of a preliminary draft of EPA's reproposal of
40 CFR 191. We are adding several statements to clarify the
areas that the report found ambiguous. We are-also giving
special attention-to comments that call for changes in the
standard.- As the report suggests, we have already decided to
drop the ALARA requirement from the next draft. We are also
exploring the- 14C release'issue, and we agree that this needs to
'be understood.

EPA issues -

As I mentioned earlier there are then at least three areas
where EPA has differences with some of these advisories. First,
should there be quantitative standards before a repository is
developed; second, what level'of compliance assurance does EPA
believe 'to be appropriate; and third,-why have we chosen to
express the probabilistic-related part of. our standard in terms
of total releases rather than individual annual dose? I will now
explore'these issues'-in more depth.- -

The Need For Quantitative Probabilistic Standards

Probabilistic standards are necessary because of the long
time period over which one must judge -the repository's
suitability. Without taking the probability of events into
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consideration, a standard has no meaning for these types of
facilities. If a site has any type of geological integrity at
all, and all proposals certainly indicate this will be the case,
the releases from undisturbed performance are not expected to be
the ones of major concern. As we extend the analysis into the
thousands and tens of thousands of years, we realize releases of
some kind are indeed possible, despite the geological integrity.
The releases that might occur in the longer term are dependent on
disturbed performance and, therefore, are not susceptible to the
classic type of standard that prescribes limits on "routine
releases." Nor can they be brushed aside as of no consequence.
The releases of concern for any reasonably considered geology
usually result from such things as human intrusion or seismic
disturbances. To ignore this reality is to develop standards
that have no effect on the releases of concern.

If we take the disturbances into consideration and apply
only deterministic standards, we have only-two choices for the
possible events: we assume they either will or will not occur.
If we assume they will occur, it will be difficult to find a
repository that can pass the test. If we assume they will never
occur, or ignore consideration of these events,, we will have
abandoned having a meaningful standard. If we do not state these
criteria in some type of quantitative terms, we will have no
yardstick for decision. This will invite litigation.

Another reason we think that a quantitative standard is
necessary is that it provides a criterion against which to
measure success or failure. We are very much aware of the
potential contentious nature of the forthcoming repository
licensing process. Without quantitative standards in place that
have gone through a public review and promulgation process, each
proposed site will require extensive justification, much of which
will be subjective. This could result in an adversarial
situation. By having an existing quantitative measure, much of
the contention could be avoided since both the licensing board
and any subsequent court will have a yardstick against which to
judge the arguments.

The final reason for quantitative standards is that we do
not believe that the disposal of high-level radioactive waste can
be approached on the basis of just trying to do a good job. Even
the most experimental of engineering designers must have in mind
some design goal. If you are designing a bridge you need to know
the weight of the vehicles that will travel on it. An engineer
would not think of designing an airplane without knowing the
speed and load requirements. The country started out on this
approach, which resulted with a proposed repository at Lyons,
Kansas, that most now agree would not have been adequate.
Furthermore, we do not believe that the public 4s willing to
accept a nonquantitative standard as adequately protective of
their health and the environment. Whether it is justified or
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not, the public has the perception that this is some of the
nastiest stuff on the face of the planet. They want to be
assured that it has extra special care in its handling and
disposal. If we ever expect to have public acceptance of our
radioactive waste disposal practices it would be foolish to
ignore this perception., We believe that quantitative standards
are one way'of acknowledging the concern and reflecting that we
are doing something about it. To depart from this approach at
this point would be to send a signal that we are ignoring public
concern, which could be disastrous.

Compliance Assurance

The determination of-whether a proposed repository complies
with the EPA standard will not be made through measurement,
monitoring, or inspection. For these facilities, we must depend
on mathematical models to'carry out the long-term predictions of
performance upon which the decisions will be made. .Again, we
realize that this will be taking place in a rather contentious
setting. We are also aware that there is no way to make these
types of predictions over such extended time periods and have
total certainty as to-their correctness. In fact, we would
expect that there would be a good deal of uncertainty. We have
dealt with this issue by indicating in our standard that we are
looking for the analysis to show only a reasonable expectation of
the standards being met. We purposefully avoided using the term
"reasonable assurance" because it has been extensively used in
the licensing of nuclear reactors and has acquired connotations
that could complicate the waste repository.decision. We have not
developed any quantitative definition for "reasonable expec-
tation" because we felt that it was both premature and that it
was partly the responsibility of the NRC in its licensing
process. We have indicated that we would expect that human
judgement be involved and that we accept-that there is no way to
prove the absolute truth of the models we must rely on. This is
an area that we will-continue to explore as we go through the
promulgation process.

Although we did not numerically define "reasonable
expectation", there were'other areas in the 1985 promulgation of
the EPA standards'in which we gave guidance on how we would
handle uncertainty. For instance, in discussing how the
implementing agencies might assure compliance where predictions
of performance are made, we said:,-,

Substantial uncertainties are likely to- be
encountered -ln making these predictions. In fact, 5sole
reliance on these numerical predictions to determine
compliance may not be appropriate; the implementing
agencies-may-choose to supplement such predictions with
qualitative .judgments as well. '
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Also, to assure that there is appropriate truncation to the
probabilistic analysis, we included the following guidance:

The Agency assumes that such performance assessments
need not consider categories of events or processes
that are estimated to have less than one chance in
10,000 of occurring over 10,000 years. Furthermore,.
the performance assessments need not evaluate in detail
the releases from all events and processes estimated to
have a greater likelihood of occurrence. Some of these
events and processes may be omitted from the
performance assessments if there is a reasonable
expectation that the remaining probability distribution
of cumulative releases would not be significantly
changed by such omissions.

Because it was clear that uncertainties were very much a
part of the analysis, we included some thoughts on how they might
be handled with guidance that:

When the uncertainties in parameters are considered
in a performance assessment, the effects of the
uncertainties considered can be incorporated into a
single such distribution function for each disposal
system considered. The Agency assumes that a disposal
system can be considered to be in compliance with
191.13 if this single distribution function meets the
requirements of 191.13(a).

And similarly, regarding the analysis of undisturbed
performance, we said:

When the uncertainties in undisturbed
performance of a disposal system are
considered, the implementing agencies need
not require that a very large percentage of
the range of estimated radiation exposures or
radionuclide concentrations fall below limits
established in 191.15 and 191.16,
respectively. The Agency assumes that
compliance can be determined based upon "best
estimate" predictions (e.g., the mean or the
median of the appropriate distribution,
whichever is higher).

Also, relative to inadvertent intrusion, we wanted to
appropriately limit the discussion when we included the following
in our guidance:

The Agency believes-that the most productive
consideration of inadvertent intrusion concerns those
realistic possibilities that may be usefully mitigated
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by repository design, site selection, or use of passive
controls (although passive institutional'controls
should not be assumed to completely rule out the
possibility of intrusion).

As further substantiation that EPA fully understood the
uniqueness of the repository venture and the uncertainties that
went with it, we provided a mechanism for calling for alternative
provisions (section 191.17). In describing the purpose of this
provision in the preamble to the-rule, EPA wanted'to go on record
to provide perspective for any future reviewer, such as a
licensing board or-court. In this context, following are some of
the examples of statements we made in the preamble:

In developing the disposal standards, the Agency has'
had to make many assumptions about the.characteristics
of disposal systems that have not been built, about
plans for disposal that are only now being formulated,
and about the probable adequacy of technical
information that will not be collected for many years.
Thus, although the Agency believes that the disposal
standards being issued today are appropriate based upon
current knowledge, we cannot rule out the possibility
that future information may indicate needs to modify
the standards.

There are several areas of uncertainty the Agency
is aware of that might cause suggested modifications of-
the standards in the future. One of these concerns
implementation of the containment requirements for
mined geologic repositories. This will require
collection of a great deal of data during site
characterization, resolution of the inevitable
uncertainties in such information, and adaptation of
this information into probabilistic risk assessments.
Although the Agency is currently confident that this
will be successfully accomplished, such projections
over thousands of years to determine compliance with an
environmental regulation are unprecedented. If--after
substantial experience with these analyses is
acquired--disposal systems that clearly provide good
isolation-cannot reasonably, be shown to comply with the
containment requirements', the Agency will consider whether
modifications to Subpart B were appropriate.

As we have proceeded in repromulgating this standard, the
area of guidance for implementation is one that'we have given
particular attention to. This-is especially true where
misunderstanding or lack of clarity has been pointed out to us.
It should be clear, however, from these references to the 1985
version, that we never intended "absolute proof", as some have
contended. -

9
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Individual Annual Dose versus Total Release

Probably the area in which we have had the most consistent
difference with the various advisories is that of probabilistic-
related assessment. Although we have set individual annual
exposure levels for the undisturbed performance over a 1,000 year
period, we have taken the approach of setting limits on total
releases over 10,000-years for the probAbilistic-related
standards. When we started this standard setting effort, it was
our inclination to use individual dose, since that was how
radiation standards had always been set. It was only after we
examined what it would mean to have to comply with such a
provision that we switched to our present approach. We believe
that approach is much more appropriate in view of the long time
periods and-uncertainties involved. The easiest way to show why
we came to this decision is through reference to Figure 1.

Release & Dose Options
Total Release vs Annual Dose

-,000 yea\.\

Repository

Independent of: Dependent on:
Location Location

Year Year
Rate Rate
Pathways Pathways

Figure 1: Total release and annual dose alternatives

Figure 1 shows two symbolic spheres representing the
boundary line around two repositories and the defined "accessible
environment". The sphere on the left represents the compliance
case if you have the current structure of the EPA standards for
probability related releases. In this instanceb the release
limits have been-determined using fairly simple models related to
the overall objective of having no greater than 1,000 health
effects in 10,000 years. Under these circumstances, one only
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needs to estimate the probability and quantities of releases of
radioactive material across this boundary at any time during the
10,000-year period. To demonstrate compliance, it is not
necessary to identify where on that boundary sphere the release
occurs (Location), when the release starts or stops during that
10,000 year period (Year), the time-related frequency of the
amounts released (Rate), or how this material might interact with
people and how they might be exposed -(Pathways).

If we were to pursue the second alternative, annual
individual dose, as depicted by the sphere on the right of Figure
1, we have a much more difficult analytical task. It is no
longer sufficient to just estimate how much radioactivity is
likely to cross the boundary. We now must also estimate where
(arrow) on that boundary it will occur and whether it is close to
people. That would be only the beginning of the analytical
chore, however. Since we must calculate an annual dose, we must
know'when the release starts and ends (clock) and how much will
be released on an annual basis (time-related factors on an annual
basis). While we think all this is more than should be asked of
a probabilistic analysis, it would not be sufficient. We would
still be required to go on from that point and speculate on how
this material might interact with people (pathway-bread?) at this
specific location and what the subsequent annual dose might be.
These are speculations we believe are feasible for the analysis
of the undisturbed repository but that are beyond what should be
considered reasonable for the probabilistic analysis.
Furthermore we believe that the process should be focused on the
repository design and its natural and engineered barriers. With
and individual probabilistic dose standard the focus could
inappropriately become the pathway parameters that would be
common to all alternatives and whose uncertainties might obscure
the real significant choices.

CONCLUSION

There is no doubt that the country has set itself a
considerable challenge in seeking to establish a high-level
radioactive waste repository. Yet, we must do it. In our
evaluation of the regulatory aspects of this issue we do not see
the system as broken beyond repair. Certainly, the political and
sociological issues appear to be much greater deterrents to
success than do the technical requirements of an EPA standard.
We have noted a large number of advisories concerning how these
facilities should be regulated, some of which we'have highlighted
here. There are many ideas in these advisories that we agree
with and have adopted. We find a few ideas we do not agree with,
and we have pointed out our reasons for disagreeing at this
meeting. We think that more such interchanges should take'place
and that improved communications would be helpful in resolving
differences. In many ways we have an advantage because

,11
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everything we do. is subject to public review, generating comments

from many 'sectors. Jt would be much mort' difficult to create

responsible public policy from discussions among ourselves. We

appreciate the opportunity to have participated in this exchange.
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COMMENTS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
OF THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

General Introduction

In June 1988, the-U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission established
the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW). The Committee
reports to-and advises the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on
aspects of nuclear'waste management within the purview of NRC's
regulatory-responsibilities. The focus of the Committee's work
is largely on disposal but also includes other aspects such as
handling, processing, transportation, storage, and safeguarding of
nuclear wastes including spent fuel, nuclear wastes mixed with
other hazardous substances, and uranium mill tailings. In
performing its work, the Committee examines and reports on specific
areas of concern referred to it by the Commissioh. The Committee
is authorized to undertake other studies and activities on its own
initiative related to those issues directed by the Commission.

In its first two years of existence, the Committee held 21 general
meetings and several working group sessions and issued 37 letter
reports. In addition, the Committee routinely met with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to discuss items of mutual interest and
concern.

Currently, the Committee'is authorized a maximum of four members.
Members are appointed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The ACNW traces its history back to the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). The first Chairman and Vice-Chairman
of the ACNW (Drs. Moeller and Steindler, respectively) had served
on 'the ACRS where they participated extensively in the waste
management reviews by the ACRS. They now continue this function
with the ACNW. The current members of the ACNW are:

&CNW -MEMBERSHIP''

CHAIRMAN: Dr. 'Dade W. Moeller, Professor of Engineering in
Environmental Health, School of Public Health,
Harvard University, Boston, Massachusetts

VICE-CHAIRMAN: Dr. Martin J. Steindler, Director,, Chemical
Technology Division, Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois
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ACNW 2

MEMBERS: Dr. William J. Hinze, Professor, Department
of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

Dr. Paul W. Pomeroy, President,- Rondout
Associates, Incorporated, Stone Ridge, New York

Today, we will be providing a summary of the advice given to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on EPA's proposed high-level waste
standards and ACNW comments on the NRC staff's review of the DOE
Site Characterization Plan (SCP) for the proposed high-level waste
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

EPA STANDARDS

For more than five years the ACNW and its predecessor organization
have been concerned that the current set of proposed EPA standards
is overly stringent, is wasteful of resources, and cannot be
implemented. These concerns are based on extensive meetings and
discussions with a wide range of organizations, including relevant
Federal and State agencies as well as industrial and private
groups. One of the highlights of these interactions was a meeting
held at the Committee's conference room in Bethesda, Maryland, on
March 23, 1990. The Committee continues to doubt that compliance
with the EPA standards can be demonstrated for a specific
repository site, even with reasonable application of the caveats
included in the currently proposed standard, such as the
"reasonable assurance" phrase that allows for certain flexibilities
in the interpretation of probabilistic analyses. Regardless of the
schemes proposed to resolve uncertainties in applying probabilistic
techniques (e.g., rulemaking), the Committee has seen no convincing
evidence that the current set of standards will prove to be
workable.

The ACNW has concluded that the EPA standards need to be revised
and that now is the time to accomplish this task. The Committee
has even suggested several organizations whose recommendations for
change should be sought, including the National Academy of
Sciences. In such a revision, the Committee recommended that the
standards should be organized in a hierarchical structure with the
higher levels expressing the objectives in a qualitative sense and
the lower levels stating the objectives quantitatively. The
Committee stressed that the several levels be consistent and that
lower levels not be more stringent or conservative than the higher
levels so that they become de facto new standards. The Committee
believes that the proposed quantitative EPA standards may be
internally inconsistent. In addition, we believe that secondary
requirements, if expressed in the EPA standards, should be given
only as guidance, with qualifying statements clearly specifying
that they are not to be applied in a regulatory sense.
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Three principal Committee recommendations for revising the EPA
standards are:

1. An acceptable risk from a high-level waste repository should
be defined and justified, keeping in mind the benefits derived
from the activity involved, and other societal risks as well
as additional relevant considerations. Lower-level standards
should be expressed in terms of annual risk limits from a
disposal facility in an undisturbed and a disturbed state.
The critical population group being considered should be
clearly defined. This approach is in accord with
recommendations of 'organizations such as the International
Commission on Radiological Protection and the United Kingdom's
National Radiological Protection Board.-

2. It should be specified that inclusion in the standards of an
appropriate probabilistic- approach is acceptable' to the'
definition -of risk from a repository,, only if it is clearly
noted that this probabilistic approach is not the single
determining factor in judging the acceptability of a specific
site. Experience 'has shown that probabilistic risk analyses-
(PRAs) alone cannot be used to reliably determine the
compliance of a single nuclear power plant with a set of
standards or as the basis for judging the adequacy of its
safety. A single high-level wiste repository, which is to
function for thousands of years, is still more-difficult to
assess quantitatively. The EPA standards should clearly
specify that risk assessments are butone of several tools for
the evaluation of a given high-level waste repository site
and/or facility, and that PRAs should be only one factor in
evaluating compliance of such a facility with the EPA
standards. Expert opinion and deterministic criteria are of
considerable importance in judging the' acceptability of a
specific site.-

3. Evaluations of the anticipated performance of the proposed
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant indicate that, for the disturbed
state, human intrusion is the dominant contributor to risk.
Early indications suggested that performance analyses for the
proposed Yucca Mountain repository may also show human
intrusion to be important.- For these reasons, separate
considerations for evaluating the impacts of human intrusion
should be included.' The Committee suggested that the
standards- be rewritten to separate the evaluation of
anticipated repository performance into-three parts: (a)'the
undisturbed repository; (b)' the disturbed repository,
exclusive of human intrusion, and (c) the repository as it
might be affected by human intrusion.' This would clearly
separate out the issues surrounding human intrusion and permit
it to be addressed directly.,

.39
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Currently, the NRC staff and the ACNW are moving toward, but are
not yet at, a consensus over how the EPA standards must be revised.
The ACNW will continue its evaluation of the EPA standards.

ACNW Review of the NRC Analysis of the DOE Site Characterization

The stringency of the EPA standards, coupled with their
probabilistic base, has led to the need for extensive plans for
conducting studies and for collecting the data necessary for the
analyses associated with determining whether a given waste disposal
site can be demonstrated to show compliance. As a result, the ACNW
has devoted considerable time and effort in reviewing the DOE SCP
and the NRC staff's review of this plan, the Site Characterization
Analysis (SCA). The ACNW review of these documents was, of
necessity, less than comprehensive. Rather, the Committee focused
on specific critical topics. Members and consultants reviewed
relevant material in-depth, using an iterative process with the
assistance of the NRC and DOE staffs. The Committee was in general
agreement with the overall content of the SCA. However, the
Committee had several significant concerns, some of which are
summarized below:

* Statements are absent in the SCP addressing the
systematic and early identification and evaluation of
potentially disqualifying features at the Yucca Mountain
Site. Although the SCP is an action plan for site
characterization, the Committee believes a much stronger
focus should be placed on early detection of potentially
disqualifying features. The Committee concluded that the
SCA should point to the need in DOE's SCP for an inte-
grated section of the plan that explicitly addresses the
activities leading to an evaluation of the character-
istics of the site directly related to disqualifying
features (e.g., groundwater travel time as stated in the
NRC regulations).

* Insufficient attention is given in the SCP to the
limitations and uncertainties in the Yucca Mountain data
bases, and the associated difficulties in demonstrating
that the repository will comply with EPA's high-level
waste standards (40 CFR Part 191). Here, the key factor.
is that the standards, as currently written, are
probabilistic and therefore the methods for demonstrating
compliance must have a probabilistic base. The approach
required to be used includes the construction of a
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
and, through this process, a demonstration that the
repository complies with the EPA standards. Primary
concerns of the ACNW are the uncertainties and
limitations in the data to be used to construct the CCDF.
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Since the ability to resolve these uncertainties
experimentally may well be beyond the capability of the
site characterization program, increased consideration
should be given to the feasibility of developing
deterministic criteria for judging the adequacy of the
site relative to the EPA goals. As stated previously,
the Committee considers the demonstration of compliance
of the proposed repository with the EPA standards to be
a major concern.

The ACNW raised its concern over the delays by DOE in
implementing satisfactory quality assurance (QA)
programs. The Committee urged that this troublesome
issue be resolved promptly, since continued absence of
approvable QA systems will increase the burden on the
participants in the licensing processes when
qualification of data is at issue.

In addition to the above, the Committee offered a number of
comments pertaining to other specific aspects of the site
characterization program, such as resolving the dilemma of how to
determine the characteristics of the Calico Hills Formation, while
still maintaining this structure as a barrier between radioactive
wastes placed in the repository and the underlying saturated zone,
and the need to define the materials to be used in the waste
packages and the manner in which these packages will be sealed.
The latter information is essential to the evaluation of possible
interactions between the waste package and repository materials.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in today's discussion
and look forward to an interesting exchange of information. The
success of the nation's nuclear energy program will be measured in
part by the skill used to manage nuclear waste. This task clearly
requires the participation of people who are expert in a wide range
of fields. This meeting is an important contribution to the
process and thereby to the quality of the product.

4t1
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ABSTRACT

The development of the present United States standards for transuranic and
high-level waste fundamental criteria, derived release limits, and risk
limits for probabilistic releases is traced through supporting documentation.
The development procedures and the resulting regulations are compared to
requirements for the standards, traditional methods of regulating chemical
and radiological carcinogens, and recommendations made by the International
*Commission on Radiological Protection, the Nuclear Energy Agency, the Board
on Radiological Waste Management, the Science Advisory Board, the Nuclear
Waste Technical Review Board, and individual investigators. The development
methodology, logic, assumptions, and models are reviewed relative to the two
proposed repositories. Individual difficulties are defined, and their
probable causes and potential effects are examined. Several options are
suggested for modifying and extending the standards for each of the four
major areas; these options make the standards more appropriate for the sites
now under consideration, relate them more directly to the actual safety of
the repositories, and make them more defensible. Many of the extensions are
compatible with the present standards and would not require any significant
changes in philosophy, methodology, or format. The benefits of an enhanced
quality assurance program are discussed and several other changes in
development procedures for waste disposal regulations are suggested.
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Derivation of EPA Proposed Standard for Geologic Isolation of High-Level Waste

T. K. Pigford

Department of Nuclear Engineering
University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720

The EPA proposed standard, presented in Table 1, lists cfnulative release

lieits of individual radionuclides to the accessible environments for a period

of 10,000 yr after disposal. The present addendm summarizes my understanding

of how that standard was derived.

The release limits were not derived from EPA's calculations of release

from conceptual repositories. Instead, EPA evidently derives the release

limits entirely from equations equivalent to those on page 6 of UCB-NE-4006.

EPA assuMes groundwater from a repository discharges into a river. Tcy' then

:alculate the radiation dose and health effects to man' from several different

pathways, including drinking the contaminated river water, irrigation of crop-

producing land and consuiption of contaminated produce, resuspension and

inhalation of radioactive material from land surfaces, etc. The EPA approach.

towards calculating the population dose from drinking river water is :illus-

i-.AeJ here. The drinking water pathway is denoted as pathway L - 1- They

M.culate the quantity VT of fresh water produced in the world per year and

quantity V1 of fresh water ingested by an individual per year. For a

total world population of P people, the fraction fl of fresh water ingested

by people is

£a (1)

- A7
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EPA then estimates the curie quantity Qi of radionuclide i released in 104

years from a 105 Mg U-equivalent repository. They assume that the curies

ingested is given by

Ci of i ingested - Qi fl L2 (2)

where f2 is the fraction of released radionuclides which enter fresh water

supplies.

Multiplying by the number Pi1 of premature cancers in the population

drinking the river water, per curie ingested by the population, EPA calculates

the number of premature cancers Nil from ingestion:

Nil Qi ii f2 pil (3)

Contrary to what is said in UCB-NE-4006, EPA does not obtain the risk per

curie from the ORNL code INRB4-2. Instead, EPA has made its own calculations )
of the risk per curie, with results given in the draft report by Smith, Fowler,,

and Goldin2 .

To estimate f, EPA assumes:

p a 1010 people, assumed to be constant for 104 yr. Present world

population is 3.8 x 109 people.

VT a 3 x 1016 t/yr

V1 -.603 A/yr per individual

These values in Eq. 1 result in:

f - 2 x 10 4
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3.

No value of f2 is given, but evidently EPA assumes this to equal unity. EPA

data for the product f1pi are evidently given in the third colutn of Table

D-2, page 149, of the report by Smith, Fowler, and Goldin2 .

With a similar approach, EPA estimates the umber of premature cancers

Ni,/Qi per curie released for pathway L, for each of the 30 pathways considered

in their analysis. The total mober of premature cancers per curie released is

then obtained by

- 30 N
Ni/Qi 30 I' I (4)

EPA data2 for Ni/Qi are listed in the second column of Table 1.

To calculate a release limit Qi for radionuclide i, EPA specifies a

maxim= of 1000 premature cancer deaths in 10,000 yr fron a repository

containing waste equivalent to 105t of uranium fuel . They then renonnalize

tc V premature cancers over 10,000 yr per 1,000 t of uranium fuel. Setting

N - 10 premature cancers, if radionuclide i is the only source of radiation

dose, the nonmalized release limit Qi is obtained by

Q 10 10 curies/1,000 t .S)

La ii

Release limits for selected nuclides, calculated from Eq. (5), are shown

in Table 1. Also shown are the release limits from the EPA proposed standard.

Evidently EPA rouds off its calculated limits to one significant figure.

The calculated limits agree with those in the EPA proposed standard for all

muclides except for "'Tc, where the calculated value is seventeen-fold greater.

The basis for the release limit for 226Ra is not given.

*A 10 -t repository will contain the waste from 100 1000-We nuclear plants,
each operating for its plant life of about 40 yr. Mhe EPA saf~ty goal of

.N a 1,000 is equivalent to 10 premature cancer deaths over l0 yr fran the
high-level waste from a single 1000 We plant. 49
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Table 1. Calculated release limits and release limits in EPA
proposed standard.

Nucli ide

14c
90S r

99Tc

126Sn

1291

135 Cs

137 Cs

226 R

237 N

238 Pu

239 Pu

242 Pu

241 A

243Am

Health effects
per curie
released to a
river S/

4.58 x 10-2

1.21 x 10-1

2.85 x 10-4

1.20 x IO1l

1.08 x 10 2

3.81 x 10'3

1.98 x 10-2

Release limit per 1l02 t of uranium fuel, C1
in 101 yr..__

2.18 x 102

8.26 x 101

3.5 x 104

8.33 x 101

9.26 x 102

2.62 x 103

5.05-x 1o2

From EPA proposed

2 x 102

8 x 0l1

2 x103

8 x 101

9 x102

2 x103

5 x102

3

2 xiol

4 x 102

1 x 2

1x 102

I x10

1 x 101

4

standard
-

5.96

2.29

6.92

6.53

6.76

7.19

2.68

x

x

x

x

10-1

0-2

0-2

102

10

io0-

1 .68

4.37

1.44

1 .53

1.48

1 .39

3.73

x 101

x 102

x 102

x 102

x 102

X 10

x

x

30 N ,Gldn T from Smith, Fowlerodn 2 p. 148.

La I.I
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GASEOUSARELEASE OF CARBON-14:
WHY THE HIGH LEVEL WASTE

REGULATIONS SHOULD BE CHANGED

R. A. VAN KONYNENBURG
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-352.
Uvermore, Calforia 94500

(415) 422-0456 -

ABSTRACT

The high-level nuclear waste regulations pertaining
to gaseous release of carbon-14 from a repository
should be changed to allow greater release, for
several reasons. Some of them are as follows. First,
the total amount of carbon-14 that would be placed in
a repository is small compared to that produced
naturally in the atmosphere by cosmic rays. Second,
the dose that would result to an individual from total
release of repository carbon-14 would be very small
compared to that from natural radiation sources and
would be well below the "Below Regulatory Concem"
criterion. Third, the limits on gaseous carbon-14
release from a repository have been set ' '
unreasonably low compared to the limits set for
carbon-14 release from other fuel cycle facilities.
Fourth, the additional cost for waste packages to
attempt to meet the regulations for carbon-14 release
would likely be of the order of a billion dollars or
more, too high to be justified by the small reduction in
dose that might result.

INTRODUCTION

The issue of carbon-14 release from spent fuel
waste packages has been of concern to those
involved in waste package design and performance
analysis for the Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Project (formerly known as the
Yucca Mountain Project, formerly known as the
Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations
Project) since 1983. The present author coauthored;
two papers on the subject in 19841 and 1986,2
respectively. At the request of the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management, the author wrote a
draft review and position paper on this subject, which
was circulated for comment within the waste
management community beginning in September,
1989. Five papers3-7 were presented on carbon-14
by other authors at the first annual International
Topical Meeting on High Level Radioactive Waste
Management In April 1990. The Nuclear Waste -
Technical Review Board, the Board on Radioactive
Waste Management of the National Research

Council, and the Advisory Committee on Nuclear
Waste have each received briefings on this subject.
Analyses of this Issue have been carried out by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff and by Arthur
D. Uttle, Inc. for the Environmental Protection
Agency.

Carbon-14 is present only In small quantities
in spent reactor fuel. However, it is readily oxidized
to 1 4 CO2 in the presence of oxygen at elevated
temperatures, and can then be transported in the
gaseous phase. This is particularly relevant to the
possibility of locating a repository in Yucca Mountain,
should the site be found suitable, since oxygen
would be present, and gaseous transport could occur
in the unsaturated zone under consideration.

The limits on release of carbon-14 have been
established by the Environmental Protection Agency
under 40CFR191 (currently under reconsideration by
EPA) and by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
under 1OCFR60. As a result of these regulations,
release of carbon-14 is at present the dominant
factor determining the required containment lifetimes
and the allowable container failure rates for spent
fuel packages for a repository, if constructed at the
Yucca Mountain site.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CARBON-14

Carbon-14 Is produced naturally by Interactior
of cosmic rays with gases in the upper atmosphere,
resulting In spallation neutrons, which in turn
undergo capture reactions. The main 14C
production reaction is 14 N(np)1 4C. The estimated -
rate of production Is 28 kilocudes per year.' The
main chemical form of' 1 4C in the atmosphere Is
14CO2. Carbon-14 has a half-ffe of 5,730 years. It
decays by beta emission with a maximum beta
energy of 0.155 MeV.9 It also exchanges with other
terrestrial carbon reservoirs on various timescales:
surface 'mixed layer of the oceans -a few years;
deep oceans - hundreds of years; marine and
terrestrial sediments - thousands of years.10 The
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resulting balance between production, exchange,
and decay led to a more or less steady atmospheric
concentration before the 1 800's of 7.5 * 2.7 pCi per
gram of carbonI which Is the basis for radlocarbon
dating.

MANKIND'S INTERACTION WITH ATMOSPHERIC
CARBON-14

The industrial revolution introduced large-
scale combustion of fossil fuels, which are too old to
retain carbon-I 4. This decreased the atmospheric
14C specific activity by about 2% by the 1950's, a
phenomenon known as the Suess effect

Atmospherc'nuclear weapons tests In the
1950s and 1960s nearly doubled the atmospheric
14 C specific activity.12 It has since decreased by
exchange processes to about 15% above the natural
value and is continuing to decrease.

The atmospheric Inventory was estimated in
1977 to be 3.8 megacurles.8 The global Inventory
was estimated at 230 megacuriesm mostly as
bicarbonate In the oceans. Carbon-14 enters the
biosphere primarily by photosynthesis of plants,
followed by Ingestion of plants by animals.
Equilibration of the 14C specific activity of the human
body with that of the atmosphere occurs with a lag
time of only about 1.4 years.i3 Thus the radiation
dose rate to the individual from carbon-14, which
results from that incorporated In his own body, Is
directly proportional to the specific activity of 14C in
the atmosphere.

CARBON-14 PRODUCTION IN LIGHT WATER
REACTORS

Carbon-14 is produced in the fuel assemblies
(U02, cladding, and fuel assembly hardware), non-
fuel assembly structural materials, and reactor
cooling water of light water reactors.14 The main
production reaction in the fuel, cladding, and
structural metals is 14N(n,p)1 4C, In which thermal
neutrons are captured by Impurity nitrogen. The
main reaction In the water Is 17 0(n,a)l 4C. Most of
the 14C produced in the cooling water Is exhausted
to the atmosphere, at rates of about 10 curies per
year for a 1000-MWe plant.'5 A small fraction goes
into Ion exchange resins and Is disposed of as low-
level waste.'S The 14C produced in the fuel
assemblies is mostly retained In the spent fuel,
although some Is lost from the external surface by
dissolution in the water of spent fuel pools, followed
by exchange with ventilation air and exhausting from
the stack to the atmosphere. Reactor structural
material not associated with fuel may end up as low
level waste or as greater than class C! waste at the
time of replacement or decommissioning.

INVENTORY OF CARBON-1 4 IN SPENT FUEL

The 14C inventory in spent fuel can be
estimated by calculations and measurements.
Calculations require a knowledge of the average
nitrogen Impurity content of U02, zircaloy, and
stbuctural metals In the fuel assemblies. The most
comprehensive calculation for U.S. fuel was done by
Davis at ORNL In 1977."4 Subsequent work by
ORNL07 t has used these values for nitrogen
content: U02 -25 pggU, zircaloy - 80 wppm, 304
stainless steel -1300 wppm, and nickel alloys -
1300 wppm.

I have re-examined these nitrogen
concentrtions. The U02 value appears to be well-
founded, since it was based on measured data at
reactor fuel manufacturing plants. The other
numbers appear to be conservatively high, since
they were based on maximum values from
consensus standards. I have therefore chosen new
values which more nearly reflect actual production
averages. For zircaloy I have adopted the value 40
wppm, based on discussions with John Schemel of
Sandvik Special Metals, Richland, WA In 1989. For
304 stainless steel, I have adopted the value 400
wppm.20 For the nickel alloys I have adopted the
value 120 wppm, based on discussions with James
Crum of INCO Alloys International of Huntington,
West Virginia in 1989. This reflects current use of
vacuum melting, or degassing by means of an argon-
oxygen blowing process.

To calculate the revised carbon-14 inventory
in spent fuel, I scaled the ORNL results for each
component by the ratio of the new nitrogen
concentrations to the old ones. In doing so, I also
used new measurements of the variation of neutron
flux and spectrum-averaged cross sections with
height In reactor cores. 21

As an example, my revised result for the 14C
inventory of PWR spent fuel with a bumup of 33,000
MWdVMTU is 1.00 curie per metric ton of Initial
uranium, as compared to the earlier ORNL value of
1.55. For BWR spent fuel with a bumup of 27,500
MWdWMTU, my new value is 1.02 curies per metric
ton, compared to the ORNL value of 1.53. This
Includes the zircaloy fuel channel. Comparison to
measurements made by the Materials
Characterization Center at Pacific Northwest
Laboratories has been made for two fuel assemblies
for which al the components have been analyzed for
14C (data received from R.J. Guenther and J.E.
Mendel In 1989). In one case, the measured 14C
inventory was 25% greater than my revised result. In
the other case, it was 27% lower. In order to obtain
more precise average values, a large number of fuel
assemblies would have to be analyzed. Since a
large proportion of the fuel destined for the repository
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has not yet been manufactured, it appears that these
revised calculated values are the best values we will
have to work with for the foreseeable future.

ESTIMATE OF REPOSITORY CARBON-14
INVENTORY

The following basis was used along with the
above-described revised carbon-14 Inventory for
spent fuel: The total repository capacity is 70,000
metric tons of Initial uranium equivalent, of which
7,000 is assumed to be defense waste and 63,000 is
spent fuel (Defense waste does not contain 14C,
since it was exhausted to the atmosphere during
reprocessing). The average bum-ups are taken to
be 29,500 MWd/MTU for BWR fuel and 37,500 for
PWR fuel. On a tonnage basis, the repository is
assumed to receive 35.7% BWR spent fuel and
64.3% PWR spent fuel.

The results are an average of 1.12 curies per
metric ton uranium In the spent fuel, and a repository
total of 71 kilocudes of 14C.

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION AND CHEMICAL
FORMS OF CARBON-14 IN SPENT FUEL

As discussed above, 14 C Is produced in the
U02, the zircaloy, and the fuel assembly hardware.
For PWR spent fuel with a burnup of 33,000
MWd/MTU, the calculated 14C distribution for these
three components Is 0.60, 0.18, and 0.22
cudeslMTU, respectively,.for a total of 1.00
curies/MTU. For BWR spent fuel with a bumup of
27,500 MWdIMTU, the corresponding values are
0.54, 0.38, and 0.10 curies/MTU, respectively, for a
total of 1.02 curieslMTU. There is a negligible
amount of 1 4C in the fuel rod gas.

The chemical forms of 14C In spent fuel are
not known, but may include elemental carbon,
carbides, and oxycarbides.

RELEASE OF CARBON-14 FROM SPENT FUEL

Measurements performed by LLNL in 19831
revealed that 14C was rapidly released from the
outside surfaces of iritact spent fuel cladding when
heated in air, appearing as 14C02 In the air.

Subsequent work by Smith and Baldwin22

showed that as much as 2% of the spent fuel 14C
inventory was released from zircaloy cladding In 8
hours at 3500C in air. The time dependence of the
release was consistent with diffusion In a layer of
finite thickness, suggesting that the 14C1i released
from the oxide layer on the zircaloy. The identity of
the diffusing species Is not known. The temperature
dependence was Arrhenius, with an activation

energy between 19 and 25 kcal/mole, depending on
oxide thickness. The amount of 14C released in 8
hours at 2000C was about a factor of 25 lower than at
3500C. At 1000C, it was about a factor of 100 lower
than at 3500 C. In commercial grade argon.(having
about 50 ppm oxygen) the release was about a factor
of 10 lower than in air. The effects of Ionizing
radiation on oxidation of 14C in spent fuel have not
yet been quantified.

Spent fuel dissolution experiments by
Wilson23 showed that an additional amount of about
1/2% of the overall 14 C Inventory is readily
accessible at the fuel-cadding gap after cladding
breach. Release of the remaining Inventory requires
oxidation of U02 and metal parts.

RELEASE OF 14C02 FROM WASTE PACKAGES

No release of 14CO2 can occur from waste
packages unless the waste containers are breached.
Similarly, no release of 14C from U02 or the fuel-
cladding gaps can occur unless the cladding is
breached (a small fraction of the fuel rods are known
to have initially-breached cladding).

The material from which the containers will be
fabricated has not yet been selected. Consequently,
the dominant container failure mode or modes are
not known at present. Once the dominant modes are
known, It will still be a difficult task to predict the
distributions of time-to-failure and the number and
size distributions of container perforations. Work is in
progress to predict the distribution of time-to-failure
for the cladding, and this Is also a difficult task.

Researchers from LBLA and BNL 5 have
theoretically analyzed the release of 14002 through
perforations of various sizes In waste containers, but
it is not possible to apply their results
deterministically in the absence of a knowledge of
the number, size, and time distributions of
perforations.

Breach of one container in 20,000 in a single
year during the containment period, coupled with a
21/. loss from the breached containers, would exceed
the DOE interpretation of *substantially complete
containmenLt Breach of one container in ZODO In a
-single year during the controlled release period, -
coupled with a 2%a loss from these containers, would
violate the NRC 10CFR6O Emit of one part in 105 per
year.

el 5~
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TRANSPORT OF CARBON-I 4 THROUGH THE
GEOLOGICAL MEDIA TO THE ACCESSIBLE
ENVIRONMENT

Natural transport of gases through Yucca
Mountain has been studied by the USGS.24
Theoretical modeling of the gaseous transport of 14C
from a repository in Yucca Mountain has been
performed by several researchers.25- 27 There
appears to be a consensus that the travel time of
1 4 C02 to the surface will be comparable to or less
than one half-life (5.730 years). Consequently,
relatively little credit can be taken for nuclear decay
during transport

ASSESSMENT OF LIKELIHOOD THAT DOE, NRC,
AND EPA LIMITS ON CARBON-14 RELEASE CAN
BE MET

The reference design waste package
described In the site characterization plan
incorporated a single-walled metal container with a
wall thickness of about 1 cm. Depending on the
metal selected, the cost estimates per container for
this design ranged from $45,000 to $83,000
(estimates compiled by Babcock and Wilcox, to be
published). Taking Into account the number of
packages In the repository, the cost for these
containers would be In the 1 to 3 billion dollar range.
This design was intended to prevent aqueous
dissolution of radionuclides during the 300-1,000
year containment period. Gaseous release of 14C is
more difficult to prevent.

In my opinion It Is unlikely that waste
containers of reasonable cost could meet either the
DOE interpretation of "substantially complete
containment' (10-6 of the' inventory per year) or the
NRC 10CFR60 release rate limit (IO- 5 per year) for
carbon-I 4. This opinion is based on the difficulty of
assuring that initial flaws are not present In the waste
containers, and on my estimate of what Is possible In
terms of prediction of corrosion processes over long
time periods, particularly In view of inherent
uncertainties In predicting a repository environment
far Into the future.

In my opinion, it is also not possible to give
assurance that the EPA 40CFR191 cumulative
release limit of 0.1 curie of 14C per MTU over 10,000
years could be met. This limit would constitute only
10% of the 14C Inventory. When one combines the
uncertainties In predicting the containment lifetimes
of waste packages, the oxidation rates of the metal
parts of fuel assemblies, the containment lifetimes of
fuel cladding, and the oxidation rate of the U02 fuel
over such a time span, with the rapid transport rate of
14 C02 through the geologic media, it Is not possible
to state confidently that this cumulative release limit

could be met. Efforts to achieve some degree of
assurance would likely Involve devising waste
packages with gettering material and multiple walls,
which would likely cost a multiple of the cost of the
reference design. That Is, the cost Increase would be
measured in billIons of dollars. Prudent use of the
nation's resources demands that we ask what would
be gained by such an expenditure. This analysis
follows.

CONSEQUENCES OF RELEASE OF THE TOTAL
REPOSITORY CARBON-14 INVENTORY

As discussed above, the estimated global
inventory of naturaily-produced 14C Is 230 million
curies. In comparison, the estimated repository 14C
inventory of 71 kilocuries Is less than 1/3000 of the
global Inventory of 14C. Taking Into account the
natural cosmic ray production rate of 28 kilocurles
per year, the entire repository inventory would be
produced naturally In less than three years.

If the entire repository Inventory of 14C were
released instantaneously, the average atmospheric
concentration would Increase less than 2%/. If the
release occurred over a time longer than a few
hundred years, exchange processes would emit the
increase In atmospheric concentration to less than
0.1%. By comparison, the atmospheric nuclear
weapons tests had raised the concentration in the
northern hemisphere by 84% by 1964, when the
atmospheric test ban treaty took effect.

The burning of fossil fuels and the
manufacture of cement (roasting of carbonate
minerals) release 12CO2 to the atmosphere. This
dilutes the 14 C02. lowering its.specific activity.
Modeling indicates that the specific activity of 1 4C in
the atmosphere will not significantly increase as a
result of world-wide nuclear power production for the
foreseeable future (to the year 2050).25 The
repository inventory would constitute only a small
part of the world-wide total.

Average dose rates to individuals in the U.S.
and Canada from natural background radiation have
been estimated at 300 mrem per year by the
NCRP.293m Of this total, 2J3 Is contributed by radon,
and I mrern Is due to natural 1 4C. Using the data
presented above, release of all repository 14C would
raise this dose rate by less than 20 microrem per
year, and probably less than 1 microrem per year. It
Is interesting to note that the NRC has established a
policy that dose rates less than 1 to 10 millirem (or
1,000 to 10,000 mIcrorem) are "Below Regulatory
Concern." 31

Estimating the dose to the maximally exposed
individual depends sensitively on several
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assumptions: the location where theindividuals
food is grown, the assumed Inventory of 14C, the
assumed rate of release, the assumed travel time
through the geologic media, the surface area over
which the 1 4C Is discharged, and the speed and
direction of winds. The location where the food is
grown Is crucial, because by far most carbon
Incorporated in the human body comes from
ingestion rather than Inhalation. Two factors will tend
to keep the dose to the maximally exposed Individual
close to that for the global average Individual. First,
Yucca Mountain Is located In a desert Large scale
agriculture In Its Immediate vicinity Is unlikely.
Second, the time required for dispersal by winds and
atmospheric mixing Is very short compared to the
probable timescale of release and compared to the
half-life for decay. Daer (see Ref. 7) assumed that an
individual lived over the repository "footprint, and
that his food was grown elsewhere. He assumed a
release of 1,000 curies of 14C at the surface each
year, over an area of 1600 acres. The winds were
based on data from Yucca Mountain. Daer's result
for dose rate to the maximally exposed Individual
was 0.05 mrem per year. This can be compared to
the 300 millirem per year natural dose rate and the 1
to 10 millirem per year Below Regulatory Concemr
limit.

It Is abundantly dear from these comparisons
that dose to Individuals from total release of
repository -14C Is too low to be of concern, either to
global average Individuals or to those living in the
vicinity of Yucca Mountain.' However, the EPA
40CFR191 Table 1 cumulative release limit for 14C
was based on Integrating over a projected world
population out to 10,000 years, assuming a linear, no
threshold model for dose response, and limiting the
health effects to 0.1 per year for 100,000 metric tons
equivalent of spent fuel and high level nuclear waste.
This Is called the collective effective dose equivalent
commitment (CEDEC) approach.

A more recent analysis of this type by
McCartney et al.28 was based on the assumptions
that the world population levels out at 10 billion, and
the total recoverable reserves of fossil fuels are
x10 5 kg (carbon). They used a 25-box carbon

cycle model. For an Integration time of 1 00,000
years, they obtained a CEDEC of 470 person-rem
per curie of 14C released. . This can be compared
with the EPA value of 399 person-rem for the shorter
integration period of 10,000 years.3 2 -Using the
McCartney results, If the entire repository inventory
were released to the atmosphere, the total CEDEC
would be 33 million person-rem. For comparison, a
natural background dose rate of 300 mrem per year
would produce a CEDEC of 3X10 13 person-rem over
10,000 years or 3x1014 person-rem over 100,000
years. These CEDECs are a factor of one to ten

million hlgheithan that for the repository 14C. Again,
the release of repository 14C pales into
insignificance by comparison.

NONUNIFORMrIY IN THE REGULATORY
TREATMENT OF CARBON-14 RELEASE

Regulatory treatment of 140 release Is not
uniform. Regulations currently allow direct airborne
release of 14C from reactors, and it amounts to one-
quarter to one-third as much total 14C radioactivity
as will be present In the repository. Shallow trench
burial of significant amounts of 14C in the form of low
level wastes Is also allowed and Is currently
practiced. All gaseous radionuclide releases other
than those from a high level waste repository are
regulated under 40CFR61. Park and Pflum7 have
recommended that repository 14C emissions either
be regulated under 40CFR61 or that 14C should be
exempt from all EPA regulations. I support this view.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The repository would have a carbon-14
Inventory of about 71 kilocurles.

2. About 2% of the carbon-14 Is located on the
outside of the fuel cladding. About 1/2Gb Is
readily accessible at the fuel-cladding gap.

3. Carbon-14 is readily oxidizable to 14 CO2 and
Is rapidly transported in the gas phase through
the unsaturated zone.

4. For waste containers of reasonable cost, it
does not appear likely that either the DOE 10-6
per year release rate criterion, the NRC 10-5
per year release rate limit, or the EPA 0.1 curie
per metric ton cumulative release limit over
10,000 years can be met for carbon-14.

5. The consequences of total repository carbon-
14 Inventory release on human health and the
environment would be extremely small In
comparison to the effects of natural radiation.

6. The stringent limits placed on carbon-14
release from the repository'are In sharp
contrast to the higher limits appliedlo carbon-
14 release from other fuel cycle facilities, such
as operating power reactors.

7. In view of the above, it seems reasonable to
conclude that the high level nuclear waste
regulations should be changed to allow higher
releases of carbon-14 from the repository.
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8. Reasonable approaches appear to be to
regulate gaseous release of carbon-14 from
the repository on the same basis as all other
gaseous radlonuclide releases to the
atmosphere or to exempt carbon-14 releases
from all EPA regulations.
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EFFECT OF A LOW-PERMEABILITY LAYER ON

CALCULATED GAS FLOW AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN*
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INTRODUCTION

Yucca Mountain is being studied to determine its
suitability as a location for a high-level nuclear waste
repository. The mountain is a steep-sided linear ridge
which is underlain by a 500-meter thick unsaturated zone
composed of alternating layers of ash-flow and bedded
tuffs.1

Seasonal flows of air with velocities as high as 3.5
m/s have been observed 2 in deep boreholes at Yucca
Mountain. These nows are attributed to convective
circulation arising from topographic relief, seasonal
temperature variation, and density differences resulting
from variation in gas composition. If a repository were
built there, heat from the emplaced waste would also
contribute to gas flow. Large-scale air flows may be
significant to repository performance because they control
the movement of carbon dioxide within the mountain and
also result in a net flux of water vapor to the surrounding
atmosphere. An understanding of the velocity,
traiectories, and mixing of the gas in Yucca Mountain is
r-z:essary both as input for a model of the carbon-14
movement in the unsaturated zones and evaluation of the
net vapor flux.

Amter and Ross4 developed a model called TGIF
(Iopozraphic Induced Elow) to simulate gas flow under
Yucca Mountain. The TGIF model differs significantly
from previous gas now models. It uses a governing
equation that is based on the concept of freshwater head,
thus avoiding the numerical problems associated with the
near-cancellation of the forces due to gravity and the
pressure gradient. Unlike most other models, dipping,
layered media can be simulated.

This paper describes a systematic sensitivity study
that was designed to test several aspects of the TGIF
model when used to simulate gas flow under Yucca
Mountain. Values of three important inputs to the model
were systematically varied to form a matrix of 80 runs.
The matrix consisted of five values of permeability
contrast between a bedded tuff layer and surrounding
welded units (in aill cases, bulk permeabilities were used to
represent the combined effect of both fractures and
matrix permeability), four temperature profiles
representing different stages of repository cooldown, and
four finite-difference grids.

THE MODEL

The derivation of the governing equation on which
TGIF is based involves the following assumptions about
the physical system in the deep subsurface at Yucca
Mountain:

* Thermodynamic equilibrium exists among air,
water vapor, and water.

* The gas behaves as an ideal gas.
* The gas is saturated with water vapor.
* The gas flow field is at steady state.
* Changes in partial pressure of water vapor are

accommodated by changes in gas composition,
with the total pressure remaining nearly constants.

* Gas viscosity is independent of pressure.
* Acceleration of gravity is uniform.
* Molecular diffusion resulting from gradients of

water vapor partial pressure has a negligible effect
on gas flow.

* All gas-filled voids in the matrix may be treated
as a single porosity on time scales of years (see
data of Montazer et al.6).

* This work was performed under the auspices of the US. Department of Energy, Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management, Yucca Mountain Project, under Contract DE-AC04-76DP00789
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* Gas permeability is independent of pressure.
* The unsaturated zone stays at constant saturation,

with water lost to evaporation replenished by
precipitation or from the water table.

The validity of these assumptions at sufficiently
low temperatures is well established. They imply that the
system can be described by three equations, a volume
balance, a constitutive relation, and Darcy's Law, as
follow:

gas particle path lines. The particle tracker is based on the
theory developed by Pollock 7, with modifications for use
with a node-centered flow model.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SYSTEM

Gas flow was simulated in a two-dimensional
vertical section that cuts across the south portion of Yucca
Mountain where a nuclear waste repository might be
located. A schematic of the simulated section is shown in
Figure 1.

T Pi . r) P.
(1)

P--I(P o.Q.P 0)

4-K(VP-SPI)
PL

(2)

(3)

where q is the volumetric flux of gas (or Darcy velocity),
T is the temperature, P is the pressure, P, is the vapor
pressure of water, P. is defined by P. - P-P. p is the gas
density. R is the gas constant, O, and no are the molar
weights of dry air and water, X is the permeability of the
rock, j& is the viscosity of the gas, g is the acceleration of
gravity, and i is a downward-pointing unit vector. To
avoid the numerical problems associated with the
subtraction of two large numbers to yield a small number,
Amter and Ross4 recast the problem in terms of a variable
h (called 'the freshwater head') defined by

-P,
(4)

where P. and p0 are reference values of pressure and
density. The governing equation then is approximated as

I 0-0 d . I ar
m RT I Rr dr

-goA-h, ' °(5)
* RT h.

Figure 1. Geometry of cross section used in the gas flow
simulation.

The mountain contains a number of
hydrostratigraphic subdivisions of the Paintbrush Tuff
Formation. These layers dip approximately six degrees to
the east and differ in permeability. The most important
hydrostratigraphic feature of the modeled section is a thin,
nonwelded tuff layer which includes all or part of several
stratigraphic subdivisions of the Paintbrush Tuff.1 This
unit, the Paintbrush nonwelded unit, is sparsely fractured
and thus is thought to have a relatively lower permeability.
It lies between two thick, welded, densely fractured, and
relatively permeable units, the Tiva Canyon welded unit
(above) and the Topopah Spring welded unit (below).

A permeability of 10-11 m2 is used for both the
Tiva Canyon unit and the Topopah Spring unit while
permeabilities of 10-14, 10-13, 10-12, 10-11, and 10-10 ml
are used for the nonwelded unit in the simulations. Since
the path lines depend only on the degree of the
permeability contrast between the two kinds of tuff and
not on the absolute magnitude of the permeability, travel
times for other values of welded-tuff permeability can be
obtained from travel times reported here by dividing by
the ratio of the permeabilities.

where
,. Idp 1. I h..1

p& dT T h. dT T.
(6)

P.
(7) The simulation region is surrounded by two types

of boundary conditions (Figure I),
* the mountain's atmospheric contact along its

surface, and
* no-flow conditions along the base and

sides.

and h. and h, are related to P& and P, by (4).

A new addition to TGIF is a post-processor
particle tracker, which facilitates the direct generation of

9
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The no-flow boundary assigned at the base of the
simulated region represents the top of the low-
permeability tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills unit,
which would impede downward gas flow. The boundary
to the west is located in the trough of Solitario Wash,
which is a natural now divide. The third no-flow
boundary is located far enough to the east to have little
effect on now near the repository, as shown by additional
simulations not reported here. Numbers shown in
Figure I represent starting locations of particle tracks.

The four temperature fields were calculated using
Laplace's equation and prescribed temperatures at the
repository and all boundaries. Along the atmospheric
boundary, a uniform temperature (independent of
elevation) was assumed based on an assumed annual
average. Temperatures at the base of the cross-section
varied with elevation, following an assumed geothermal
gradient.

SIMULATIONS

A matrix of 80 runs was constructed by varying
three important aspects of the simulation (see Figure 2).
These were:

* the temperature of the repository and surrounding
rock.

* the permeability of the Paintbrush nonwelded unit,
which is the middle layer in the simulation, and

* nodal density used to represent the Paintbrush
nonwelded unit and also the entire simulation.

The entire three-dimensional matrix ofsimulations

is shown schematically in Figure 2, where K is the
intrinsic permeability of the Paintbrush nonwelded unit
and K' is the intrinsic permeability of the surrounding
Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring welded units.,

Five different permeability contrasts were used in
the simulations. The Paintbrush nonwelded unit was
assumed to be 10 times more permeable and also 1, 10,
100, and 1000 times less permeable than the surrounding
welded units, which were assigned a permeability of
10lo- m2. The objective was to test the model over the
range of contrasts that was found by Montazer et al.6

As depicted in Figure 2, the matrix of simulations
included four different assumed temperature profiles.4
The ambient condition represents the current condition of
a linear geothermal gradient of 2.0 K per 100 m. In the
remaining three situations, the subsurface was assumed to
have been heated by the nuclear waste in the repository,
raising temperatures 3, 14, and 30 K over ambient
conditions. Although these are temperatures that might be
expected thousands, tens of thousands, or perhaps
hundreds of thousands of years from now, future
repository temperatures are uncertain, and these
simulations are not intended as predictions of conditions
at any particular time. Rather, this range in temperatures
was used to examine how gas flow may be affected by
temperature.

To examine the sensitivity of the model to mesh
density, the number of rows used in the simulation,
particularly in and around the middle layer. was varied.
Four different meshes were employed.

The first mesh contained 12 rows and 46 columns
of blocks. The middle layer contained two rows of
rectangular blocks that measured 20 m (vertical length) by
40 m. The remaining blocks were squares with sides of
40 eo.

In the second mesh, the number of rows and
columns was doubled to 25 and 92. This resulted in a
mesh consisting entirely of square blocks that measured
20 m on a side. As in the first case, two rows of blocks
were used to represent the Paintbrush nonwelded unit.

WKVK.J K'/K.l K'IK-10 K'/K-l0o K'/K-1000 `
Ambien Ambient Ambient AmbientAin I_ 1

Mesh 4: 31 x 92 blocks The 4
Paintbrush NWU rows and nearest
4 rows itop and bottom) contain
10 m x 20 m blocks and elsewhere
20 nm a 20 s blocks.

K,/K-0.I K/K-I
Ambient I Ambient

| trIK.IO | Amb.Ien I K/K-100 I Mesh 3: 27 a 92 blocks.I Ambient I Ambient 1 Ambient .* .

_ /K. _ O I K/K-I | K/K.10 K I/K-100 K'1K-l000
Ambient Ambient l Ambient I Ambien t -

_K.0.1 I KI/K-I K'/K-10 K'/K-100 K KK-il00
ambient Ambient I Ambient Ambient I Ambient

KVK-O.I
T a 303 K

/'JK-I
To 303 K

KVK-10
T a 303 K

K'/K-100
T * 303 K

K'/K-1000
T -303 K

4 I

KVK-0.I
T-314 K

XV/KI
T-314K

KI/K-I0
T a314K

KV/Kl00
T-314 K

K/K-I000
T- 314 K

II,

with 10 m a 20 m blocks and
*lsewhere 20 m a 20 m blocks.

Mesh 2: 25 a 92 blocks.
Paintbrush NWU contains 2 tows
and 20 m x 20 m blocks
throughout.

Mesh 1: 12 x 46 bocskL
Paintbrush NWU contains 2 rows ot
20 m a 40 am blocks and elsewhere
40 m a 40 m blocks.

A. - I .4
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T-330 K

K'/K-I
T- 330 K
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Tm 330K

V'/K-100
T1 330 K

KVK-1000
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Figure 2. Matrix of simulation cases.
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The third mesh was a modification of the second
mesh. The number of rows of blocks used to represent the
Paintbrush nonwelded unit was increased from two to four
by decreasing by half the row spacing in the middle unit.
The Paintbrush nonwelded unit was thus represented by 4
rows of rectangular blocks that measured 10 m by 20 m.
The rest of the domain retained square blocks.

I

Figure 3. Two-dimensional finite difference grid
(31 x 92 blocks).

Figure 4c. Path tines with the repository heated to
330 K, no permeability contrast.

The fourth mesh was also a modification of the
second mesh. The number of rows of blocks was
increased to 32 by halving the row spacing not only in the
Paintbrush nonwelded unit, but also four blocks into the
surrounding units. This mesh, shown in Figure 3.
contained 12 rows of blocks measuring 10 m by 20 in, 4 of
which represented the Paintbrush nonwelded unit. The
rest of the mesh retained square blocks.

RESULTS

The results of the 80 simulations demonstrate that
the predicted pattern of flow is highly dependent on the
temperature and permeability contrast. Selected output
from the model, in the form of particle tracks, illustrates
the major trends.

The Effect of Temnerature

110
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Figure 4a. Path lines with ambient temperature, no
permeability contrast.
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The temperature of the repository affects both the
velocity of gas particles leaving the repository and the
direction of the path lines. Figures 4a-c shbw the path
lines for simulations in a uniform medium (no
permeability contrast) at ambient conditions and
repository temperatures of 314 K and 330 K.

As the repository temperature increases, the
vertical velocity component for gas particles exiting from
the repository also increases. Increasing temperature thus
decreases path-line curvature. and length and also
decreases transit times for particles traveling from the
repository to the atmosphere. Figure 5 shows how the
shortest particle travel time from the repository to the
surface is related to the repository temperature. In all
simulations, particles starting from near the left end of the
repository had the shortest travel time. Since the contrast
between the permeability of the middle and surrounding
layers also affects travel time, curves corresponding to
five different permeability contrasts are shown.

7001 .

-50 1o "550 550 750 950 t150 1350 1550 1750
X (meterz

Figure 4b. Path lines with the repository heated to
314 K, no permeability contrast.
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particle penetrates the layer. Path lines originating from
the left side of the repository are directed laterally
beneath the middle layer until they exit at the atmospheric
boundary. Path lines under the layer from the center and
right side of the repository form a convection cell driven
by a small horizontal temperature gradient. (When the
temperature boundary conditions are changed slightly to
eliminate the horizontal gradient, the convection cell
disappears.)
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Igsoo

4 110I

U *t

290 300 -3- 320 330
Repository temperature (degrees)

Figure S. The minimum particle travel time from the
repository as a function of temperature at
the repository. 750 950 1

X (meters)

Figure 6a. Path lines with ambient temperature, 0.lx
permeability contrast.

The Effect of Permeability Contrast

The degree to which the permeability of the
middle unit differs from the surrounding layers has a
pronounced effect on the flow system predicted by the
TGIF model. When a particle crosses a permeability
boundary, its trajectory appears to follow the law of
tangents, as one would expect. In addition, temperature
and tilting of the layers affect the pattern of gas flow.
With sufficient permeability contrast, the middle layer acts
as a true confining layer, with independent flow systems
above and below it.

Low-temperature situation Figures 6a-e show path lines
with the ambient temperature profile (no repository
heating) and five different contrasts in permeability. In
Figure 6b, the uniform permeability case, the path lines
are smooth, are nearly symmetric around the center of the
mountain, and all exit near the crest of the mountain.
Figure 6a shows the case where the middle layer is 10
times more permeable than the surrounding layers. As
would be expected, refraction id the direction of the
bedding plane causes greater convergence of the flow
lines. Figures 6c-e show that when the middle layer has
a progressively smaller permeability, the Paintbrush
nonwelded unit becomes an increasingly effective
confining layer. In Figure 6c (middle layer 10 times less
permeable), path lines are refracted perpendicular to the
bedding plane, reducing the convergence of the path lines.
In Figure 6d (permeability 100 times less), path lines are
diverted some distance laterally outward beneath the
middle layer before penetrating It and traveling to the
surface. Note that there is a pronounced convergence of
these path lines above the layer. At a- permeability
contrast of a thousand, shown in Figure 6e, confinement
by the middle layer is nearly complete; only one gas

* Figure 6b. Path lines with ambient temperature, no
permeability contrast.

Figure 6c. Path lines with ambient temperature, lOx
- permeability contrast.
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Figure 6d. Path lines with ambient temperature, lOOx
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Figure 7a. Path lines with the repository heated to
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Figure 6e. Path lines with ambient temperature, IOOOx
permeability contrast.

Iith-temnerature situation Figures 7a-e show the path
lines from a repository heated at a temperature of 330 K
with five different contrast in permeability. Although
refraction again occurs in the middle layer, there are some
important differences from the low temperature situation.
Because the higher temperature causes a stronger buoyant
flow, path lines tend to be shorter and more vertical when
the permeability contrast is relatively small. This can be
seen in Figures 7a-b. However, the higher velocities also
promote divergent flow beneath the middle layer and the
formation of convection cells at both ends of the
repository as the permeability contrast increases
(Figures 7c-e). When the permeability contrast reaches a
factor of 1000 (Figure 7e), the middle layer becomes an
effective confining layer and no path lines penetrate it.

Develooment of an upper and lower flow system As the
permeability contrast increases, there is an increased
tendency toward the development of separate flow systems
on either side of the middle layer. This can be seen by
comparing Figures 4c and 7e. In the no-contrast, high
temperature case depicted in Figure 4c, the mountain
contains a single flow system with a simple pattern of
circulation. Some of the air entering the mountain flows
deep enough to pass through the repository. All path lines
originating from the repository exit near the crest of the
mountain.

Figure 7b. Path lines with the repository heated to
330 K. no permeability contrast.
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Figu~s 7c. Path lines with the repository heated to
330 K, IOx permeability contrast.

A very different situation can be seen in
Figure 7e, which depicts the high contrast, high
temperature case. Completely separate flow systems form
above and below the middle layer because gas particles
cannot penetrate it. Circulation in the upper system is
very shallow and exits at the mountain's crest. In the
lower now system, gas particles from the left portion of
the repository exit the left slope of the mountain where
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Figure 8. The minimum particle travel time from the
repository as a function of the permeability
contrast.
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Figure 7e. Path lines with the repository heated to
330 K, lOOOx permeability contrast.
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the lower layer crops out. Gas particles released from the
right portion of the repository circulate back on
themselves.

Travel Times Despite the thinness of the Paintbrush
nonwelded unit, its permeability has a significant affect
on the time required for gas particles originating from the
repository to exit the mountain. Travel times generally
increase as the permeability of the Paintbrush nonwelded
unit decreases. However, reducing the permeability by
three orders of magnitude only increases the travel time
by one order of magnitude. The reduction in travel times
arises from two causes decreased velocities through the
layer and longer path lengths due to refraction. Figure 8
shows the relationship between permeability contrast and
the minimum travel time for four different repository
temperatures. Up to a permeability contrast of 100 times,
there is a steady rise in travel time. An interesting
exception to the trend occurs when the permeability
contrast is 1000 times. Travel times for particles
originating from the left side of the repository decrease
because diversion beneath the middle layer causes path
lengths to shorten. Examples of this can be seen in
Figures 6e and 7e.

Figure 9. Comparison of path lines for different mesh
densities with the repository heated to
303 K. lOx permeability contrast.

The Effect of Mesh Density

Varying the mesh density produces only minor
changes in predicted gas path lines. This can be seen in
Figure 9, which shows path lines for three different mesh
densities when the repository temperature is 303 K and
the permeability contrast is 10 times. The predicted path
lines for particles released from the repository are very
similar for the three different mesh densities. In fact, at
the left side of the repository the path lines are virtually
indistinguishable. This is also the case for path lines
originating from positions 2 through 6. The fact that the
path lines are relatively insensitive to the changes in the
mesh density indicates that all meshes used in this study
are fine enough to yield reasonable results.
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CONCLUSIONS *

The TGIF model appears to be capable of
simulating gas flow at Yucca Mountain over a wide range
of inputs. Gas-flow path lines and travel times are highly
dependent on the repository temperature as well as the
degree of contrast between the Paintbrush nonwelded unit
and surrounding layers. At extremely high permeability
contrasts, two independent flow systems form above and
below the middle layer.

The model can be used to calculate unretarded gas
particle travel times in Yucca Mountain. By accounting
for retardation, carbon-14 travel time could also be
calculated. If the predicted travel time is less than 10,000
years, then more detailed analysis will have to be
considered to determine compliance with proposed EPA
regulations. Such analysis may require additional, more
definitive data describing permeabilities in the mountain.
Other parameters, such as waste-package performance,
may also need to be considered.
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ABSTRACI

Contaminated gases may be transported vertically
through a fractured permeable medium by the
breathing process which is associated with cyclical
changes in the barometric pressure. A review of
results from analytical and numerical modelling
indicates that the contaminant transport induced by
barometric pumping may be orders of magnitude
greater than the rate of transport by molecular
diffusion.

INTRODUCRION

Weather patterns cause cyclical variations in the
barometric pressure over periods of a few days. As
the barometer falls, gases are drawn upward out of
the permeable earth into the atmosphere. Conversely,
a rising barometer pushes fresh air downward. In a
homogeneous permeable medium these vertical gas
motions are piston-like and nearly reversible, so they
contribute only modestly to the transport of trace
gases, aW demonstrated years ago by Buckingham.1 In
a fractured permeable medium, however, vertical
fractures will serve as the primary breathing passages
for all of the underground air volume, causing a
substantial increase in vertical gas displacements. The
associated breathing mechanism may be orders of
magnitude more significant than molecular diffusion
in transporting the toxic gases which are released
from waste burial facilities.

Experience gained in underground nuclear testing
has established a connection between vertical
fractures, barometric pumping, and the release of
radioactive gasses. Although the associated level of
radioactivity has never posed a health hazard, the
Nuclear Test Containment Program at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is
conducting experiments and analysis to better
understand the atmospheric pumping process. A
partial summary of that workc is reported here.

The importance of fractures in carrying the
vertical gas flow has been demonstrated by three
different suites of atmospheric pumping experiments
conducted by LLNL at a total of 20 different sites
within the boundaries of the Nevada Test Site
(NTS).2 3.4 Although the details of these experiments
have differed, eact involved measurements of the
pressure history at two locations, one on the surface
and the other in a partially cased hole which was
capped at the surface The bulk pneumatic diffusivity
of the intervening medium was deduced by comparing
these pressure measurements with corresponding
solutions of the parabolic partial differential equation
which governs the isothermal flow of an ideal gas
through a homogeneous permeable medium.5 For
alluvial media, the pneumatic diffusivities inferred
from these large-scale atmospheric pumping
experiments (0.05-2.5 m2/s) were consistent with core
sample and borehole measurements, suggesting that
inhomogeneities were relatively unimportant in these
media. At volcanics sites, however, there was an
enormous disparity between the large-scale bulk
diffusivity (0.1-15.0 m2/s) and the small-scale core-
sample diffusivity (-0.00005 m2 /s), suggesting that
vertical cooling cracks are the primary breathing
passages of these volcanic formations.

The purpose of the present paper is to explain
some fundamental features of the barometric pumping
process and to present quantitative estimates of the
associated contaminant transport, based on nunerical
and analytical models which are described in two
previous publications.6.7 The results reported here
are mostly for moderate weather cycles with a
fractional pressure change of 11100, as opposed to our
earlier parameter studies which addressed worst-case
scenarios, as often done in evaluating the containment
of underground nuclear tests.
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A N atural eacto r
Two billion years ago in wes Africa a4' i 'l~ i f 'uranium ore
began operating as a nuclear reactor. Long dormant but prerved
intact, the reactor came to' light during the mining of the deposit

byGeorge A. Cowa .n-

42. when Enrico Fermi and his asso- one, and when it is applied to the gasebus and U-238, however arc virtually'indistin.
tes started up their nuclear-fission feed ma terials employed in the enrichmisnt guishible chemically, so that any process
ctor at Stagg Field in Chicago, there of uranium, it can achieve even greater 'ac- that affects one of them must affect the oth-
ry reason to believe it was the fint curacy than is usual under most otlier er in the same way. Indeed, the difficulty of
actor on the carth. The record book circumstances. The discrepancy Bouzigrzes separating the isotopes is attested to by the

ow be corrected. In an open-pit una- had found was a small one, but it was cpin- size and complexity of uranium-enrichment
nine in the southeastern part of the sidered significant. The French Conmmisa- plants such as those at Pierrelatte and at
Republic, near the Equator on the siat i l'tnergic Atomique (C.A.) begail an Oak Ridge, Tenn. Thene seemed to be no
r West Africa, are the dormant re- investigation to discover its cause. plausible mechanism in nature that might
d's natural fission reactor. Within a The raw material fr" the isotopic analisis selectively remove one isotope to the extent
ia of uranium ore the natural reactor was not the uranium ore itself but uranium obseried in the depleted ore.
lent critical," consumed a portion of hexafluoride gas, the form in which urni- As the investigation continued, the possi-
and then shut down, all in Precain- urm is processed for enrichment. One plapsi- bility emerged that the missing U-235 had
ma. The experiment at Stags Field ble explanation wan that do p had 'be- not been displaced but had simply been de-
m anticipated by almost two billion com.e contaminated with "taiings," sthe stroyed in situ. When the required tests

waste product of the enrichment cycle. The were made. the explanation was suddenly
history of the natural reactor is an peculiar isotopic composition persisted. obvious. Elements that are characteristic
dinary sequence of seemingly im- however, in the esults of repeated analyses products of nuclear fission were abundant
Ic events. First, uranium from sn en- of other samples. The possibility of cont*m- in the depleted vein, but they were almost
ershed accumulated in concentrated ination was excluded from further consider- absent elsewhere in the ore body. Their iso-
tposits, including one at a place now ation when the anomaly was traced bhck topic composition was quite unlike that of
klo. Then the conditions necessary through the various stages in the niu- the natural elements, and it corresponded

sin the fission chain reaction were facture of the uranium hexafluoride $as: to the composition expected from fission.
hed; these included constraints on through a processing plant in France to,-he Three months after the investigation had
centration of uranium in the ore. on Mounana mill near Franceville in south- begun in earnest the mystery was solved.
and shape of the lode and on the eastern Gabon. The ore had come from;the Nature, not anm, had constructed the

t of water and other minerals prcs- nearby Oklo mine, operated by the Cmrn- world's first nuclear-fission reactor. Eventu-
lar the reactor had shut down, the pagnie des Mines d'Uranium de Francetille ally six reactor zones were identified in the
e of its activity was preserved virtu. (C.O.M.U.P.). Samples had been preseryd Oklo pit, four of them in strata that had not
idisturbed through the succeeding from each batch of ore processed at Ithe yet been mined.
geological activity. Finally, the dis- Mounana mill; they showed that shipments
of the reactor involved an investiga- of uranium slightly depleted in U-235 had he fissioning of a U-235 nucleus begins
ir de force worthy of the best leuths begun in 1970 and were still continuing.! By 1 when it absorbs a neutron. The absorp-
tive Aiction. mid-1972 the affected shipments from rthe tion of the neutron excites the nucleus and

kOlo mine involved ore that yielded about changes its shap so that about fS percent
6at clue was found by H. Bouzigues, 700 tons of uranium; the deficiency, of of the time it becomes unstable and splits
o is on the staff of the nuckar-fuel- U-235 amounted to roughly 200 kilograpns into two fragments and typically two or
ing plant at Pierrelatte In Prance. In The ore body at Oklo had been defined by three ncutrons. If St least one of the neu-
1972, he obtained a curious result drilling sample cores on a closely spaced irons is absorbed by another fissionable nlu-
a routine analysis ofa standard sam- grid. Some of the cores were stored in cleus and ladsto fission, the reaction is
pared at Pierrelatte from uranium France, and it was possible to analyze por-
mtiral uanium consists mnly of the dions of them individually. Several were
of atomic mass 238; only .720M per- found to be strongly depleted in U-235. One OPEN-PrT URAMUM MINE at Okla In ther the atoms are the easily fissionable core, removed from a region of the ore bpdy Gabon Republic contains scattered pockets
of mass 235. In the freshly prepared that was then being mined, contained only of ere that in Precambrian times achieved all

rd Bouzigues found the proportion .44 percent U-235. the conditfonsaccessary for a fission chain re-
3S to be even smaller than the usual The isotopic composition of uranium is action. Slix of these "ctor tones bhae been
it was .7171 percent. thought to be a constant of the solar sys- Identfied; part of one, designated Reactor
cagues's analysis was performed by tem in any one era. (It has been measured Zone 2 Is visible at the left, at the base of thenerrwall of the pit, opposite a stack of core

pectrometry, in which molecules are not only for many terrestrial ores but also 1pes e dnaped w eih a. blue, tarpaun. The
and accelerated, then deflected by a for moon rocks and meteorites.) Chemical benches and rostrum decorated with palm

tic field. The ms of the molecule is processes can make one region rich in ura.- frds, were set p oen the floor of the pit mine
d by the extent to which It is deflect- nium and leave another region poor. thit is gor an international meeting eonvened a year
e technique ih a delicate and precise hnw the depoil at Olkb was fnrmed. U-23 5 ago to discuss scientlfic aspe" of teKe reaor.
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self-sustaining. The fragments produced by
fission are almost always unequal In size-a
pair might have masses of 99 and 13*44
they are themselves unstable, or in other
' words radioactive. They decay with half-
lives ranging from a few seconds to many
years and yield a varied spectrum of daugh-
ter fission products. The final products in-
elude numerous stable isotopes of more.
than 30 elements.

The spectrum of fission products is so
distinctive that It serves as an unmistakable
sign that a chain reaction has taken place.
In the Oklo uranium deposit the presence of
these elements is convincing and quantita-

tive efidence that a natural reactor once does somc4tho1molybdenPmand iodine
operated therm Both the absolute amounts There armeeven remaining traces of thelinert
of the elements and their isotopic tmpsi- gses kryptonand xenon.
tion can be explained only by their origin in W AScvigJznVeoC Qha. -
fission. :. bla ki Jimbuatyiswi t d re

Rcarkably, pt least s haf S .. -01d rvdil J06bed iwy.hencebTeiusidu-
fision-oduct cements have inhieidt- veuimn;strontidn and barium made in the

obili6dinthe heseinclude the iaw tcactor, and probablyrthe.cadniium, havec
idnt ium. m, cerium.-wm for the mmt pa disapered. On the other

fieodnneuropiu. an- hand, thein k n irciable 4&ffet oir--
him .&O~pdolialum and at0t' m..h m190;ttbisote of aircotir um is pro-.
which is'not one of the rare earhs but is .duced byi h. decayof sontiumo 9O wjicfV
chemically similar to them. " ;his a half life of about 30 yeaz- ne ayi
tc ni theium, rodic concudeu tit* r gtebiniva

CiAnd lver rcmainrsh* go s inhe vicit'iiw etthaa .

__ .. . ..

-.. -

Lw - . . -

*1� - ..* I

REAMMOR ZONE 2 on the Boor of the pit at Ohio i marked with
pes and strings, which defise the lines along which sample cores were
taken. The reactor was discovered In I72. folowin the observation
In a usalum-processing pilat in France of an anomaly is the relative
sbundance of the two common Isotopes of wonium, washm 235 and
urandum 238. The anomaly was traced to am om Ste Oo Mae,
which were Com to be depleted In U-123. the son easly Anion-

able sotope Cores from the ractor oenes contain -the uranium de-
fident In U-235, Jn addition they contain elements that re character-
Istic products of auker fission. Elsewhere in the mine unaium has
a normal Isotopic composition and the nsion products are absent. On
the rock Laee abe Renetor Zone 2 the vein of uranium ore continues.
The black regto~s me shale containing carbonsceous material; yellow
regions am exWzed uranium formed on exposure to the atmospbere.
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in that period.La,4 a finhlyroduCt of ur-
nohm doay, has migrated to some extent.
Other fission products are made in quan-
tities that are small- compared with the
amounts present naturally, and their fate
has not yet been determined.
- perdcularly tuitabli element for an
analydia fission products i neodymium.
It is not an abundant element and therefore
the contribution from its natural back-
ground-tthe amount present from sources
otber than Assion-is small. Moreover, neo-
dymium his seven stable isotopes, ranging
in mass from 142 to 10, but only six of
them are manufactured as fission product
Fission Atgments with a man of 142 do not
decay to neodymium but halt in a stable
redo of tbhe peslod tabs at cerium 142
thencodymiuw 142 present Il the depleted
QOk o, a thr'teorb unrated to Rssion,
and from its amount and the known ratios
of neodymium isotopes in natural deposits
the background levels of the other six isol
topes can be calculated. Subtracting these
amounts from the total neodymium in the
deposit gives the amount of neodymium
made by fission.

For a complete isotopic analysis one
more correction is required Neodymium
143 and neodymium 145 both readily ab-
sorb neutrons; they are said to have a large
neutron-capture cross section. Neutrons
were abundant during the operation of the
reactor and as a consequence many atoms
of these fission products were altered by
neutron capture after their formation. On
absorbing a neutron neodymium 143 is con-
verted into neodymium 144; neodymium
145 becomes neodymium 146. This effect
perturbs the isotopic ratios, and it is partic-
ularly important for the mass-143 and
mass.144 pair. Its magnitude can be calcu-
Iated, however, and its influence can be fully
accounted for. When these corrections for
natural background level and for neutron
capture an made, the abundance ratios of
the neodymium isotopes correspond pre-
cisely to those measured experimentally in
modern reactors of the appropriate type.

Similar analyses can be made of other
elements present in the ore. An example is
thorium. Foevay six atom dUo 235 that
fission when they absorb a neutron, one
simply captures the neutron and becomes

anme o at U-236 This nucleus has a half
life of about 24 million years and decays by
the emission of an alpha particle (a helium
nucleus). When an alpha particle is emitted,
the atomic mass of the nucleus is decreased
by four and the atomic number is decreased
by two. All the U-236 made in the natural
reactor has by now decayed into thorium
232. a nealy stable isotope. Thorium is
found sn the actor ones and is almost
a ent ewe Similarly, U-238 in the
reactor gv rise to a smalU quantity of U-
237; this decays by a series of alpha-particle
emissions to bismuth. At Oklo bismuth
is present in quantity only in the reactor
zones.

WhatcoGditions had to be met to achieve
a nuclea reaction in the Oklo deposit? The
lit of requirements is hardly trivial. The

bask requirement is that the flux of neu- this is the function of the moderator. The
trons be sustained. On the average, the'fis- neutrons are-emitted 'with-high energy -and
sioning of a U-235 nucleus results.in the. therefore.high- vaoclt' in that state the"
prompt cmissiod of 2.5 neutrons; one of ar ireadily:absorbed bt 14b3L LIdeally'
than must be absorbed and must inducd .. neutroni should bit slowed to- atherm.

fission in another nucleus. The rest can be distribution -of . energies: their -velocitieb
absorbed cescwhere or escape. should be those characteristic of random

thermal motion at. the temperature of the
A chain reaction is possible ip unenrched medium. This caa be-scomplished if each

uranrem containing .72 percent 1U-235 neutron collides with a great many nonab-
unde. rtather spcial- circum'- sorptive.nucei.Slow or. thermal neutrons

stancs. A quanlity of deuterium (theiso-. care mucibesi likely to be absorbed by U-
topc of hydrogen with an atomic massof. 238, d ioe are joely.tosur-.
two) must be present to sc-veas a "mod.-' ..vin to.encounter u*nucieuss qU-235.*
crator." This is the system cmployed in ; By far tebeg mioderator available'in'a-
the Canadian natural-uranium ("Candu") . natural reactor is water. The moderatiA tis
power reactors.. Alternatively, the reactor provided prinry by:the hydrogen. atons
could be constructed in a geometric lattic .in the water, and for an ore that is t.w
of uranium and a moderator with carc(6lly billion years old the optimum ratio is about
specified dimensions. Neither. i deuterfu 6 pecent water by' weight The water of
moderator nor a precisely assembled lattice crystallization in a sedimentary ore such as
is likely to be found in nature. About!the 'that at Ohio should more than satisfy 'this
best configuration that has a reasonable requirement In addition. at Oklo the me-
probability of being formed accidentally is dium was probably saturated with ground-
a mass of relatively pure uranium olide water, which would have overmoderated
whose size is large compared with theidis- the neutrons. If the ore- became chain-
tance a neutron travels before it is captuked. reactipg in this condition. the het evolved
This distance arnd hence the required site of. would evaporate some of the water, so that
the deposit are minimized by the presence optimum moderition. would eventually be
of an effective moderator. It is reasonhble attaina For, this reason the constraints
to expect' that such a moderator would be on the amount of water initially present are
present in the form of water saturamg not confining.
the ore . Finally. the reactor could not operate in

Given these best plausible condittoni, no the presence of large quantities of elements
natural reactor could operate today jvith that strongly absorb neutrons (that is. ele-
uranium containing .72 percent of the miass- ments that have a -large neutron-captr
235 isotope The ratio of U-235 to U-U38, cross section). Such elements are cal.
however, has not been constant througlout neutron 'poisons; among the more poet".
the history of the earth. The half-life of U- ones are lithium, boron and many of the
235 is about 7W million yeas, that of U- rare earths. There is no evidence that exces.
238 about 43 billi years. Since the fWsson- sive amounts of such poisons were present
able isotope is decaying faster, it must bave in the ore before the reaction began.
been more abundant in the past. Indeed, These circumstances varied during the
from the decay rates it is possible to extrap- course of the reaction, changing its rate and
olate into the past to determine the relative eventually stopping it entirely. They are re-
abundance of the two isotopes at any time sponsible for controlling the power generat-
back to the formation of the solar system. ed, both over short periods and over the
W ee-carh frmed, natural uraadum entire history of the reactor. Together they
was about 17 percent U-235; the isotope functioned to limit the reactor to modest
has reached its present abundance o4 .72 power levels.
percent through an. exponential decline.
The minimum abundance for the operation
of a plausible natural reactor is I perdent.
which means such a reactor could have op.
crated up until about 400 million years ago.
In the much older Oklo deposit the relative
abundance of U-235 was about 3 perc4nt.

Apart from the isotopic ratio the conten-
trion of urmanium in the ore also affects the
rate of the reaction; for a chain reaction it
must average at least 10 percent Therd are
also constraints on the shape of the: ore
body. A sphere is the most efficient slape
and requires the smallest quantity of ujani-
um, but it is sufcient that the ore be depos-
ited in seamsatleast half a meter thick.n a
thinner deposit too many neutrons would
escape. The reactor zones in the Oklo mine
meet the requirements of uranium concen-
tration and seam thickness.

An important requirement for the opera-
tioo of the rector is that the neutron elmit-
ted by the &oioning nuclei _

I n the long run the behavior of the Okbo
reactor was determined by the continu- -

ousdcceasein the relative abundance of U-
235. Almost all this decrease was a direct
consequence of the fission itself-the reac-
tor was consuming its fueland it was
therefore proportional to the total flux of
neutrons in the reactor. As I have men-
tioned, the conversion of neodymium 143 to
neodymium 144 (by neutron capture) is
also proportional to the total neutron expo-
sure in the ore, and the present isotopic
ratios of neodymium therefore predict the
total depletion in U-233. This.calculation

*gwrter thas-
aw*W6 Adep tio; in other won ,
knRwing the amount of U-233 praes
initially and the amount remaining we
find that thamsnt consumed was greater
thbraoe~4eiveral factors could
contribute tirapm r including
chanes in the conctration or shape of the

_- *.- ,.- -3-
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deposit during the raction. and the accre-
tion of ore afterward. Theprxinpal cm ,
however. is an additional nuclear reactio:
As we have seen U-238 -radil" - e
high-energy neutrons; it Is the:t convert-
ed to U-239. This nucus decays by the
emission of a beta particle (an electron). In
beta decay atomic mans remains essentially
unchanged but atomic number increas by
one. Hemo U-239 b epwnlum 239.
Through a second beta emiedomitbe neptu-
nium becomes plutonium 239. which de-
cays by alpha emission with it half-life of
2 4 400 yea The product'of the hast decay
is U-235. Thus the _bernim of &a mu.
ro by U-238 results in the eventual cre-

ation of additional U-235.

The operation of the reactor might also
have been modified by a decrease in the
quantity of neutron poisons preseLt.As
soon as a nucleus capture a neutron it is
transformed, usually into a nucleus with'
a smaller neutron-capture cross section. In
this way neutron poisn may have been
"burned out- of the ore soon ofterihe rac-
tor biha operati4g. If the initial amounts
of elements such pa lithium and boron were
large enough, thia effect could have been a
major actr controlling the ractor.

S m cont of the eaction was
almost erany dominited by 'he amount
of water present. If the stratum contiing
the reactor was buried deep enough, the
boiling point of the wa may have been

300 degrees Celsius or higher. When'the
.ractor reached that tgmpeature,thw*tfir
boiled away until thc ratio.of hydrogen to
iranium reached a*.ctilijue where the
reactor was .undeimodeated. .TherP.'Ow
generated by the reactor. then lkveled if
and remained rouhly cobstant,:at a level
just 1dicia at for the heat
transferred to rgions outsida tha reactor.
(it.- is possible that'.h aore dejxoit was
buried so deep that the prcssurc was great
:tnough to prqve nt water frpm boiling. but.
that his not b atde nt rated.) > ,

Action ina siairi Uranium ori'depasit`ws.
first considered mre tlurc 20 years ago. In.
1 953 Oeotge Wi. Weha i of tfie, IJ.vp it
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GEOLOGY f the geglok aoumnadlg the Okla mie is predouminatly bol the Lawer (eriler) Precambrian. the analylis of eores from the
Prembriaa, tit Is, *ler thal about 600 mlhoa years The sine it- reactorzoe auests that the fssioa cha reaction en between
self is at the edge ofa bal. mad. up ef edientar ro* free te LI 7 nd W ban yeas ago. Indepedent evdence gives appre-
Middle Pr mbrian period: *t boodels an ePaN of irteo rock muely Se _o aPe for the atrsta b whIch Se resator Is embedded.
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Inghrmo Un ofChicagostat E O .,
ed with reference to a pitchb en deposit X .
-[Our] calculation shows that 10 percent of
the neutrons produced are absorbed-to pro-
duce fission. Thus the deposit is 25 percent
of the way to becoming a pile (a reactorP. It OF MINED ORE
*is dlo interesting to otrapok*i beck 2,00ONE ORE BSVO
millioa yeera whena the uranium 235 sbun.
do"c was(3 percentj instead oM..Ccrtasia
l2 such adepoit would beclow to beingp a
opTerting pilet IITree years later Paul K.
Kuroda of the University of Ar-an.dteO.
scFrend the requirements for a natural rena-
ton in a terrestria uranium deposit in mor
detail. His description of an "unstable ore
mass comes very close to describing te
coTdhtionsatd Mm In spts o such

dions announcement of the Otlo reactor
wasrecived by American nucleas scientists , P
with skepticism Some of the world's best a &
physicists had constructed the Stagg Field
reactor with careful attention to en
detail, to the purity of the materials and to ' FL RFI,
the geometry of the assembly. Could nature -m 1*
have achieved the same result so casually? t 'ZONES

We now know that the answer s Yea. ' v 3 = 1119
Remember sagin the importance of the dif-.

lecrce n at.Is the two bilboyem 7Wbe.
twe:om Oium and Stag Field the relative a '

ao-dUbo 4235 declined Bran 3 pa. pe r 0
cent Is ob ote.t A Precambrian physicist 4 MJlerS
would have found it almost easy to build a 41 1
nuclear reactor. In retrospect it seemsmvi. +."*-

tSE RIAMOR ZONES at Ohia were foad *leases of exceptionally ricbr ore. Parts of zones
,I aud 2 h already benam when the reacti, was discovered, sad their boundaries ar there.Tast I= 7wh~ti~t~L fii 20-cn fteo coajecturaL Zones 3, 4,5 and Shave anot *et bena expose* they Hei below the present floor

L- resmtin Librevufle, the capital or f th i n eefudb rligcrLAprto fZn abe ind6terc
Gabon, to discuss the 'Okio phenomenon." so that It wil not be destroyed when the pit Is deepened. Is ore from the reactor zones the aver-
The meeting wasi sponsored by the Interna. age conceatration of uranium is from 20 to 311 percent, more than 50 times the coaceatratlou
tional Atomic Energy Agency (IARA). the elsewhere. On the other hand, the uranium In the reactor zones is strongly depleted In U-235.
Firench C.E.A. and the government of Ga.
bmn Its business was to present and review ____ ____________________

analyses of the Oklo ores carried out large-
ly ia rmch laboratroies but also in the
U.S. Biritain the, U.1.SR. and Australia.

The meetin opened with a spectacular
expeditionm a flight over the tropical rain
forest to Franceville in southeastern Gabon MINED ORE PROFILE OF OUARR Y-~
and firoum there some kilomecterst by car to
the flooir oftha open-pit mine at Oklix From
a rostrum decrated with palm fironds rep.
resentatives; of the sponsoring organizations FOiO I
and ministers of the Gabonese government
webcomed us. We sat on benches at the edge -

of R~eactot Zonte2, which was marked out
by pegp and strings defining the sampling SSNDPLOE
lines. J.F. Pfilfelmann, chief geologist of the "- ALLI~
C.O.M.UYF. took up a position at the edge ~ 4

of the reactor zone and lectured on the gcol- ti
ogy of the formations surrounding us. Be-
hind him a sandstone wall slanted up at an 11
angle of 45 degrees, there wern ripple marks .44*

an its face attestingi to its aquatic origin. VI PRC R
The exposed reactor zone, about a meter '
wide and 10 meters long, extended along
the door of the pit near the sandstone wall.
Immoediately beyond the reactor zoerose a
bench of unuined oredisplaying acontiu-

* don f hem m vein. WW"01 ORI BODY AT OKLO, shown In a scmaudo profile of the mine, Ues above a sanadstone waill
P' tiW v4 witha eswamp 4slp of about 43 degse. The reactag saomwe within the rich vein of ea,

* - hc i eehya meter thick The zones garaelty, hate a loaticalae romsa sectseg. The axtent.~4~,wwiem~t wmMhvi~a~e~ ft $... e.vh. %ftv .. 4 *I 1..*, . Pt O%. *-P~w*" -ro. - U. ~ ~ fS
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plaques on the bulffcolored ore of sandstone
and clay. -

The landscape around us had once been a
river delta. On an ancient Aftican;water
shed crystalline igneous rocks were croded
by running streams, releasing minute quan-
tites of heavy metals and their oxides.
The heavier material accumulated in bot-

torn sediments and pebble conglomerates.
nmuch like the plac deposits of gold and
other noble metals found instraams tqday.

About, two llipmiemaW do cheeds-
try of the wazs changed albr etyIThe
change was brought about primniily by the
nris of bluegeen Mpe, the kit oaniss
capable of photosynthesis. As a result of

their activity ihe oxygen content of the vs-
* rs T0o6W and' ur some, regions 'it becin

tbfh enough io'.CoverTg radced uranum
* dnxrinedjwm oinida. The
-uranium was once again mobiliied, and it.
*riaincul tn solution until it reached the
river delta. There the b~uom sediments
War' in.k u and ygui.,
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FISSION OF A NUCLEUS of U-235 Is Induced by the absorption
of a thernmal or slow, neutron (x), which excites the ncleus end de-
forms It. About 85 perceat of the time the deformed aneleus becomes'
unstable and splits into two fagments of unequal szl The Wssion
fragments shown have atomic manss numbers of " and 133; many ether
pairs of frgments are possible and each has a well-defined probabill.

ty. The frogmentr are themselves unstable -and are transformed by
their subaequent ecay. so that the total spectrum of fission products
Includes many Isotopes of more than 30 elements At the moment of
Afisson bih-eners photons, or gamma rays (y), ae emitted, as are a
kw neutrons. Fers chain reaction to be sustained at last one neutron
must be absorbel and must Induce fission in another U-235 nucleus.

95 AMERICIUM

: 94 PLUTONIUM .,

93 NEPTUNUM -

W

92 URANIUM

91 PRoTACTINIUM

90 THORIUM

689 ACTINIUM

68 RADIUM.

0 3

232 233 234 _ 235 236

ATOMIC MASS

237 238 239 240

TRANSFORMATIONS OF HEAVY NUCLEI affect the rate and
the nature of th fisdon chain reaction. Moat U.235 nuclei that ab-
sorb a slow mestrou becme unstable and fission, bot about 15 percent
dissipate their enr of excitation by emitting gamma rays and sim-
ply rtain tOe neutron. The addition of a *estron does eot chmg the
atomic number or the chemical Identity of a nucleus, bet It Increases
the atomic emu by ene, so that the UV235 becomes UV23e This ma-
clas s 1 enta ad decays by the emisson of ea alpha paticle (a):
a heum nucleus sade up of twa protos ed two oetzoa In alpha
nlssi atomic ember decreases by two an atomi m deces
by fea. so that U2306 beennq thorHum 232 U.231 sedfly Opurm

*emtrons, Particularly I they bave a somewhat higher energy than
thermal nmtrons. It Is thereby transformed to U 239, a short-lived
species that decas by the emisslon ofe bets prticle (-) an electron.
Bets decay en be considered us the converslon or a neutron Into a pro-
ton; It doe net alter atomic as. but It Incrtases atomic number by
one. The UV239 thus decays quickly Into septunium 239, which In turn
decays by a -ere bets emission fare plutonium 239. The plutonium
decays. with a l41fe of 34,400 years, by alpha emission to yield
UV235 Vlutalum is readily fisoushle. but in the Okbo deposits the

tuba iL ~ -- -- m~ of a evkoo-
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conditions spin prevailed The oxidized
uranium was converted into the reduced
form and compacted into the sandstone ore
that now surrounded us. Subsequently the
basement granite sank and the sedimentary
layer deepened; then the granite to the west
was uplifted, and it tilted the sedimentary
overburden to its preseal angle. Thw ore
layer, which avraged .A pfomis uranium
by wight. was fractured and water ciru.
lated through the new channels, creating
pockets of ich ore that in places became
almost pure uranium oxide. It was in these
rich pockets that fission chain reactions be-
gan as soon as a critical mass of uranium
had accumulated.

If uramum disaolves so readily in oxygen.
ated water, bow has the Okla deposit sur-
vived almost two billion years? The sedi-
mentary basin was apparently buried deep
enough to protect the uranium ore from
redissolution during most of its history.
Only recently (within the past few million
years) has the ore horizon approached the
surface, where normal prospecting proce-
dures could succeed in identifying it. Thus
the series of special circumstances neces-
sary to the discovery of the Oko phenome-
non includes not only those processes that
led to the formation of a natural critical
mass of uranium but also the unusual geo-
physical and geochemical condition, that
preserved the or body for almost half the
lifetime of the planet and finally brought it
to the surfac&.

ac in vle. Roger Naudet, the di.
L r CE.'s study of the Oklo

phenomenon, reported some of that group's
findings. They have estimated that the total
energy released in the reactor zones was
15.000 megawatt-years, representing the
consumption of six tons of U-235. That is
approximately the energy produced by the
reactor in a lapr nuclear power plant in
four years.

Only about twothirds of the fission
events involved the U-235 that was original-
ly present. Most of the remainder were in
additional U-235 created by neutron cap-
ture in U-238 and the subsequent decay
through plutoniuns 239. A few percent of
the events were fissions ofU-23S induced by
fast neutrons; and another few percent were
attributed to plutonium 239 that fissioned
before it decayed. The modest contribution
from plutonium 239 indicates that the reac-
tion lasted much longer than the 24.400.
year half-life of that isotope. The duration
was on the otder of hundreds of thousands
of years.

The same conclusion can be deduced
from studies of heat transfer in the reactor.
Since the reactor could not continue to op.

* srate if the tanpertur muchexceed the
boiling point of waer, the power level was
probably limited to a few tens of kilowatts.
This calculation is somewhat uncertain be-
cause it is not known how much water was
actually flowing through channels in the ore
body, but amilthep 1eel Fwsdhi
as lOD klowatts, the drt, o*the ret-
tiun wouldstil be lM veats. The Itinl
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ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION of arlun iak changed daring the hlstory of the eart. Because
U-235 decays about six tImes faster than U.238 the abundance of U23 as a percetng of all
uranium has declined It Is thought that when the earth tonned some 4.6 billion years ago. ura-
nium was about 25 percent U.235; today a commonly accepted value for the relative abundance
of U-2331s .7202 percent. When the Okla reactor was operating, the uranium in the or con-
tained about 3 percent U-23L The rate of radioactive decay is constant, and at any one moment
the Isotopic composition of uraniam hould be essentially the same everywhere In the solar sys-
tem; It was for this reasoa the anomalous Isotope ratios in ores from Oklo were Investigated.
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NEODYMIUM FROM OKLO ORE
AFTER CORRECTIONS

ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS of neodymium, a fission product, provides convincing evidence for a
chain reaction at Oklo. Natural neodymtuig has seven stable Isotopes, raging In mas from 142
to 10, and their relative abundamces ar a chbracterlstle od the element. Neodymius de
the fssion el U.233 has a distinctively different composition In partcl, the botop, of.
142 Is entirely absent. At frst the isotopic composition of neodymium fron the Oklo re ;
zones resembles neither of these distribstions, but Its origin becomes apparent when twoE
rections have been made. First, there Is a little natural neodyilum is the o, and this must be
subtracted Second. neodymium 143 readily captures neutrons and Is thereby converted Into neo-
dymium 144; similarly, but tea lesser extent, neodymlam 145 Is converted Into neodymium 146.
Slbc estroa were andant tn the reactor, the ratios of thes isotopes were substantlaily
altered. VW n the presence at the natural element and neutron capture ae taken Into acount.
the compotition of the nendwmnum to the Oki orn celaqv mithes that preAn.lt 1- fEi,.".



1 DISPERSED REDUCED IAMMhI
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ACCZION OF THE ORE DEPOSIT at Okl Involved the concentra.
tion of uranium derived from an entire watershed. The uranium (color) was
originally dispersed In igneous rocks over a large are (I). As the rocks
were eroded by weathering, the aranium accumulated In ltreambeds in a

relatively redrced ktate (2). It may have formed placer deposits
like those In Wch gold and low-grade, Precambrian uranium
ores arefiund today. Some two billion years ego e biological de-
velopment prfoundry altered the disposition of the uranufm:

tume dapsed from the initiation dthe chain
reaction to the Anal shutdown w probably
even grate, because the reactor did not
necessarily operate continuously.

The unusual stability of the ore deposit
was confirmed by analysis of samples taken
every 2.5 centimeters along several cross
sections of the reactor zones. On this scale

there was generally good correspondence
between the extent of U-235 depiction and
the total neutron flux over the life of thb
reactor, as calcuiated from isotopic rati*s
in neodymium. Although some puzz~i
anomalies were found at the bordes, there
was little migration of uranium inside th'e
zones. Distinct excursions in both the neu-

tron fux and the U-235 depletion were ob-
served in the vicinity of faults in the ore
body. When the reactor was functioning,
these faults were most likely water-filled
channels that trapped neutrons and in-
creased-their local density: Such neutron
traps are a feature of some modern research
reactors.

2

I.

GEOOGICAL TRANSFORMATION of the ore body eated the condi-
thms beery.for the operatlo of e atar ea tor ad presirved the
evdence of Sh action for almost balf te fe of tbe planet. After the ore
%*d beie *ene-wited In fltp wtvr Arets 4t wnm eampctcd eiNmg with qithev awl.

Wi.^. ,;,.,. -. F ;..-

Inents Eato 4 layer of sandstone (I) overlying basement rock of
granite- Gradully the aedimeatary everbarden deepened and -
theo ly eank (Z), while the ganite to the west of the depos-
It lhcPs to be uplifted. Aq the piliEt eontinved. the vein of we
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the pmolferatlon of photosynthetie algas Increased the concen- until It reached tle t4lts d the river system, where sediments rich In or-
tratlos of oxygen In the water. Highly oxidized uralnm Is more paae ooze again credted a condition of oxygen deficiency. In these sedli
soluble than the reduced for, and the uranium wva therefore meats the uranium wq returned to the rnduced form anda was precipitated
dissolved and carred dow nsaream (3). It remained tn solutlon out of the solution (4 Ia the delta the ore was covered by later sedimeats

.

i

A group ol investigators from the Uni-
versity of Paris employed an ion probe to

s ,tslibutiooof isotopta within in-
aoreo The partitioning of

severnl fission products between grains of
uraninite and clay was noted, but the rae
earths and uranium were found in the same
gras More remarkable was the complete

confinement of U-235 and U-23S toathe
same Saine Almost half of the residuaf U.
235 in the eactor zones is a*Jughter pilo&
uac otp honium. 239. The fact that n rc-
gions were enriched in this daughter pTod-
uct indicates that the precursor pluto-
nium was completely immobilized for tines
comparable to its half-life of 24,400 yqar

T. po=-ib relevance of this observation
to proposals for the long-term storage of
nuclear wastes was pointed out by invr",%
tigators fnr both France and the U.

inally, both French and American p. J
ticipants presented estimates of the age
of the reactor based on analyses of the
ore samples. The estimates assume that the

I
I

an tWitd te lb present average slope of aout 45 de
tiltdu enned smeos frureso that ratai em pareelate
the* th erG, omeftlg sten pecks of my eeentfrae we
4A In the. wwbets the 6e. h urution beam an same-ea"e.nrb

: -r ..

ucaniuu hkm Soces~eCP&I'~ee eUW&he h as wee probably
beried deep .a i&edSWbe @ I wa r te t d fr r i.

amiie ead.~. ~ 'T rmuch later, In the padt few
M0910I.. Vqv. 4U It wwmouehN towRR arfm WIWaOc It coulda he detected (A1.



abundv.-ce of uranium and neodymium in
the orcs has not been extensively altered
snce the rector stopped functioning. The
absolute abundances of those elements and
their isotopic compositions then give a date
for the initiation of the reaction. Thebest fit
totheAmericandaa banageaffrom 1.7to
1.9 billion yeas, which is in good agree.
ment with independent estimates of the age
of the host geological formation.

Outside the conference, discussion was
given over to freewheeling speculation. Did
prokaryotes (lig cells without nucli)
evolve into cukaryotes (cells with nuclei) as
enrly as 1.8 billion years ago? Was it possi.
t : that Africa was not only the cradle of
marn but also the birthplace of the cells that
led to all the higher forms offite? There was
general agreement that the plot should be
worked into a sclencection story but that
without conskderable embellishment the
motion-picture rights would be worthless.
It would have bee far better to introduce
a spaceship from another planet that had
dumped its used reactors at the sit rplen-
ished its fuel supply and departed.

For the three years frc the discovery of
the depleted uranium to the tympodum in
Librevifle, the CO.M.U.F. had suspended
mining of the very rich oe in the rmtor
zones. Now it wa time to doe the pit

and mine the uranium in the protected re-
gions. Presumably the highly depleted ores
would Oa processed scpaateldgZp~ irow
.ctse to ueo a poim of RamrZoe 2
by walling it ff and pinningit to theA5
degree sandstone face. The ore will be sus-.
pended above the new Soor of the pit, an
elevated monument, to the first discovery
of a natural fission seactor.

Clearly it wrould bc 'intemsting to know if
thec have been other natural ractorit

of the Okslo type The final stage of the proc- r

ess that formed the Oklo lkoe could have
been a very common one in Precambrian
times: as the oxygen content of the atmo-
sphere rose, reduced uranium in scattered
deposits would have become mobile, and it
could then have been reconcentrated li
richer ore deposits wherever a reducing en-
vironment was encountered. Rich uraniuni
ore deposits have been found in other geo,
logical formations of approximately the
same age, not only in Africa but -also ii
other paruts of the world, particularly in
Canada and northern Australia. None et
these deposits has yet been identified A
a reactor site. It is entirely possible th#
chain-reacting ore lodes formed in these s
eas and have since disappeared. They may
have beco buried under younger aedimenti,

.
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where they are unlikely to4be discovered, or
they may i *ee ip as a result

' popW bi4;sorh.enocemcal ;
snobility.

What is th probability of aucli diper-
sion? Apartfzun its Obvious spientific inter-
est, the answer tQ this question kas possible
economic and technological consequences.
It has a direct.baring on theprobln'of tihe
long4m storage oudliest wastes: In this.
regard the #Ubity.of the Okb rleposit is
plany ecouraging.I t otaisll -the
chemical.elmenets of interest Ad
stod that, at least in this:mnc environ-*
ment, theyremained inplacc for an enor-.
mou* sl .ng, me.'

At the Lilieville symposiui.-ay D-.
Walo Jr., of the U.L Energy Research

.and Development Adminrion (1RDA).
presented the rsults of a preliminary.
American attempt to determine the signifi-
cance of the Ohlo phenomenon for radioac-
tive-waste storage- He suggeted that at the
time of the reaction the principal radio-

activC products that were released into the
environMu In, meatrab' amo were
krypton 1S and postsb* cesim .131 and
iome atrontin 90 .Plutonium, the most
worrisome reactor product, was aciently
confined.

The adsorptive properties of shales and
cays and the extreme stability of many ele-
ments bound in such matrixes were known
before the discovery of Oklo, and sugges-
tions for the storage of reactor products in
such formations have been under investiga-
tion for many years. It is obviously difficult
to devise an experiment that would evaluate
the stability of an adsorbed metal ion for a
million years or more under field condi-
tions. Since Oklo resembles such an experi-
ment, the data have beas examined with
great care to determnne what part of them
might be v nt to the problem of waste

The possibility that other ore deposits
once supported chain reactions also affects
the producers and buyers of uranium. It
should be of interest as well to those refula-
tory agencies whos responsibility it is to
account for all fissionable materials; they
are expected to notice mysterious shortages
of a few hundred kilograms of V-235.

In this regard it is interesting to note that
not all natural reactors would necessarily
give rise to depleted ores. As the isotopic
abundance of U-235 diminished over geo-
logic time, the conditions necessary for re-
actor operation became more restrictive,
but at the same time the nature of She chain
reaction was subtly altered. In particular,
the relative importance of neutron capture
in U-231 ihed, since that botope came
to form a progressively larger fraction of the
total uranium; Ifa inatul reactor was able
to ftm as late a SW million years ago.
when the relative abundance of U-235 was
about 1£pen% wit ad sually have be-

.'Thec 1-3S con-
sumed in i eation would have been

. _S crae
ba h e pitchblende

.it. ee N Wt were

RATE OF A CHAIN REACrION Is determined by the flux of neutrons. and at Oklo this wis
Influenced by several etos acting in combination. The reacion could begin only in regions of
the en body whene the eouceutrntboa et rnnui wu geater than boWut 10 percent. U shape
of the deposit Wu also Important this sams allow too many neutrons to empe. Elements hat
set aUneutron apoiso, 5, atstgly absorbing meutrzos, en ao prevent a reactor fom function-
b& but apperetly one of these e semeats was abundant at Okl when the ehain reaetion e-6
gu. A fiauiraqf t 1 a moderator, a mbctoee that slows estros so otat they on mt too
readily artared by o3 At Oklo the boderstor was waer, ad th *mount present was pre-

.smab do East bepertsEt hctsv oVer reltively Wel perods, contolling the power level of
t . r tht ad bol f water. owingthe
re cin Through this me h i pw er outpat w*u man ta d *te mode st lL Em the lon

*- *r @**0sjl .* l--g-e, fw.-
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of the appropriate age. They have now been
mined out, but precise isotopic analyses are
available for a few samples of the ore.Jt is
o vthat these samples tap bi
lght enriched in U-235.

The number of economically significant
deposits ofany mineral is determined by the
difference between the rate at which the
depoim £fin and the rate as which they are
d1 _ .sTbe second term in this equa-
tion-thu one dealing with rates of diuper.
sion-has largely been overlooke Its i..
portance to waste storage is apparent
Ultim/ately it may also determine the prob-
ability otdiscovering other natural reactors.

The statement that the isotopic composi.
dotwio kamnma is constant throuehouthe
solar syte is based mainly on nalyses
aomi..iosbout.I peren At that level of
precision the ratio is indeed constant. The
mo refined ma spectrometry possible at
uanium-enrichment plants gives results ac-
cura t about .01 percent, and at this level
v urii in the naio have been discovered
In particular, sedimentary deposits from
the Colorado Platcan in the US. an deplet-
ed i.U.235 by about .03 percena These
varlatim have generally been aucibuted to.
chemical differentiation of the isotopes in
sandeoexzcka Another hypothesis is pos.
sible thrdepletiom might resu fro the
op onof areactor of th O Ltype in
theColorado Platea the remainsotwhich
have since been dispersed throughout the
region. The total uranium reserves of the
plate. ae co the order or400,0D tong to
explain the observed depletion requires a
racstor that caused ne loss ofive tons of
U-235. We do not yet have enough informa-
tion to decide which of these explanations is
the more lely to be correct

If dispersion was not the general fate of
AU rators, we can hope to find their

dormant remains by surveying rich urani-
utm deposits more than a billion years old.
In principle it would cven be possible to
recognize a reactor zone in which most of
the uranium had been dissolved and washed
away, since the less mobile rare earths
would probably' remain in place Any ore
poedu Mataining ra earths, yum, arw-
coam,kobium, ratheniun and rhodium,
aa u-Abandances greater than .01 percent,
conid be considered a candidate The origin
of thse elements in a fission reaction could
be demonstrated by isotopic analysis.

Oa balance, the prospects for finding ad.
ditional reactors seem good. If Oklo had
been a unique event in the history of the
carth, the probability of our having disoo,
ered it must approach zer Considering the
almost accidental way its existence was re-
veiled, one is tempted to conclude that sim-
ilar reactors have already been mined out
without being noticed. In time we shall
lean whether to regard the survival or the
OMio deposit as a unique phenomenon in
natural history or as a particularly valuable
experiment in lon0-tern geological stage.
In any case one message is already clear. In
the design of fission reactors man was not
as innovator but an unwitting imitator of

.A nimtnre
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STABnIlTY OP THE OXLO DEPOSIT dwing the LJ billion yeas since the-remetor operated
Is suggested by a detailed examlnson of the;orea In some regions samples were analyzed every
25 ceatimeters (The horizontal axis gives distance along the sampling tine.) Generally the con-
eentratioa of urla I the orewasclose* correlsted lith the depletioa In U23S, ast the
extreme left The sharp dip In uranium concentration Is caused by a cack In the aresample.
When the reactor was operatng the crsaswu apparently filled with water ad served as a
nestron trap" tha slowed neutrons and grstly inoeased the efidency of the reaction in its

Ticinity. That Increased efficiency Is refected In the corresponding decline In the abundance of
U.-23. The correlaton of the two curves suests there has beea little migration io ranumn.
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ABSTRACT / A highly weathered deposit of thorium and rare earth
elements located near the summit of a hill in i-,-. state of Minas Ge-
rais. Brazil. is being studied as an analogue for a radioactive waste
repository that sometime in the distant future may be eroded to the
surface or intruded by groundwater. Thorium serves as an analogue
for Pu4+, and La3+ as an analogue for Cm3+ and Am3+. The mobli-
zation rate constants of the analogue elements by groundwater are
so slow (of the order of 10-9 per year) as to suggest that essentially
complete radioactive decay of the transuranic actinides would occur
in place even under the relatively unfavorable conditions that exist at
a site such as this.

Introduction
An urgent question associated with management of the

uclear fuel cycle is how ancient residues of actinide elements
vould behave if a nuclear waste repository should be exposed

by erosion or be intruded by groundwater. A substantial
literature has accumulated concerning the behavior of the
transuranic actinide elements in the environment (Watters and
others 1980). hut most of the research until now has been
concerned with fallout from nuclear weapons tests or with
contamination in the environs of major atomic energy produc-
tion plants (IAEA 1976: Hanson 1980: Wrenn 1981). Stch
studies, useful as they are, leave some questions unanswered
because the contaminants have chemical and physical forms
different from those that would 'exist in Ia nuclear waste
repository. Moreover, the fact that these artificial elements
were first produced only 40 years ago makes i: impossibl to
consider the effects of geochemical processes over the necessary
-pan of time.

The system of radioactive waste management that is Wur-
rently most favored involves converting the waste into an
insoluble form such as borosilicate glass, packaging the solidi-
fied waste in corrosion-resistant canisters, and placing ithe
waste package in deep underground mined cavities, where'the
wastes must remain isolated from the biosphere long enough to
allow decay of most of the radionuclides (NRC 1983). How-
ever, many Of the nuclides have such long half-lives (i.e., about
25,000 years for 2 39Pu) that the repository might be breached

vwon Geol Water Sce Vol 6. No 1. 1-9

by groundwater or, in extreme cases, might erode to the
surface, before the radionuclides have decayed sufficiently. The
potential risks to the public health in the event of such failures
would be determined to a considerable extent by the rates of
mobilization, movement in groundwater, and uptake by biota
of the transuranic actinide elements, plutonium, americium.
curium, and neptunium.

To test whether construction of a proposed repository would
entail undue risk to public safety, transport models have been
developed that predict the dose to humans in the event of
repository failure under a variety of hypothetical circumstances
(Denham and others 1973). The dose estimates predicted by
those models are subject to uncertainties that may span several
orders of magnitude.

Naturally occurring elements that have properties similar to
those of the transuranic actinide elements offer a possible
means of constructing transport models that are more reliable
than those now in use. Two conditions must be satisfied to
make such -models useful. First, the chemical elements in
nature must be shown to be valid analogues for the elements of
concern. Second, enough must be known about the chemical
and physical forms in which the analogue elements occur, and
the geochemical processes involved in their mobilization and
transport by environmental processes, to ensure that the infor-
mation obtained is applicable to proposed repository sites.

An unusually favorable site for such studies exists at the
Morro do Ferro (MF) in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil,

* 1X984 loringer-Verlag New York Inc
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The ore body, chiefly confined to the south face of the hill, was
discovered in the early 1950s. Estimates of the Th, U, and REE
content of the ore body were made independently by Wedow
(1967) and Frayha (1962), based on analyses of cores. Some of
these cores, the spoils from nine wells recently drilled, and a
new core that has been drilled through the ore body to a depth
of 450 m, are currently being analyzed, using the more
advanced methods now available. As an interim working
estimate of the Th content, we use a value of 30,000 tonnes,
based on the estimate made by Frayha, whose studies included
samples from greater depths than were available to Wedow.

The ambient gamma radiation levels near the summit of the
hill range from I to 3 mR/hr (100 to 300 times normal) over an
area of about 30,000 m2 (Cullen 1977). The plants on. the MF
are so radioactive (because of absorption of 22 8Ra from soil)
that they can be autoradiographed (Fig. 1), and the exposure of
indigenous burrowing rodents to thoron decay products is
estimated to result in an average dose to the basal cells of rat
bronchial epithelium of about 3,000 rem per year (Drew and
Eisenbud 1966).

The PoKos de Caldas plateau, which is roughly circular and
about 35 km in diameter, is believed to be a deeply eroded
caldera. The MF is near the center of the plateau, rising 140 m
above its immediate surroundings. The geology of the area has
been described by Wedow (1967), Frayha (1962), Almeida
(1977), Ellert (1959), and Bushee (1971). Age determinations
by Bushee show that intrusion of molten rock took place over a
long period: phonolites and tinguaites give ages between 75 and
87 million years, and foyaites 63 to 64 million years. Thus, the
body of alkalic igneous rocks was built up by piecemeal
additions over some 20 million years toward the end of the
Cretaceous Period. The caldera must have formed later by
collapse of the intruded rocks.

The underlying rock of MF shows extensive alteration, due
in part to weathering and in part to hydrothermal activity.
Material fresh enough for identification is tinguaite (fine-
grained nepheline syenite), partly massive and partly brec-
ciated. The only rock outcrops at the MF are magnetite, which
occurs as a set of subparallel dikes up to a few meters in
thickness on the south face of the hill.

The Th and REE are widespread in the surface material
and are especially concentrated near some of the dike contacts.
However, the Th-rich material is apparently not directly
related to the magnetite. From the studies of Frayha and our
recent examination of the gamma ray log of the 450-m drill
hole, we conclude that abnormal concentrations of Th exist to
depths of nearly 200 m. The reason for the concentration of Th
and REE at this one site is a mystery. These elements
commonly show slight enrichment in alkalic rocks, but the
large concentrations at MF are extraordinary.

Wedow (1967) reported that bastnaesite, thorogummite,

Figure 1. Autoradiograph of a fern, Adiantum lorent:ii. Hiern.
growing on the Morro do Ferro. The radioactivity is due to the uptake
of 22"Ra, a nuclide in the 232Th decay chain.

where an ore b)ofdv is located that is rich in Th and rare earth
elements (REE) that can be studied as analogues for three
transuranic actinide elements. Th is analogous in its behavior
to Pu4", the oxidation state in which Pu exists under many
environmental conditions. Nd3  or La'- can serve as an
analogue for both Am 3+ and Cm3+.

General Features of the Morro do Ferro

The MF is a hill near the center of the Posos de Caldas
plateau about 300 kilometers north of the city of Slo Paulo.
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able 1. Logarithms of formation constants for thorium and plutonium complexes. Ionic strength 0 except when indicated
otherwise in parentheses. (See text for explanation and references.)

Complexing
Agent: F- SO2-(k ,).' S0h-k.(k HPO(k 1) HPO-(k,) - H40- EDT.A

Pu4 . 8 I 6 ±t I 10A 3 13 I 24 15t .0(0.5) 25.7(0.5)
Th 8.0 5.4 9.7 10.8 (0.3) 22.8(0.3) 13.0 (0.5) 25.3(0.1)

and cerianite were present, but only as secondary minerals
associated with magnetite outcrops. In our previously reported
study (Eisenbud and others .982) of thin sections of some of the
deeper cores. zircon, monazite, and cheralite, a rare monazite-
like mineral, were round to be present in micron-size crystals.
However, this information came from cores that were drilled
by wet methods about 30 years ago. It now appears that only a
minor fraction of these elements is contained in these highly
insoluble minerals. and that most of the thorium is associated
with clavlike material that was washed away in the process of
wet drilling. Samples of rich ore had, therefore. not previously
been available for mineralogical study. Nine wells were
recentiv drilled drv, and a study of the spoils. Which contain
ample rich ore, has shown that most of the Th (and presumably
the REE)-is present on the surfaces of clay and oxide miner.
ills.

The rainfall on the Pocos de Caldas plateau averages 170
n/yr. about 80% of it occurring during a four-month rainy

reason. The groundwater level is a -subdued replica of ithe
surface topography, with recharge from precipitation and
discharge into a network of seepages at or near the stream level.
The highest point of the water table dutring the 1981-82 rainy
s'asthn was about 7; m below the surlface of the ridge. or about

In above the hase of the hill. Durinu the t'I-82 rarin
casfsin. in which the rainfall was close to averale. the ground-

%wv;aer level in the vicinity of the ore bodv llctuaxed by abouzt 2

(roundwater Ilow is uniform through much of the deeply
weathered ore body, except that near the magnetite dikes it
mav he controlled bv fractures. Permeability measurements in
and near the ore body give hydraulic conductivities generally in
the range of I 0 to 110 cm/sec and average groundwater
%elocitiesol i cm;dav.APT 1982).

Appropriateness of the Selected Analogues

Thorium as an Analogue for Plutonium

The chemical similarity hetween-Pu4  and Th" has been
noted by others (Bondietti and Tamura 1980.) The outstand-
i'rg difference between the two elements is that Pu may exist in

several oxidation states, whereas Th is restricted to the 4+-
valence.

It is to be expected that Pu compounds would exhibit greater
solubility than Th compounds under extreme oxidizing or
reducing conditions, but that in the moderate range of Eh and
pH that characterizes most natural environments, especially
those that would be acceptable for a repository, the behavior
would be similar. It is difficult to evaluate the degree of
similarity in detail because thermodynamic data for the two
elements are incomplete and in some cases of uncertain valid-
ity.

The two elements in solution should he limited by the
solubility of the oxides ThO2 and PuO2 in the absence of
complexing agents other than OH-. The principal Th
hydroxy complex at pH levels over 5 is the neutral Th(OH) 4
and, between 3 and 5. Th(OH)2' (Langmuir and Herman
1980). The equilibrium concentrations for crystalline ThO. in
contact with pure water are IO 4 NI at pH levels over 4.5 and
rising to only about. 10-1" N at a pH as low as 3. These
concentrations can be as much as live orders of magnitude

.higher in equilibrium with amorphous oxide, or if complexes
are formed with such ions as F-, S04- HP4-, or organic
compounds. Thus, the theoretical concentrations of Th in
dilute natural solutiins (pH range 4-91'should normally be
below 10(- ' (about 0.2 gg/ liter), hut in some circumstances
can be well above this figure. Actual measured concentrations
may differ widely-from the theoretical equilibrium values net
only because of complexing but also because of slow rates of
solution and the presence of colloids.

The situation is more complicated for Pu because of oxida-
tion-reduction reactions. but recent estimates of ihe solubility
of crvstalline and amorphous PuOs Eisenhud and others
1982, based on Allard and others 1980; Rai and others 1980a;
Rai and others 1980b; Jakubick 1979; Jensen 1980) show that
under most Eh-pH conditions to be expected in nature the
solubilities are closely similar to those for Th. Only under.
extremely oxidizing alkaline conditions or extremely reducing
acid conditions, such as are not likely in a repository environ-
ment, would Pu be markedly more soluble.

Solubilities calculated from thermochemical data for the
oxides in pure water have only limited applicability to natural
environments because of the frequent presence of complexing

. .. . _...86. .
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).
agents besides OH-. The relative stabilities of complexes
formed with commonly occurring ligands are an important
consideration when judging the chemical similarities of Th4 ,

and Pu4 -. Available data are far from satisfactory, but recent
compilations (Langmnuir and Herman 1980; Cleveland 1.979;
Lemire and Tremaine 1980; Moskvin and Poznyakov 1979;
Phillips 1982) make possible a rough comparison (Table 1).
Numbers in the table are logarithms of equilibrium constants
for the reactions

M4+ + Ln - ML4-n (ki)

and

M4+ + 2Ln- - ML4-2n (k2 ).

Despite the uncertain quality of some of the data, the similarity
in constants for the two elements is striking. Where differences
exist, they are in the direction that would be expected theoreti-
cally-slightly more stable complexes for Pu", because its
ionic radius (0.98 A) is a little smaller than that of Th (1.07 A).
Especially notable in the table are the high values for the two
organic complexes, reflecting the fact that the solubilities of
both elements are markedly increased by the presence of
organic materials.*

Neodymium or Lanthanum as Analogues for
Curium and Americium

It was recognized early during World War II that the
chemical properties of the REE would be similar to those of the
transuranic actinides, and the REE were accordingly used to
study the chemical properties of the then-scarce artificially
produced elements (Seaborg 1958). More recently, Weimer
and others (1980) have called attention to the fact that Nd
should be an appropriate analogue for Am and Cm. It is to be
expected that, like Nd, these actinide elements will exist in the
3 + oxidation state under environmental conditions. The ionic
radii are identical for Am 3  and Nd3 , (1.05 A), and nearly
identical to Cm3 . (1.06 A). Experimental evidence for the
analogous behavior of these elements has been provided by

*.ddiional data that appeared while this paper was in press suggest that
under some conditions the analogy may not be complete. Allard (1983)
reponed a stability constant for PuC%' that makes this ion the dominant one
in equilibrium with solid PuG, at pH's below 8 in slightly reducing solutions
with high concentrations of CO- (log CO' (molar) - 0.76 pH - 10.83,
higher than the concentrations in most deep groundwater). The stability of this
complex. or other carbonate complexes of Pu3

'. is corroborated by measure.
ments (Cleveland and others, 1983) of relative concentrations of plutonium in
different oxidation states in the very alkaline(pH l0) and carbonate-rich water
of Mona Lake. Under conditions to be expected at most repository sites.
however, Allard's calculated solubilities for PuNo remain below to ppb.

Figure 2. Aerial view of the Morro do Ferro and immediate
environs showing the main features discussed in the text.

laboratory and field experiments. The distribution coefficient
(Kd) for Nd in aqueous soil suspensions was found to be nearly
identical to those for Am and Cm over a wide range of pH and
contact times. Uptake factors for plants grown under labora-
tory conditions were also found to be similar (Weimer and
others 1980).

Although similar laboratory comparisons have not been
made with La, its chemical properties are known to be similar
to those of Nd. We have found close correlations between the
concentrations of Nd and La in various samples of soils and
water from the MF environs. Because La is present in higher
concentrations in the MF environs. and is more easily analyzed
bv the method to be described, we have chosen La as the
analogue of choice for Cm and Am.

General Investigative Approach

The main objectives of our studies are: (I) to estimate the
annual mobilization rate. i.e., the fraction of each substance of
interest that is removed from the ore body by either erosion or
solubilization; and (2) to understand the underlying hydrologic
and geochemical influences that determine the mobilization
rate.

Most of the drainage at the MF is down its south face into a
small stream (South Stream) that rises from the southwestern
edge of the hill (Fig. 2). The flow enters the stream mainly via
a series of gullies that receive both surface runoff and ground-
water seepage. A flume has been constructed in the location
shown in Fig. 2, and instruments have been installed that

I
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permit continuous flow measurements and water sampling at a
rate proportional to stream flow. The watershed that drains
through the flume has an area of only 0.5 km 2. and there are no
impoundments. Surface runoff is thus rapid during a rainfall,
and is often accompanied by intense scouring. In a typical
shower, the flow in the South Stream can increase in a matter
of minutes from a year-round dry weather baseflow of 0.7
m3 /min (stage height 3 cm) to flows as high as 66 m3 /rnin
(stage height 50 cm). In the absence of zdditional rain, the flow
then returns to its baseline value in less than one day. During
periods of baseflow. water reaches the stream by seeping from
the ground into small tributaries and thus contains thorium
that has been mobilized chemically. Hence the stream water
contains Th both in dissolved form and in suspended solids that
were eroded during previous brief periods of surface flow.
During and immediately following a rainfall, the stream water
is lark. . vthe accumulation of surface runoff.

A set'ond stream (North Stream) rises from the extreme
western edge of the north face but receives less drainage from
the ore body than the South Stream. Based on Th and Cow
volume measurements made during the 1981-82 rainy season,
it is estimated that mobilization via the north face of the hill is
about 25% of that via the south face.

Nine wells, the locations of which are shown in Fig. 2, have
been drilled to permit study of groundwater characteristics, and

meteorological station at the summit of the hill provides :
continuous record of rainfall as well as temperature and winc
direction and velocity.

A complicating feature is that water passing through the
flume has drained not only the NIF, but also the hills that rise
from the south bank of the stream (opposite hills). The
concentrations of Th and REE in the soils and rocks in this
portion of the small drainage basin are much less than inthe
XIF, but are a significant addition to the material mobilized
from the ore body. An attempt to correct for this contribution
has been made in the follow'ing way, and is illustrated only for
Th.

It 'is assumed that the amount of thorium mobilized in
particulate form is proportional to the concentration of thorium
in the surface soil and the area presented to falling rain.'We
estimate the average Th concentration in soil over the ore body
to be 5,660 ptg/g and in the remaining portion of the drainage
basin to be 180 ug/g. The area of the ore body is estimated to be
6.2 x 104 m2. The area of the remaining portion of the'
drainage basin above the flume is estimated to be 5.0 x 105 m!.
The ore body thus occupies an area that is about 11% of the
area of the drainage basin above the flume. With these
assumptions, we calculate that the' surface of the ore body
contributes 80% of the total mobilized particulate thoriumr" '

The relative contributions of the ore body and surrounding

I Analogues Tor the Transuranic Actanide Elements 5

areas to the soluble fraction of the thorium flux were similarly
estimated, assuming' that the contributions would be propor-
tional to the quantity of Th contained in the geologic media
through which the groundwater passes. The ore body is
estimated to have a volume of 6.2 x 10 m3 at an average Th
concentration of 1,900 ,g/g. The volume of the drainage basin
upstream of the flume, but not including the ore body, is
estimated to be 1.1 x 107 m3 with an average concentration of
180 Ag/g. In this way, we have estimated that the ore bodv
contributes 86% of the Th contained in the filtrate. We
recognize that this is at best a coarse estimate: for example, the
groundwater could be channeled in passing through the mag-
.netite stockwork associated with the deposit, or the concentra-
tion of thorium could be solubility-limited and, therefore.
independent of the higher concentration of Th in the ore body.
Moreover, thorium is undoubtedly dissolved in surface runoff.
However, at this stage of the investigation, we do not have
sufficient'information to permit more than this first approxi-
mation.

Methods of Sampling and Analysis

Because of the low concentrations of Th and REE, 20-liter
samples are taken, usually in duplicate. During the past year.
periodic grab samples have also been taken from the "North
Stream," which drains the north slope of the' hill; streams
draining into the opposite bank of the South Stream;'and a
stream outside of the plateau, in'the town of Sao joao da B6a
Vista.

Eh and pH are measured in the field before the samples are
taken to a nearby laboratory where they are filtered through
0.45-Am membrane filters (M1illipore). The filtrates are' acidi-
fied and reduced by evaporation on hot plates from about 20
liter to 0.25 liter to facilitate shipment to New York, where
they are analyzed for REE by inductively coupled plasma
spectrometry (ICPS), and radiochemically for 232-Th, 22&Th.
and 230 Th.

The analytical procedure for Th in water samples and soils
has been modified from that of Sill and others (1974; Sill and
Williams 1981). In brief, the sample is dissolved in a potassium
Iluoride-sodium sulfate fusion. This case is then dissolved in
dilute HCI, and the Th separated by co-precipitation on
BaSQ4, which is filtered and dissolved in HC10 4. The Th is
purified by extraction into Aliquat-336 (General Mills),
washed with 8 M HN03, and stripped from the Aliquat with
10 M HC!. The HCI solution is boiled to dryness, and any
aliquat and other organics carried over in the extraction are
wet-ashed with perchloric-nitric acid. The Th is co-precipi-
tated on cerium fluoride from a I M HCI solution of the
residue and mounted on a Tuffryn (Gelman) filter for alpha
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Table 2. Concentrations of thorium in baseflow water samples compared with two control sites.

Mean Th concentrations
(Ag/I)

No. Suspended solids
Locations Samples Filtrateb As reported Normalized' Total

South Stream 556 0.053 ± 0.013 0.53 ± 0.11 0.12 0.59 ± 0.11
North Stream 14 0.027 ± 0.006 0.26 ± 0.03 0.11 0.29 ± 0.04
Opposite hills 13 0.041 t 0.012 0.64 t 0.25 0.056 0.68 ± 0.25
So Joao do Ba Vista 5 0.011 0.004 0.72 * 0.33 0.015 0.73 0.33
Hudson River 5 0.005 t 0.001 0.17 t 0.10 0.009 0.18 ± 0.10

'The South Stream samples are weekly composites, collected by continuous proportional sampler and by grab sampling. All others are grab samples.
6Dissolved Th is present chiefly in the form of complexes with fluorine and organic material.
See text for normalization procedure.

spectrometry. The chemical extraction for Th is traced inter-
nally by the alpha-emitting 229Th.

The lower limit of detection of 232 Th at the 95% confidence
level is about 0.12 jug, or about 0.006 Mugiliter for a 20-fiter
sample.

Samples of rock, soil, and suspended solids have also been
analyzed by the above procedure or, when a sufficient sample is
available, by X-ray fluorescence.

Rare earths in samples of soils, rocks, and suspended solids
filtered from our water sample are determined by XRF
analysis (Laurer and others 1982). For samples of water and
suspended solids, we have adopted the method of Crock and
Lichte (1982), in which the Th and REE are separated from
the matrix by calcium oxalate precipitation following lithium
borate fusion. The REE are separated from Th by sequential
elution from a cation exchange resin with 8 NM HNOQ and
analvzed bv [CPS.

Annual Thorium and Lanthanum Mobilization Rates

Thorium

Our estimates of the annual Th flux cover the period May
1981 through April 1982, during which time the rainfall was
177 cm (similar to the 30-year annual average of 170 cm). Data
are available for both the suspended solids and the filtrates.

The How in the South Stream during much of the year is
constant, at 54 m3/hr. This "baseflow" accounts for about 85%
of the year-round drainage via the South Stream. The results of
Th analysis of samples of the baseflow are given in Table 2,
together with analyses of water samples from other locations
for reference.

Th carried in suspended paniculates ranges betweed 91%
and 99% of the total Th flux for all localities, with the weighted
mean being 92%. The flux of particulate Th is highly depen-

dent on the concentration of total suspended solids. The
suspended particulate data in Table 2 are given both as itg
Th/liter and normalized as ;ig Th/liter per milligram of
suspended solids per liter. The mean concentration of thorium
in the filtrate samples varies only from 0.011 ug/liter at Slo
Jogo da B6a Vista to 0.053 ;&g/liter in the South Stream.

From the data of Table 2, and our knowledge of annual dry
weather flow (4.75 x IO' mi3 ), we conclude that the annual flux
of Th mobilized by the baseflow, including both the North and
South Streams, is 0.027 kg in soluble form and 0.26 kg in
suspended particulates. We assume the filtrate component
during periods of baseflow results from solubilization of Th by
groundwater. Based on our estimate that the ore body contains
30 x 106 kg of Th. groundwater mobilization under baseflow
conditionsisatarateof0.027/(30 x 106) -9.1 x 10 ' yr-.
Mobilization of Th in particulate form during periods of
haseflow is similarly calculated to be 8.5 x 10-9 vr-1. The
total mobilization during dry (baseflow) periods is thus 9.4 x
10-9 Xr-l. It is reasonable to assume that much of this fraction
is due to resuspension and bank wash of stream sediments.

Fifty-four samples were collected during ten periods of
rainfall in the 1981-82 rainy season. The Th flux (n,) in
particulates was found to be highly correlated (r - 0.9) with
stream flow (Q) according to the following equation:

- 5.4 Q2.2

where: U&m - mg Th/min and Q - m3 /min
Twenty-five filtrates of the 54 storm samples were also

analyzed, but no relationship between Th concentration and
flow was evident. The mean filtrate concentration, 0.22 : 0.06
Mg/liter, was assumed to be representative of stormflow
filtrates. This value is four times greater than the average
concentration (0.05 ± 0.01 Mtg/liter) found in the South Stream
baseflow filtrates. This may be due to the presence of a greater
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quantity of fine particulates (<0.45 Am) in the storm water
filtrates.

The annual Th flux during periods of rainfall is estimated
to be 0.015 kg in 'soluble" form, and 27.2 kg as suspended
solids. Not surprisingly, 99% of the annual flux of Th particu-
lates is mobilized during periods of rainfall. Mobilization of
Th in particulate form is at an annual rate'of 27.2/(30 x
106) - 9.1 x 10-' vr- l. The mobilization rate of soluble Th, by
stormflow is 5.0 x 10 10 yr-". The total annual mobilization
rateinsolubleformnisthus5.0 x 10-1o + 9.1 x 10.10 -1.4 x
lo-9.

Lanthanum

There are no previously published estimates of the quantity
of La in the ore body, but this can be approximated from our
analysis of 101 samples obtained from the well cuttings and
exploratory trenches and tunnels. The mean ratio of La to Th
in the individual samples is 2.3 ± 0.4. Applying this ratio to the
quantity of Th in the ore body provides an estimate, .3
x 30,000 tonnes - 69,000 tonnes, of La.

We have previously estimated that there is about 4,000
tonnes of Th upstream of the flume, but outside of the ore body.
The observed La/Th ratio in this region for 71 samples is
7.6 ± 0.5, which permits an estimate of 30,400 tonnes of La in
this portion of the drainage basin.

The observed La, Th ratio in 12 samples of suspended solids
aken during storm flow is 2.9 ± 0.2, similar to the ratio found

in the ore body. From this. and knowing the annual Th flux,
we estimate that the quantity of La mobilized in particulate
form is 2.9 x 27.2 78.9 kg. The annual mobilization rate of
La in particulate form is, therefore. 0.079 tonnes per year/
69,00() tonnes - II x l0o- yr- 1 which is in close agreement to
the 9.i x IO- yr estimated to be the mobilization rate for
'rh in particulate form.

No samples are available from which the rate of stormflow
solubilization of La mass can be determined. However.'20
samples from the baseHow regime have been analyzed, yielding
a mean of 0.28 ± 0.03 ug/liter, which gives an estimated
mobilization rate by groundwater solubilization of 1.6 x 1'0~ '
per year. which is similar to the rate for Th (9.1 x 1 0 -1" per

Significance of These Findings
The mobilization rates have been estimated above for two

mechanisms, surface erosion by the action of rainfall and
solubilization by groundwater. Groundwater intrusion is more
relevant to a geological repository, although the possibility of
eventual exposure of a deep rock repository due to erosion
cannot be excluded. , .

Table 3. Use of the Th analogue to estimate the
concentration of Pu"' in South Stream water.'

A. Mass of Th in MF ore body - 30,000 tonnes
B. Average concentration of Th

(<0.45 gm) mobilized by
groundwater -0.053 Ag/l

C. Expected accumulation of 139Pu
in U.S. bv 2050 (U.S. Dept.
of Energy. 1980) - 2,000 tonnes

D. Predicted 239Pu4 concentration
in South Stream watera - CB/A - 0.0035 pg/l

E. Maximum allowable concentra-
tion of 239Pu in waste water
(Code of Federal Regulation) - 0.08 gg/l

Based on assumptions given in text.

The mobilization rates of the natural analogues of Pu, Am,
and Cm have been found to be so low that despite the long
half-lives of some of the actinide isotopes, essentially complete
decay would take place in situ if the analogues we have studied
are valid. For example, if we assume that the annual ground-
water mobilization rate Of 2 3 9 Pu will remain constant at the
present rate for Th, the mean life of the deposit would be 7 x
1y" vr compared to 3.4 x 104 yr due to radioactive decay of
23"Pu.

It is all the more remarkable that the mobilization rates are
so low in view of the characteristics of the ore body and its
environs. Site selection, criteria for geological repositories
(NRC 1978) require that they be placed at great depths in
unweathered rock, under hydrological conditions that would
assure long transit times for nuclides carried by groundwater.
The MF ore body meets none of these requirements-depth of
burial, condition of the host rock,-or transit time of ground-
water to potable water. Moreover, preliminary results' of
speciation studies conducted by Miekeley and others (1982)
suggest that a major fraction of the Th in groundwater filtrates
is complexed with organic acids which presumably form from
the decomposition products of vegetation that percolate to the
groundwater through the porous rock. Nevertheless, the mobil- -

ization rate for Th is so low that if the Th-Pu analogy is valid,
the South Stream filtrates would meet' the presently accepted
waste discharge standards if all the Pu expected to exist in the
United States by 2050 (U.S. DOE 1980) were to be emplaced
under conditions comparable to those existing at the MF. We
come to this conclusion in the manner shown in Table 3, in
which it is estimated that under such conditions the Pu
concentration would be about 5% of the maximum permissible
concentration (CFR, Title 10) allowed by the regulations of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

This conclusion would be particularly valid if the actinide
wastes were not exposed so directly to atmospheric oxidation as
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is the MF deposit, since this exposure might lead to a change in
the oxidation state of plutonium, and hence to greater mobility.
Measured Eh (+400 to +700) and pH (4.4 to 7.1) in soil and
water at MF. despite exposure to air, are within the field
where plutonium has the same valence as thorium and should
be similarly immobile (Eisenbud and others 1982). Neverthe-
less, access to air always offers the possibility of oxidation of
some of the plutonium. For a repository well sited and deep
underground, such access of air by deep erosion is extremely
unlikely. A more probable scenario for repository breaching
would be invasion by groundwater, which implies no extremes
of either Eh or pH, and in this case the behavior of plutonium
should closely mimic that of its analogue.

If neptunium is also present in the waste, the need to site a
repository so as to minimize the chance of exposure by erosion
is still more urgent, because neptunium is more easily oxidized
than plutonium, and because its half-life is longer (2.1 x 106
yr for 237Np). Quadrivalent neptunium is not as close a
chemical analogue of thorium as is plutonium, but still should
be similarly immobile as long as conditions remain reducing.
Thus, the data on thorium migration at MF indicate clearly
that none of the transuranic elements would be appreciably
mobilized by groundwater contact with the waste in a reposito-
ry.

Our finding that these analogues of the transuranic actinide
elements are so extraordinarily immobile is consistent with
findings at the site of the natural reactor in the Oklo uranium
mine in Gabon, West Africa (Cowan 1976; Curtis and others
in preparation). It is known that about 1.8 billion years ago,
conditions in this uranium deposit were such as to sustain
criticality for an estimated 104 to 10 years. The transuranic
elements produced by this lengthy episode have long since
decayed. but the stable isotopes of the end products of decay
have remained, and mass spectrographic studies of rock sam-
pies collected in the vicinity of the ore body have shown that
minimal migration of actinide elements occurred.

The investigations at Oklo and MF are not yet complete,
but. the data obtained thus far from both studies suggest that,
although the actinide elements are hazardous when absorbed
into the body, there are geochemical barriers that would, under
ordinary conditions, block these elements from leaving a waste
repository and being incorporated into food and water.
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Disposing of lligh-Level Radioactive Waste -
The U.S. Regulatory Approach

Melvin W. Carter and Sidney J.S. Parry
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board

Atlanta, Georgia, and Washington, D.C., USA.

Abstract

This paper focuses on the regulatory approach being used in the United States to
manage -the disposal of high-level nuclear waste. A summary of the roles of the various
governmental agencies in the United States that hold responsibility in these areas Is
provided. The paper then describes hl general detail the regulatory requirements being
applied in other countries and provides a frame of reference for a detailed discussion of
the current U.S. regulations, including a review of areas of uncertainty. Uncertainties and
perceived difficulties that have been identified in the proposed high-level radioactive waste
environmental standards and related Implementing regulations in the United States are
discussed. Modifications to the current U.S. regulations are suggested that might provide
a level of protection in the United States that is consistent with that being used
internationally. Finally, some thoughts on developing a scheme of apportioned risk to the
public from nuclear sources are posed for consideration and discussion.

Introduction

A current topic of discussion among experts in the U.S. high-level waste disposal field is the
regulatory framework In place In the United States. Many agencies, Including the Nuclear Waste
Technical Review Board (the Board), have expressed their concerns about existing standards and
regulations. In its FirA Report (NWTRB, Match 1990), the Board stated that although licensing standards
and criteria must be adequately conservative on the side of safety, they should not, for example, foreclose
at the outset a candidate site that subsequently could be proved suitable based on sound scientific
considerations. In its Second Report (NQWRB, November 1990), the Board expressed its belief that the
current regulatory framework could be improved. It is the view of the authors that the existing regulatory
framework could foreclose a site at the outset'and that the framework should be improved.

This conference has provided the authors the opportunity to review the US. regulatory framework
within the International contexL Although members of the Board and staff, the authors would like to
state that the thoughts presented do not necessarily represent the views of other Board members nor of

the Board as a whole. Especially the suggestions for making changes to the regulations and the concept of
apportionment of radiation risk should be considered the personal opinions of the author
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The Hierarchy of the US. Nuclear Waste Management Program

In the United States, the responsibility for disposing of high-lcvl nuclear waste has been divided
among a variety of federal agencies. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), through its Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), Is responsible for developing and operating a subsurface
geologic repository. In 40 CFR 191, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets the radiation
protection standards and public exposure limits that must be met by the repository during the operational
and postclosure periods (EPA 1985). In 1987, a federal appeals court remanded a portion of 40 CFR 191
to the EPA for revision, where it is still under discussion. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
which is responsible for implementing the EPA standards, sets criteria for doing so in 10 CFR 60 (NRC
1983). The NRC is the body that wilt ultimately issue a license for the operation of the repository and for
the disposal of high-level waste. In addition, the DOE has set site-selection criteria, which are codified in
10 CFR 960 (DOE 1984).

Each of the above groups is reviewed by one or more entities that advise and comment upon their
technical efforts. The EPA's regulations are reviewed by its Science Advisory Board, which, upon request
of the EPA or on its own Initiative, examines pending EPA standards and rules. The NRC has had two
such advisory bodies. The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards had oversight responsibility in the
area of waste management of both high- and low-level waste. These tasks were assumed in 1988 by the
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste. The DOE and OCRWM receive advice and oversight from,
among others, the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, which Is the only group appointed by the
President that provides Congress with regular reports on the technical and scientific aspects of the DOE's
program.

Survey of Non-US. Nuclear Waste Guidelines and Regulations

In 198S, the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP) published ICRP
Publication 46, Radiation Protecdion Pricils for the Disposal of Soid Radioactive Waste (ICRP 1985). It
proposed a dose limit to the public of I mSv per year, excluding medical and natural sources, and
recommended apportionment of radiation risk for other sources by national authorities The International
Atomic Energy Agency (KAEA) issued reports 96 (1989a) and 99 (1989b) in its Safety Series. These
documents presented criteria and guidance for the underground disposal of nuclear wastes, and were
directed to the disposal of high-level waste, such as spent fueL

Individual governments have used these documents in the development of their own standards and
regulations.1 In 1987, the International Energy Associates Limited prepared and published a compilation
of the various nuclear waste regulations by country (MEAL 1987). In Table 1, which is largely drawn from
that document, the term protection limits is the maximum allowable exposure limit for members of the
public during the operational phase of repository activities. The repository system performance goar is
the maximum dose to a member of the public after closure. It is clear that the values set bracket the value

The tms 'standand' and areguaio * are sometim used nerchangeabl)L Fothe purpose of Xs

papar, he tam "standard' connote the base orflondanal kIvd of pofomwance orprotecaon *Regulation'
and %te refer to speci*ic criteria by whki a standard is to be met j
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'TABLE 1

Comparison of National Nuclear Waste Regulations

County Are Belglum Canada I FRG I France I Japan 1 Nordlc | Switzerland U | U.S.

Protection 0.3 5 5 0.3 none* 0.5 0.1 5 0.1 0.25
UmXt.- ..
(peeciosure)
(mSvAye ._. _ _. .

Repositoy 03 none geologic 0.3 none 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 025
System - Set - rtarla se . plus activl plus curi
Peformamce s MInlow release
Goal (Propos.e
(m Sv NIO) , ' ' i . . ., ,, .

of I mSv annually, originally proposed by the ICRP as the principal limit for members of the public. It

also should be noted that, of the several nations that have set performance limits, only the United States
has chosen to set activity release limits on repository performance in addition to dose limits. It is difficult
to precisely compare the curie release limit with a dose limiL Alternatively, in the U.S. approach. if one
uses the excess health effects goal of one health effect every 10 years, which is the basic risk goal of the
EPA Standard, to calculate dose, a value of approximately SxlOf5 mSvlr is obtained. This value is well
below conventional levels of detection, or measurement, and is 1/5000 of the EPA's 1,000-year, individual
protection requirement of 0.25 mSv/yr. Alternatively, the proposal by the radiation protection and
nuclear safety authorities in Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Norway, and Sweden (Nordic) contains both a
Individual protection limit and limit on activity inflow. While not yet in force, the limitation on activity
inflow is expected to restrict the average population dose to approximately 0.1 mSv annually.

A further point of comparison Is the relative level of protection of the public during the pre- and
postclosure phases of repository operation. The US. regulations require a very large reduction in risk

upon closure, the criteria set by Germany and the United Kingdom, for example, make no such increased
demands on the performance of the repository after closure. Those specified or under consideration in
Switzerland and Japan cail for intermediate reductions in risk upon disposaL

The unique element that distinguishes the U.S. approach from Those in other countries is that,
unlike most countries, the United States has predefined or specified subsystem performance criteria"
before the proposed site has been Investigated, or the repository designed.

Description of US. High-Level Waste Regulatloks

The development and operational activities that support the proposed high-level radioactive waste
repository are controlled by (1) the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191, EnvL-onmwaal Radiation Protection
Standards for Managemen and Dipal ofSpent Nuclear Fu4 High Level and Transuranic Radiowve
Waste, (2) the NRC Regulation 10 CFR Pan 60, Disposal of Migh-Level Radioactive Waste i Geologic

2Private Communication Dr. D. Beninson, ICRP, Argentim
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Repositoriew and (3) the DOE Regulation 10 CFR Part 960, General Guidelinesfor the Recommendation of
Sites for Nurlear Waste Repasitories. The DOE regulations provide guidance In determining the suitability
of a site, whereas the NRC regulations define the detailed requirements placed on both the host rock and
the engineered features of a repository. Both of these regulations are subordinate to the EPA Standard 40
CFR 191, which defines the absolute leve of protection that a repository must provide to the public.

During the NRC hearings on Part 60 before the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners in 1982, the,
director of the Waste Management Division stated that merely meeting the requirements included In
the-then proposed-version of Part 60 would not assure compliance with Part 191 (then in draf form).

hlis statement was reaffirmed by the NRC staff in December 1990, when, in a presentation to the
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste, the director of the NRCs Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and
Safeguards stated that the specific subsystem requirements of Part 60 were neither necessary nor suffident
in fulfilling the requirements of Part 191.

It also is important to understand that when the regulations and the standards were being
developed, all repository sites then under consideration were In saturated media. This changed in 1983
when the proposed repository depth was reduced for the site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. However, the
rules were not amended at that time to reflect the conditions at Yucca Mountain. The staffs continued to
assume (1) that the site would be saturated and (2) that borehole emplacement of the waste packages
would be used. In 1986, however, Part 60 was amended to explicitly consider emplacement in the
unsaturated zone.

Analysis of the Standard and Regulations

Below is a discussion of the repository subsystems, the containment and performance )
requirements, and the regulations. Both Parts 191 and 60 provide definitions of the boundaries, real and
imaginary, that constitute the repository system. Pertinent definitions from both parts are represented
graphically in Figures 1 and 2 Also illustrated in Figures I and 2 are the performance requirements
applicable at the boundaries, which are discussed separately below.

Repo*to, subovenu
The reposaory consists of several areal or volumetric entities. The innermost unit is the waste

package, which includes the waste form (either spent fuel or vitrified wastes), its container (canister and
overpack), and other materials within or immediately surrounding the container. Normal usage and
specifications by the NRC staff limit the extent of the waste package to the interior surface of its
emplacement site. The waste package is a component of the engineered barrier system (EBS). The EBS
also includes the undroundfaci, which comprises all excavated areas and their associated backfilling
materials.

Thc controlled area is located beyond the EBS. The two regulations define different starting points
for the controlled area. In addition, the horizontal extent of the controlled area is defined somewhat
differently In each regulation. These differences are noted in Figure 1.
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The disturbed zone Is defined as that portion-of the controlled area whose physical and/or chemical
properties will be changed by the beat released by the emplaced wastes or as a result of the construction of
the underground facility. -

Containment and performance requirements
The criteria in Parts 191 and 60 place requirements on the performance of the overall repository

system and some of Its components. (See Figures 1 and 2.)
TIe overall criterion for repository performance requires that there be only one chance in ten that

the total releases to the accessible environment over 10,000 years exceed the quantities listed in Table 1,
Appendix B of Part 191, under expected operating conditions (Section 191.113). Two other NRC
mandated performance criteria apply at the waste package and EBS boundaries. The respective
requirements are that 'substantially complete contalnment within the waste package be maintained for a
minimum of 300 years and that the annual release of certain radionuclides from the EBS be less than 105
of a portion of the radionuclide Inventory at 1,000 years.

An fis of the regulationsI
Part 191. Thus far, little attention has been paid to Subpart A of Part 191. That portion of the

standard is similar to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 190 (EPA 1977), which is the EPA protection
standard for nuclear processing facilities, such as reprocessing plants. Part 190 and Subparts A and B of
Part 191 all have dual standards of both dose and release limits. Subpart A of Part 191, which was not
remanded, Is now in effect and limits the annual exposure to any member of the public to 0.25 mSv/yr to
the whole body and to 0.75 mSvyr to any critical organ during storage and other waste handling
operations. Although this exposure Umit is lower than the value of 1 mSv previously allowed by the NRC
in Section 20.105 for reprocessing operationsIIt is similar to Umits set by other countries; for example, in
Germany the limit is 0.30 mnSvlyr. After closure, the dual limits of Subpart B would apply, rather than
those of Subpart A. .

The postclosure curie limits were chosen by calculating the individual doses received by the public
from an ore body containing an amount of uranium comparable to the original uranium in the spent fuel
and estimating the resultant number of excess health cffects. It was from this calculation that the base
health effect limit of 1,000 health effects in 10,000 years was obtained. The curie release limit has been
estimated to have the capability of delivering a maximum annual dose of perhap. 5 x 1O5 mSv. This
represents a reduction in the allowable dose of approximately 5 x 103 after the repository closes. The
reason cited by the EPA staff for requiring this massive reduction in allowable dose is that they believed
that the uncertainties of geologic data and performance assessment calculations required that very low
allowable releases be mandated. Thus, the EPA has attempted to accommodate for its perception of the
uncertainty inherent in site-characterization studies and performance assessments by setting very low limits
and using probabilistic requirements. :--..:

Commenters on Part 191 have noted the stringency of the level of releases noted above. In
addition, questions have been raised as to the toxicity of certain of the radionuclides, such as carbon-14,
and whether or not such elements deserve to be included In Table 1 at all. In the case of carbon-14, It
turns out that (1) during reprocessing all the carbon-14 contained In spent fuel is available for release, (2)
no limit has been placed on the release of carbon-14 from operating reactors, and (3) the Subpart B limit

U. n i;
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Figure 1
Regulatory Boundaries - Outside of Repository
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of Part 191 is two or three orders of magnitude below what is cosmogenically produced annually, thereby
rendering moot the very low limit on the release of carbon-14.

Part 60. The NRC staff adopted the approach of assuming a multiple-barrier system and setting
individual performance requirements on the barriers, or successive concentric zones, that comprise the
repository. Thus, there is a containment requirement on the Interior subsystem (the waste package), an
annual fractional release limit on the next layer (the EBS), and a limit on the groundwater travel time
(GVIW) to the accessible environment from the disturbed zone.

1. Containment Requirement. The NRC staff recognized the Impracticality of setting corrosion
limits on the waste form (Le., spent fuel and vitrified waste) since the chemical composition and physical
form of the waste materials and consequently their corrosion behavior will be determined by fabrication
and service conditions beyond the control of the DOE. As a consequence, the staff developed qualitative
rather than quantitative criteria on containment. In particular, the phrase 'substantially complete
containment' provides no quantitative criteria that would allow the licensee to estimate either the
permissible number of failed canisters or the quantity of material dissolved Into the host rock Nor does
Part 60 provide any definition of what 'containment' means. For example, members of the NRC staff have
stated that any loss of integrity of a waste package, even a pinhole penetration, would constitute loss of
containment, thus contributing to exceeding this particular criterion. In late 1984, the NRC circulated a
draft proposal for quantifying the term 'containment.' Essentially, the proposal was to apply the post-
containment annual release limit to the containment period, thus enabling the calculation of the amount
of inventory allowed to leave the waste package. However, that approach has been abandoned without
public explanation. The NRC now has an effort underway at its Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
Analysis to provide a further definition of these terms, but this work appears to be directed at a
nonquantified specification that will not assist designers in meeting the regulation.

2. Annual Release Umit. Section 60.113(a)(1)(U)(B) specifies that subsequent to the containment
period, only one part in 100,000 of the radionuclide inventory present at 1,000 years in the repository may
be released annually. That release limit is further qualified to the extent that only those radionuclides that
Individually constitute more than 0.1 percent of the inventory need be considered. This limitation also is
subject to the requirement that the total releases must not exceed the values set in Table 1, Part 191.

3. Groundwater Travel Time (GWTFI). In Part 60, the criterion placed on the geologic setting is
that 'the geologic repository shall be located so that (the) pre-emplacement groundwater travel time along

'fe fastest path of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment shall be
at least 1,000 years . This requirement Illustrates the fact that the regulation was written with the
presumption that the repository would be located in a saturated zone. It is necessary to note that an
amendment to the regulation clarifies the intent of the regulation to be equally applicable to all
repositories, whether they are in either saturated or unsaturated geologic media.

Three questions arise about this criterion, particularly for a repository In an unsaturated zone: (a)
Since there is free access to the accessible environment through a direct atmospheric pathway, what will be
the impact upon meeting this requirement for radionuclide transport when the release of volatile
radionuclides is considered? It would appear that the release of both Iodine and carbon (as C-14) is likely
to occur promptly upon failure of the principal container (b) How should one define and quantify a
property such as GWTr when there is not a continuous water phase that would support the transfer of
radionuclides in the conventional sense? (c) Given that one may be able to define and measure GWIT,
what constitutes the astest travel time?" It would be expected that any measuring technique will not
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define a single value, but give a range or distribution of values. Consequently, there will be a range of
possible values, but no specification as to how the lowest value Is to be chosen. For example, one might
select a 90-percent cutoff-or a 99 percent. )

The concept of specifying that certain characteristics be evident In the host rock or geologic
setting is, of course, reasonable and prudent. But It may be equally prudent to include such characteristics
as desirable rather than making them requirements or specifying their value before the site has been
specified and characterized.

Oversight Comment on the RegulatIons

There has been an extensive commentary on the standards and the regulations. Tbis has included
(1) a report by the Waste Isolation Systems Panel (WISP 1983), (2) the review of the EPA standards by
the EPA's Science Advisory Board (SAB 1984), (3) the preparation of an analysis of the then proposed
Part 60 by a group of NRC contractors (Chu et al., 1983). (4) concerns voiced by the ACNW in 1989 on
Part 191, (5) a report by the National Academy of Sciences In 1990 (NAS 1990) and; (6) recommendations
by the NW`TRB in 1990 (NWTRB, March and November 1990).

Advisory and oversight groups have supported as well as found fault with both the standard and
implementing regulations. However, the general thrust of the comments has been negative. It appears
that three principal concerns are (1) the application of very low, or overly stringent, release rates (eg.,
carbon-14) as the principal repository performance measure; (2) the use of probabilistic factors to control
application of the primary performance limit; (3) the imposition of numerous, ill-defined, and ambiguous
restrictions on the design, investigation, construction, and operation of the repository before the site has )
been identified and characterized, or the repository designed.

Recommendations

Since the EPA is in the midst of a revision of the standard, the authors believe that it would be
appropriate to encourage the EPA staff to request the EPA Science Advisory Board to set up a new
subcommittee to provide guidance on the format and content of the re-issued rule. We also encourage the
development of a national consensus on a System of permissible risk from such sources as nuclear
reactors, other parts of the nuclear fuel cycle, and waste processing and disposal operations We would
not recommend the inclusion of natural and medical exposures in this system of permissible risk. The
magnitude of this permissible risk could be in the range of observed variations In natural background
doses, up to 1.0 mSv/yr or a risk level of about 10. In fact. such a system seems to be developing in the
United States now. The system Is based principally on the analysis of radiation risks by the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR 1988) and the Committee
on Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEJR V 1990). Recommendations for a dose limit to the
general public of 1 mSvtyr averaged over any five consecutive years were made recently by the
International Council on Radiation Protection (ICRP 1990) Similar recommendations had been made
earlier by the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP 19 and by the ICRP (ICRP 1985) and
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the IAEA (1989b). The UNSCEAR recommendations called for an annual effective dose equivalent not
to exceed 1 mSv/yr for continuous (or frequent) exposure from man-made sources other than medical.

TIe DOE, in Order 54005 (DOE 1990), reduced Its radiation standards for the general public to
I mSv average annual effective dose equivalent. lne NRC has proposed similar limits and requirements in
its draft 10 CFR Part 20, whereas the EPA Is in the process of developing similar guidance for all federal
agencies.

The next logical step Is to apportion parts of this public radiation standard to various categories of
radiation exposure (sources). To some extent, this has been done on a de facto basis. For example, the
EPA in its uranium fuel cycle standard, 40 CFR 190, used a value of 0.25 mSvrr. This standard excludes
mining, transportation, and waste disposal.

We suggest that the EPA use a radiation standard based on an annual radiation dose in 40 CFR
191 and that a dose .Q1403 mSv4yr to the maximally exposed Individual be considered. This represents.10-
30 percent of the I mSvtyr presently in use and proposed for the general public for all man-made radiation
exposure other than inedical applications. Such a radiation standard is risk based, taken from a system
with which there Is broad national and International experience, generally understood by members of the
public, defensible In the licensing process, consistent with international practice, and fully protective of the
health and safety of the public.

Regardless of the EPA's ultimate decision on revising 40 CFR 191, we believe that the NRC -
should seriously reexamine, and perhaps revise, 10 CFR 60. The detailed criteria supporting the standard
should be directly related to meeting the standard. The regulations should be neither ambiguous nor
should they act to direct or limit the design or technical approach used to meet the standards.

U.V 9
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE CRITERION FOR
GEOLOGIC WNSTE DISPOSAL

8.1. IN.RODtCT1ON AD S.MMNRY

In previous chapters we have described and evaluated the -state of
knowledge of the components of the geologic waste-disposal system. In
Chapter 9 we present the calculated performance .of the overall system of
these -components in terms of expected and possible long-term- releases of
radionuclides in the environment aind radiation doses therefrom. To

-assess whether or not this -predicted long-term .performance is adequate,
an overall performance criterion is needed.'

No overall performance -criterion for ~geologic waste disposal has yet
been adopted by the federal agencies. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has been working for several years to deelpuca
standard. The EPA staff has written several internal drafts and
supporting technical repoits,-and a p'roposed standard has recently been
issued for public review. This begins 'the formal process for
promulgating an EPA regulation that would adopt some overall performance
criterion as its standard. The'Nucle~ar Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
issued both draft and proposed final regulations, which 'contain detailed
numerical criteria for individual components and are intended by NRC to
implement the proposed EPA standard.

As is explained later,, the panel ftnds technical flaws in EPA's
derivation and justification of its proposed standard.. -In reviewing'
NRC's proposed regulations, we conclude that they are premature in that
they purport to implement an o~verall EPA standard not yet issued and not
yet subjected to the review process wherein the bases and merits of the
standard can be fully examined. We also find flaws in NRC's technical
basis for some of Lits n'umerical criteria. Similar reservations
concerning NRC'1s nume rical cr'iteria have been noted by the.National
Research Council's Board on.Radioacti~ve waste Management (Wilson and
Krauskopf 1981). Consequently, we arp reluctant to adopt theEPA and
NRC approaches for selecting an overall -criterion for this study

The Department of Energy (DOE) has not adopted, to our knowledge, an
interim overall criterion for evaluating waste-isolation performance,
although authors of studies by DOE contractors have assumed values of
the individual-dose rate as criteria for comparing with calculations of
doses from radionuclide migration and release.
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Therefore, the panel found it necessary to adopt its own performanc
criterion for the purposes of this study. We conclude that the most
meaningful and useful form of the criterion is the annual or lifetime
radiation dose to an individual exposed at some future time to
radionuclides released to the environment from a geologic repository.
We have adopted as our criterion an annual radiation dose of 10-4 sv*
to an individual, averaged over his lifetime, calculated at all future
times. This dose criterion is to apply to estimated average annual
doses resulting from events that have a high probability of eventually
occurring.

When the predicted radiation exposure is due to some unexpected
release of radioactivity, i.e., a release probability of less than
unity, then the predicted dose should be weighted by the probability
before comparing with this performance criterion. This is qualitatively
similar to the present NRC-EPA practice of allowing greater individual
radiation exposures for suitably improbable accidental releases of
radioactivity.

One reason for adopting the individual-dose criterion is that the
individual dose from released radionuclides can be expressed as some
fraction of the radiation dose that each individual receives from
background radiation. Another reason is the considerable precedence for
individual-dose criteria in radiation safety, as is reviewed in Section
8.2. In Section 8.3 we discuss why a criterion based on radiation
exposures as low as reasonably achievable is not meaningful at this
time. In Section 8.4 we discuss the features of an alternate approach,
in terms of a criterion based upon population risk or collective
population dose. In Section 8.5 we review the EPA proposed
populationgrusk-based standardi and we discuss our reasons for notli
adopting such a performance criterion or the activity release limits
derived therefrom.

In Section 8.6 we review the numerical criteria proposed by the NRC
to implement the EPA's' proposed standard, and we discuss the reasons for
not adopting the NBC staff's numerical criteria for the purpose of this
study. In Section 8.7 we discuss the compatibility of geologic
isolation with the criterion of suitably low radiation dose to future
individuals.

8.2. PIECEDENTS FOR AN INDIVIDUAL-DOSE CRITERION

8.2.1. Considerations in Specifying an Individual-Dose Criterion

Two arguments for an individual-dose criterion are (1) individual dose
can be more meaningfully predicted than can a population dose and (2)
even if a population-dose criterion is adopted, an individual-dose
criterion would necessarily also be included to prevent undue individual
exposure. -

*1 sievert (Sv) - 100 rem.
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A consideration in selecting a value for an individual-dose
criterion for geologic disposal is that the value of the individual dose
be low enough that the number of individuals potentially exposed is not
a major consideration. We examined several existing radiation standards
developed for protection of the puolic from radionuclides released to
the environment. Natural background radiation exposure was also
considered in selecting a value of the individual dose criterion.

8.2.2. Recommendations by the International
' ''~''' Commission on Radiological Protection

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) concludes
that a lifetime exposure to an individual member of the public of 10-3
Sv/yr corresponds to an acceptable level of riskobased on a total
stochastic risk factor of about 1.4 x 10-2/Sv (International
Commission'on Radiological Protection 1977). The commission recommends

a limit of 5 x 10- Sv for the exposure to an individual in any one
year, and it concludes that this would result irn an average.dose rate
equivalent of less than 5 x 10 Sv/yr to members of'the public.
These exposures are considered tobe.in addition to exposure from
background radiation.,

8.2.3. Federal Radiation Council Guidance

In 1960 the U.S. Federal Radiation Council (FRC) issued guidance for
exposure to members of the public from federally sponsored or licensed
activities. The basic radiation protection guide (RPG) is
5 x 10'~ 3Svyr to any individual (the maximally exposed individual).
The FRC also stated that the average annual dose. to a particular exposed
group should not'exceed 1.7 x lO"3 Sv/yr (U.S. Federal Radiation
Council 1960). These IPGs are also implied as the basis for most of the
present limits 'in the U.S. NRC (1082a, Appendix B) regulation concerning
concentrations of radionuclides in effluents from licensed.facilities.

8.2.4. TheEnvironmental Protection Agency's
Fuel Cycle Standard

The.EPA published an environmental protection standard for the uranium
fuel cycle that contains a dose equivalent limit of .2.5 x -10-4 Sv/yr
to any individual member of the public (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency 1976b). .This standard has been incorporated by the NRC in its
regulations for nuclear fuel-cycle licensees (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission 1982a). and has been proposed by the NRC for inclusion in its
rules on commercial low-level (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory.Commission 1981d)
and high-level. (U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission 1981c) waste
disposal. In the EPA high-level waste standard, it is proposed to

III
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include the dose limits for application to the above-ground )
preemplacement operations of a high-level repository (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency 1982).

8.2.5. Other Regulatory Standards

A number of other regulations have adopted radiation dose or dose rate
to the individual as the radiation jafety criterion, with values varying
from below 1a4 Sv/yr up to 5 x la, Sv/yr. Some of these
regulations were developed for situations wherein the radionuclides are
already present in the uncontrolled environment. They includes

o 5 x 10-5 Sv/yr, uncontrolled release of biomedical wastes
containing tritium and carbon-14 (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1981b)

o 10-4 Sv/yr decommissioning of nuclear facilities (U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission 1981a)

o 2.5 x 10 4 Sv/yr, equivalent whoib-body dose to an adult from
public water supply from radium (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1976a}

o 4.3 x 10 4 Si/yr, whole-body exposure for home construction on
phosphate lands (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1979)

o 9 x 10-4 Sv/yr, gamma dose from disposal of uranium wastes
(U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1981f)

8.2.6. Natural Background Radiation

According to the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements (NCRP), whole-body irradiation from natural sources results
in dose rates to individuals in the United States varying from
0.7 x 10-3 Sv/yr to about 2 x 10-3 Sv/yr. depending on location
(National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements 1975). This
includes penetrating radiation from cosmic rays, from naturally
occurring radionuclides in the atmosphere and in the earth's crust and
from radionuclides in the human body. The average individual whole-body
dose rate from these sources in the United States is about 10-3 Sv/yr.

The variation of background radiation dose with location is due to
several factors. Cosmic radiation intensity increases with altitude
the average whole-body dose rate from cosmic rays at an elevation of 1
mile (l 6 km) is approximately twice the sea-level dose rate of about
3 x 10-1 Sv/yr (National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements 1975). Variations in the concentration of naturally
occurring radicouclides in the earth's crust also affect the doses
received.. Regional whole-body dose equivalent rates from terrestrial
sources range from about 2.3 x 10 4 Sv/yr in the Atlantic and Gulf
coastal plain to about 9 x lO4 Sw/yr in the Colorado plateau. The
above-average dose rates in the Colorado plateau region of the United
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States are due to extensive deposits of uranium (National Council on
Radiation Protection and'Measurements 1975).

Internal doses vary considerably as -a result 'of variations in
radioactivity concentrations in drinking water and air due to natural
terrestrial sources. In some communities, elevated levels of
radionuclides in the uranium-238 decay series (primarily radium-226 and
daughters) in domestic water supplies result in dose rates to organs
such as bone surfaces that are several times above the average U.S. bone
dose rate'of about 1.2 x 10-3 Sv/yr (National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements 1975)., Exposure to respiratory tissues, and
to a lesser extent to other internal organs, results from the inhalation
of naturally occurring radioactive'gases, primarily radon-222 produced
from the decay of radium-226. This is more of a problem inside
buildings constructed on soil or fill materials containing natural
uranium or thorium. The 'inhalation dose varies with several factors
such as building ventilation rates, and lung doses that are several
times the U.S. average lung dose of about 2 x 103 Sv/yr can occur
(National Council on Radiation Protection and-Measurements 1975) . The
organ doses given here have been adjusted upward by a factor of two to
account for the increase in the quality factor for alpha radiation from
the value of 10 used in the 1975 NCRP report to the current recommended
value of 20 (International Commission on Radiological Protection 1977).

8.2.7.: Use of Individual-Dose Criteria in Other Countries

It is evident from publications and project reports that the lifetime
dose commitment to future individuals, or the average lifetime dose rate
to individuals, is being calculated in other countries to assess the
performance of geologic isolation systems (e.g., Wuschke et al. 1981).
Limits to individual dose have been adopted by the Swiss regulatory
authorities as safety protection goals (Nuclear Energy Agency 1980). In
a draft report by the International Atomic Energy Agency (1982) for
criteria for underground disposal, the principal numerical radiological
protection criterion is specified in' terms of the radiation dose to
future individuals.-

a.2.8. Summary and Discussion

The average lifetime dose rate to an individual of 10-4 Sv/yr 'selected
as the criterion for this study is about 10 percent of the average
annual effective whole-body dose equivalent from all sources of external
background radiation in the United States. It is also less than half of
the current average annual dose commitment from the ingestion of
naturally occurring radionuclides. There is some parallel to future
doses due to radionuclides released from a geologic repository, because
ingestion is predicted to be the most important potential mode of
exposure. The individual-dose criterion of 10-4 Sv/yr is well within
the range of variations in the natural background dose rate.

1[13
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The dose standards and criteria now applied by EPA and NRC for
regulatory purposes suggest that a dose equivalent of 2.5 x 10-4 Sv/yr
to the average individual in a particular exposed population group or to
the maximally-exposed individual is considered to be sufficient
protection for public health and safety. The panel has seen several
regulations or proposed regulat ions that use this value. We have also
seen a regulation that uses 10 Sv/yr and one that uses 0.5 x 10-4
Sv/yr.

The values of 2.5 x 104 Sw/yr are applied to radionuclides that
are, in many instances, identical with some of the more important
radionuclides of concern in a geologic repository for high-level waste.
Examples are the application of 2.5 x 10' Sv/yr to ground disposal of
low-level radioactive wastes (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1981e)
and radium in drinking water (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1976a). Other examples are the 10 Sv/yr limit for decommissioning
nuclear facilities, together with the bone-dose equivalent exposure
limits of 3 x 10-5 Sv/yr for uranium and tran'suranic wastes.

The ICRP has concluded that an annual whole-body equivalent dose of
10-3 Sv/yr represents an acceptable level of risk such that no limit
need be placed on the size of the exposed population (International
Commission on Radiological Protection 1977). This is tenfold greater
than the value selected by the panel.

Finally, several regulations or guides use 5 x 1O-3 Sv/yr as an
acceptable limit for exposure to individual members of the public,
including the proposed NRC rule on low-level waste disposal.

These observations suggest that the panel's individual-dose
criterion of 1a-4 Sv/yr provides an adequate margin, of about two
orders of magnitude, below a dose that could be reasonable cause for
concern.

1.2.9. Application of the Panel's Performance Criterion

The panel wishes to make clear that the individual-dose criterion of
10-4 Sv/yr is not intended as an upper limit of radiation exposure.
It is simply a goal against which a particular repository system
performance can be compared. The dose value of 10-4 Sw/yr is
sufficiently low so as to provide reasonable assurance that no member of
the public will be exposed to a radiation risk greater than that
experienced and permitted from natural sources in day-to-day life.
Other, higher limits (International Commission on Radiological
Protection 1979) should be used to evaluate the upper levels of exposure
estimated from the uncertainties inherent to the parameters used for
calculating system performance.

8.3. AS LOW AS REASONABLY ACBIWABLE

The panel has made no evaluation as to whether the individual dose rate
criterion of 10U4 Sv/yr is as low as is reasonably achievable,
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referred to by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1982a) as ALARA.
According to the International'Commission on Radiological Protection
(1973), determining whether radiation exposure from a proposed activity
is as low as reasonably achievable requires,.among other things, an
assessment of the costs of protective measures weighed against the

expected benefits from the activity. Present data on the design- costs,
and expected performance -for geologic waste disposal are not sufficient

for any-meaningful analysis of the costs of incremental reductions in
radiation dose. As will be seen in the ensuing discussion of this

chapter and in Chapter 9, there are large uncertainties in estimating
the radiation dose,'particularly if it is the population dose usually
considered in ALARA calculations, and there are large uncertainties in
the technological performance of a geologic disposal system. It is not
possible to make any meaningful determination at this time of what
radiation doses and dose rates would be-as low as reasonably achievable.

8.4. FEATUIRS OF INDIVIDUAL-RISK AND POPULATION-RISK CRITERIA

A central issue is whether to select for the present study an overall
performance criterion based on the radiation'dose,,or risk to future.
individuals, or on the integrated radiation dose, or risk to future
populations. There are important features to each.

A population-risk criterion, if implementable, could avoid undue
risk to a large number of people and over many generations. A given
risk to an individual may be reasonable if it does not exceed some
specified level of acceptable risk. 'Radiation exposures that result in
risks not far below the specified acceptable limits for individuals may
be unacceptable if large numbers and many generations of people-are
similarly exposed. Some geologic repositories for radioactive waste are
predicted.to release small quantities of radionuclides over long periods
of time, and there are mechanisms by which this.released radioactivity
can.reach even distant.populations. This argues for serious
consideration of a population-risk-based criterion for geologic
repositories- 4

If such a population-risk limit could be meaningfully implemented,
it would be reasonable to accept an allowable.dose to a few individuals
that is greater than the average.lifetim-e individual dose to the
population. However, a population-risk criterion alone, as is proposed
by EPA for geologic repositories, can allow intolerable risk to a'few
individuals, as is shown in the ensuing analyses in this chapter and in
Chapter 9. , .

The practical differences between an individdal-risk criterion and a
population-risk criterion can be iilustrated for a geologic repository
for which the expected risk results from the long-term groundwater
transport of a small portion of the radioactive inventory to the
environment. Future humans can use that contaminated water for drinking
and for growing food. A future maximally exposed individual is,-
conservatively assumed to be one who obtains his lifetime intake of
potable water from-this contaminated source and his lifetime intake of
food from edible species grown in or by this contaminated water. This

115
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lifetime radiation dose can be estimated from estimated concentrations
of released radionuclides in water- and from food chain calculations. By
assuming that risk is proportional to accumulated dose, the calculated
individual dose is translated to an estimated risk to that individual.
This assumption is the linear hypothesis that has been adopted by the
Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation-
(BEIR)(National Research Council 1980) for estimating stochastic risks
that might be associated with the lifetime exposure of a population of
individuals to radiation at a dose equivalent rate of about 10-2 sv/yr
or greater, provided the exposures are well below the range of acute
exposures where the effects become nonstochastic. Adoption of this-
linear hypothesis for all levels of lifetime exposure that could result
from a geologic repository is a fundamental assumption in EPA's proposed
standard (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1982).

There are many uncertainties in such a calculation of maximum
individual dose, including uncertainties in the prediction of waste
dissolution and hydrogeologic transport. The dose calculation assumes
that future individuals will have dietary habits similar to those at
present. It assumes that they will drink about the same amount of
water, will eat the same amount and kind of food, and will respond in
the same way to ingested radionuclides. It assumes that agricultural
practices and uptake of radionuclides in food chains will be the same as
at present. The result of a criterion based on individual dose is to
limit the maximum concentration of individual radionuclides in water
contaminated by future radioactive releases from a repository. This
maximu concentration can be controlled by choosing radioactive waste
material with suitably small rates of dissolution, by selecting
repository sites with suitably long travel times for contaminated
groundwater to reach the environment, and by selecting repository sites
with natural processes that dilute the concentration of released
radionuclides.

Once a population-risk criterion has been specified, to determine
compliance, such as the maximum number of health effects from the entire
exposed population over some specified number of generations, it will be
necessary, in principle, to integrate the individual radiation exposures
and risks therefrom over extremely large numbers of people and over many
generations. Some of these individuals may be the maximally exposed
individuals described above who live in the vicinity of the repository
sitel others will live elsewhere but will consume some of the food
products grown from the contaminated groundwater. A large number of
these individuals will receive extremely small radiation doses.

To estimate each individual risk, it is necessary to know the
relation between individual dose and risk for individual doses ranging
from the minuscule to the maximum described above. No proved or
recommended relation exists over this dose range Wce. Section 8.5.7).
However, if one assumes, as does EPA, that the linear hypothesis is
valid for all values of the incremental collective (i.e., accumulated)
dose to the many different exposed individuals, then the estimate of
population risk translates to an estimate of the total radiation dose
summed over all of the exposed people for many generations.



A meaningful estimate of the total intergenerational population dose
requires detailed estimates of the time-dependent number of individuals
who may be living in the vicinity of the repository site and the extent
to which their water and food are derived from the contaminated water,
and it requires estimates of -the extent to which this contaminated water
is used to grow food for shipment to other parts of the world. It
requires estimates of 'the time-dependent numbers, geographical
distribution, and eating habits of the future populations who may eat
food grown by the contaminated water. Clearly,: the direct estimate of
population dose and risk involves far more uncertainties than does the
estimate of the dose and risk to the maximally exposed individual.

If the population-risk criterion is translated by the regulator into
a limit on the amount of radionuclides released from a'repository, as
has been attempted by EPA (1982),; then the derived release 'limit is
subject to all of the uncertainties described above for determining
compliance with a population limit, and the uncertainties are compounded
by the need to assume how radioactivity released from presently
unspecified repository sites will result in radiation doses to future
humans. These problems inherent in EPA's derivation of release limits
to achieve a specified population-dose criterion are discussed in
Section 8.5.

The implementation of a population-risk criterion, or of a
release-limit criterion derived therefrom, could result in a different
dependency of risk on the concentration of radionuclides in the
contaminated water. For example, if a low radionuclide concentration
results because of dilution in water at the repository site, the dose to
the maximally exposed individual is reduced, but there may be a larger
number of future individuals who use the contaminated water. If it can
be assumed that, within a given generation, the.number of people using
the contaminated water or. ingesting food grown from the contaminated
water is proportional to the volume or flow rate of the contaminated
water, then a population-dose limit for that generation would result in
a limit on the amount of radionuclides released 'to the environment.
during a human lifetime. It would not limit 'the concentration of these
radionuclides in contaminated water.

If an intergenerational population-dose or risk criterion is to be
applied, and if parameters assumed above to be constant over a human
lifetime -are now assumed to be constant over the many tens and hundreds
and thousands of years found to be important in estimating individual
doses, then again a population-dose limit would not limit the
concentration of radionuclides in contaminated water but would limit the
total amount released over the long time period of many generations.

Application of a population-rdose criterion canresult in views as to
the adequacy of a repository site that-can be quite different from those
resulting from an individual-dose criterion. Large differences in
estimated doses to maximally exposed individuals for different
repository sites are shown in Sections 9.7 and 9.10, where the different
individual doses result mainly from differences in water flow rates.
The contrast between'different sites is less apparent if a
population-dose criterion is applied, without considering doses to
individuals.

:7
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In principle, dose criteria that specify both the dose to the
maximally exposed individual and the intergenerational-dose to future
populations should be considered. However, the latter should be adopted
as a numerical criterion only if it can be reasonably implemented
without requiring the accumulation of unrealistic assumptions that would
undermine its validity. If this proves to be impossible, a
semiquantitative or qualitative criterion may still serve the purpose of
Limiting the integrated risk over many generations to a tolerable
level. This would help emphasize that compliance with an
individual-risk criterion should be achieved to a maximum reasonable
extent by containment and decay within the geologic disposal system.

In past regulatory practice (e.g., 10 CPR 20, Sect. 106(e)), it has
frequently been assumed that the choice of a suitably conservative
individual-dose criterion, such as that adopted in this study, would
result in acceptably low population doses. The same principle may apply
to geologic repositories, although this assumption would require some
detailed study.

8.5. THE EPA PROPOSED STANDARD

8.5.1. Introduction

The proposed EPA standard has undergone an evolutionary process. Draft
number 12 was provided to the panel in September 1980. Meetings and
extensive written communications have been held with members of the EPA,
staff to discuss their technical work that forms the basis of the )
proposed standard. Several drafts have been provided to the panel
during the course of the study, and the proposed standard was released
for public comment in late 1982 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1982). Our technical evaluation is based on these drafts, on
discussions and communications with the EPA staff, and on EPA draft
technical reports (C. B. Smith et al. 1981, J. M. Smith et al. 1981)
provided to the panel for the purpose of this review. Additional draft
reports by the EPA staff are understood to be pertinent to this review,
but they were not provided during the panel study. These include an
individual-dose assessment report, an environmental impact statement,
and other identified reports (D. J. Egan, Environmental Protection
Agency, personal communication to T. H. Pigford, 1981). The review
summarized herein is based in part on a more detailed technical analysis
by Pigford and Mann (1982) carried out to support the panel's study.

A fundamental premise of the proposed EPA standard is that there
should be no more than 1,000 fatalities ("health effects") in the next
10,000 years resulting from radioactive releases from a full-scale
geologic repository, i.Le., a repository containing the radioactive
inventory from 100,000 Mg of uranium fuel from light-water reactors.
EPA proposes to achieve that objective by prescribing quantitative
limits on the amounts of radioactivity from various radionuclides that
could be released to the *accessible environment over a period of
10,000 years.
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penetrate the backfill material that might surround the waste. One

quoted study calculates dissolution rates averaged over several thousand
years, including the time during which no radionuclides have penetrated
the backfill. If NRC intends that its release rate criterion be
anything other than a performance standard that must be met at every
instant, it should so state. To assess the ability of a backfill 'I
material to help attain NRC's required release rate, the rate of release
of long-lived radionuclides from the waste package during the eventual
steady state diffusion through the backf ill should be considered, i.e.,
during the time when backfill sorption has little effect on the release
rate.

We do not consider the NRC staff's review of the waste-form
technology and its expected and possible performance in a repository to
be adequate to support their proposed release rate criterion. 'The NRC
evaluation is not based on a predictive technique with a clear or valid
technical basis. To verify that waste packages comply with such
performance criteria in the long-term future, a proven and reliable
predictive technique must be available. Such verification has not been
addressed in the proposed rule, and the predictive techniques used'by
NRC do not seem capable of verification.

8.6.10. Summary

The NRC's numerical criteria for 1,000-year containment and an
acrcss-the-board fractional-release rate of 10 5/yr from the waste
package after 1.000 years are of questionable importance to long-term
safety and are proposed without a technically valid basis and with
invalid assumptions of existing technology. If such numerical criteria
were adopted, compliance could probably not be verified. It would be
more appropriate for NRC to state'the considerations that may help guide
DOE in its development and proof of the waste package as one of the
possible barriers that may aid in meeting a reasonable overall safety
criterion. One of the important considerations is for DOE to continue
work on developing a means of predicting the long-term performance of
waste packages.

NRC has not yet addressed the question of how either its numerical
criteria or the EPA release limits can 8support a finding of no
unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public," the objective
stated in NRC's first release of the proposed rule.

Because of the foregoing, we do not adopt the NRC technical criteria.
as indicators of satisfactory performance of the waste-isolation
technology. Instead, we adopt the overall- performance criterion in
terms of average annual radiation dose to an individual, and in Chapter
9 we evaluate the expected and possible performance of the
waste-isolation system in terms of meeting this overall criterion.
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8.7. IS GEOLOGIC ISOLATION INCOMPATIBLE WITH AN
INDIVIDUAL-DOSE CRITERION?

It has been suggested that adopting an individual-dose criterion for
geologic waste isolation can lead to approaches for protecting future
individuals from released radioactivity that may be incompatible with
achieving waste isolation (M. J. Bell, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
personal communication to T. H. Pigford, 1982). As an example, the
magnitude of individual dose from ingestion depends on the concentration
of radionuclides in water, so one way of reducing individual doses is to
dilute released radionuclides with large quantities of water. By
contrast, a stated goal of geologic isolation is to prevent
radionuclides from reaching the environment, so that techniques of
dilution are unnecessary. The problem occurs because there is no
complete isolation of all radionuclides in geologic systems. Geologic
repositories in natural salt come the closest because there is no
flowing groundwater in salt to carry radionuclides to the environment.
Isolation in natural salt would seem to be complete but for the possible
intrusion into the salt repository by people or by a major natural
diversion of flowing water, however improbable it may be. Therefore, we
must deal with the reality of incomplete isolation, and the public must
be protected from those radionuclides that eventually do reach the
environment.

We have already pointed out in Section 8.4 that although limiting
the total releases of radioactivity to the environment, as in the EPA
and NRC proposals, might seem the most direct and practical approach
toward achieving isolation, the proposed standard with its 10,000-year
release limits does little toward limiting the releases that will later
occur. Further, our calculations summarized in Chapter 9 show that even
though the EPA 10,000-year release limits are achieved by the NRC
numerical criteria, the radionuclides released to the groundwater that
EPA and NRC intend to protect are likely to reach concentrations far
greater than would be allowed in potable water. We show that
radionuclides released to surface waters can be easily diluted by
rapidly flowing rivers to concentrations far below the levels that would
result even in the low individual-dose criterion of 10-4 Sv/yr adopted
for this study. We also show that for surface water flowing at a
relatively low.rate, the released radionuclides may not be diluted
enough to result in sufficiently low radiation doses to individuals.
Although these individual doses are ignored in the proposals by EPA and
NRC, protecting the health and safety of future individuals is not to be
ignored.

What this means is that geologic isolation is a worthwhile
objective, but it should not become a slogan that obscures the fact that
even though most of the radionuclides will be successfully isolated long
enough to disappear by decay, some will be released. Protection of
individuals and populations from those released radionuclides is a
realistic, legitimate, and nontrivial issue. If hazards to individuals
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from released radionuclides can be reduced by taking advantage of
dilution, as by rapidly flowing rivers, then repository sites that need
and have that capability for dilution should be given'full credit.
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qw. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTiON
AGENCY

40 CFR Parts 141,142

CWH-FRL3956-4,
RIM 2040-AAS4

National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations; Radlonuclides

AGENcr. Environmental Protection
Agency.
ACTIotC Notice of proposed rulemaking.

suMMARY: In this action under the Safe
Drinking Water Act (as amended In
1988). the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is proposingMaximum
Contaminant Level Goals (MCLGs) and
National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations for the following
radionuclides: rsdon-= radium-226
radium-228. uranium. alpha emitters.
and beta particle and photon emitters
These radlonuctides are classified as
group A human carcnogens according
to EPAs classification scheme. also,
uranium is toxic to the kidneys. This
notice proposes MCLGs. Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLtl monitoring,
reporting, and -public notification
requirements for these radlonuclides.
CATEs: Written comments should be
submitted bv October t6. 1991. A public
hearing will be held on September 6,
t99t in Washington. DC beginning at 9
a.m. A second public meeting will be
held on September12, iS91 In Chicago,
Illinois at 9 aim Washington hearing
speakers should register by August 23.
Chicago hearing speakers should
register by August 30.
ADDRESES: Scnd written comments to
Comments Clerk-Radionuclides.
Drinking Water Standards Division.
Office of Ground Water and Drinking
Water (WH-550D). Environmental
Protection Agency. 401 M Street. SW.
Washington. DC 20450. A copy of all
public comments and supporting
documents for this proposed regulation
will be available for review at EPA.
Ground Water and Drinking Water
Docket. 40114 Street. SW.. Washington.
DC 20460. For access to the docket
materials. call 20z-382-3027 between 9
a.2 and 3:30 plm. Commenters are
requested to submit one original and
three copies of their written comments.
Commenters who wish to receive
acknowledgement of receipt of their
'comments should include a self
addressed stainved envelope. All
comments must be post marked or
delivered by hand by October16, 191.
No facsimiles (faxes) will be accepted.
as EPA Is not equipped to receive the

large volume of comments expected to -
ivenear the close of the comment

period, and cannot assure that faxes will
be delivered to the docket. Major
supporting documents cited in the
reference section of the proposed rule
will be available for inspection at the
Drinking Water Supply Branches In
EPA's Regional Offices listed below:.
1. JFI Federal Eldg. (One Congress Stret

11th floJ. Bloston. MA =03 Phon.: (517)
5W-8 lJnme Healey

IL 25 Federal Pla Room tlZ4 New York NY
t1076, Phone: (2 254-Un. Walter
Andrews

I1. e41 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia PA
107, Fone (215) 97-6 Dale tong

IV. 34t Cowldand Street. Atlanta. GA 30385.
Phone: (4=4, 3474383, Wayne Aeronson

V. 230S. Dearborn Street, Chicag UL 0604.
Phon: (31) 3532 Ed Watters

VL 1445 Rosa Avenu. Dallas. TX 7520
- Phone (214) 63-7155. Thomas xove

VML 726 Minnesota Avenue. Kansas CUty. KS
5101. Phone: (912) 234815. Ralph

Langemeir - '
vmi. One Denver Place. 9g lath Street,

Suite 1300 Denver. CO 8020-2413. Phone:
(303) S3-142 Patrick Crotty ,

M. 75 Hawthorne Street, San Francisco. CA
04105. Phone: 415)974-073. Bruce Macler

XI 1200 Sixth Avenue. Seattle. WA 98101.
Phone: (20) 44u2-225 Ian Hastings
Public hearings will be held in the

following locatons:
Washington DC-Crystal City Marriott

Hotel. 1111 Jefferson Davis Highway.
Arlington, VA

Cbicago. indis-J.C. Cluczynski
Federal Building. 23O Dearborn Street.
loth Floor, Chicago. IL
Members of the public who plan to

make a statement at either public
hearing should contact Danesha Reid to
register. EPA (WH455D), 401 M Street,
SW.. Washington. DC 204 telephone
(202) 382 5 Unregistered speakers
will be heard after all registered
speakers have made their statements.
R FU#TtE INVORMTION CONTACTr
The Safe Drinking Water Hotlina.

telephone (600) 4284791, or Gregory
Helms, Drinking Water Standards
Division, Office of Ground Water and
Drinking Water (WH-550D).
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M
Street, SW., Washington. DC 20450.
telephone (202) 382-7575.
bbr at~ons Used In This Notice

RAT: Best Available Technology
BEiR: Committee on the Biological

Effects of Ionizing Radiation
CWS: Community Water System
EMSL EPA Environmental Monitoring

and Support Laboratory (Cincinnati
or Las Vegas)

ede: effective dose equivalent
GAC Granular Activated Carbon

ICRP: International doinmlsion on
Radiation Protection

MC1: Maximum Contaminant Level
MCLG: Maximum Contaminant Level

Goal
MDLI Method Detection Limit
Mr/hr. mlllroentgn per hour
mgd Mili onGallons/Day
mrem/yr. mirem/year
NIPDWR: National Interim Piimary

Drinidng Water Regulation
NPDWR: National Primary Drinking

Water Regulation
NTNC Non-transient. non-community

water system
pCIIL' picocurLeiliter
POE Point-of-Entry Technologies
POU: Point-of-Use Technologies
PQI Practical Quantitation Level
PTA: Packed Tower Aeration
PWS: Public Water System
Ra2: Radlum-228
Ra-228: Radlum-28'
Rlh Regulatory Impact Analysis
Rn-Z22 Radon-22 or radon
SDWA.' Safe Drinking Water or the

"Act". as amended In I985
SMR: Standard Mortality Ratio
WLM.: Working Level Month
Table of Contents
L Summary of Today's NPRM
IL Background k

A. Statutory Authority and Requirements
t. MCLts. Mcs and BAT
2 Variancs and Exemptions
3 Primacy
4. Monitoring Quality ControL and

Reing
5. Public Notification
EL Applicability
C. Regulatory Background
D. Conmments by the Science Advisory

Board and the Public en the ANPRM
t; SAB Comment
a. General comments and generic Imes
a.L General comments and generic issues.
b. Responses to the five specific questions
c. Comments on important Issues in the

criteria documents
Z Public Comment on the ANPRM
E: Other EPA Radon and Radiation

Programs
F. Basics of Radiation

Em Occurrence and Exposure
A. Radium-225
S. Radium-228
C. Radon
1. Occurrence
Z. Assessing individual rdon exposure

from inhalaton and Ingestion
D. Uranium
. Beta and Photon-EmIting Radlonuclides

F. Alpha-Emitting Radlonuclides
IV. Proposed MCLGs for Radionuclides

A. Setting MCLGa
B. Estimating Health Risks for

Radionuclides
C Adverse Health Effects of the

Radionuclides
t. RadIum-.r and Radium-r
2. Radon -
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A. RATs and Associated Cras.a
.... IL Bet Available Tech n (BATs

, L Radlum-225 and Radum-22&.
-- aLlme Sfteulug

IL- IM L &

3. Isagx

b.Secodua Effenc r
_2Z~.- of RItsbfroze PTA ftlsaionsof Rad
*' a. Cranuba Actated Carbon

3. UraniaM
a. Coaglation/Flltrauon

;ILbIon ftchange.
a. im Sotaften f
4 Revere Osmosis

4. Beta and Pbhoos aittuas
5. Alpha Emitfti dlond*

G ate 7teatwmfand

L C.Wa adflspsa
.. U.AwEii ehd

1. Denipdom of Azayft Matods
* 2 Codl of Perfezmlu Analyses

& Method Detec-oo Limits and Practic
Quantltstlon Lmvels

L laboratory Apprvd and Cmrfticaf
' Backpvtnd

L Contaminants
P. Proposed MC. and Alternatives

C. Proposed MoiUaing and Repaftg
* Reqfrements

i t Slats hiementadca
L Var es ad xemptions
2. Varisaces
2. &Mvempos

- 3. Unreasonable Risk to Health (UK!
VL Nbfts Notice Rwqlrmanza.
VMI Economla Impacts and Banafts

A. Regulator Flexibility Analysis
B. Pperwor RWeduci=Ac

Appeiadi A *Wdameatab of
PiAdosetiwity in ftnkW# Water

Appeaft B-Beta PaRdde and Photon
EmItters

Appeadi C-Alpha EmItters

- -

__________ I-b - iAG ..-- . - mgaui.vw oa Jmecu
w-hz<- X ws . .H ; quytl sample b.'~ p a bd~s b.iz

-. m. ' p --- (blepoposed toring
A o*' requirements for prose alpha. radli .

j ' S Be'S p an"io .* ~and uranium am
* s A. lt g r ap hac

R, 'to X0 Wfl1tWg in thle cm =pro
. 6. gmw zum_ s 15 P . starting Jatmaz7 2BStlf gr alpha is

less- than the mCsl for radiuma-M&Z

' t WI__ _ raium, and adfusted gm alphas
Pscreenins would be reduced to

NOW EP sgra f mot t rsddu monitoring oncepertt=pareeyuW.Q' " M WmW~ one c ima OR aiO" I Fw -eos. tr
The Dew tmam~ift e bv*-a~wihCW- be'S cpaiaperiod., Laboratories would
WcIrarle ft p'A.Sd eew a - - be expected to measureandk20 and
* N ote. 7;33 donm u3- leto 6COWi 3t -0e WIWNit Om3 a uraiumdow to 3 pQIA and pass

WeWnon I m IICIPC eUwi- alpha do" to 15 pCIL
Mae ca tMrae oa Run' Ct ww VWan dCes b ueot2Str (211 pagm alpha exceeds the radlum-

722, uranium. or adjusted Foes alpha

iPrposedBA.TsUnderSection1412 of 8*0 Zfd for. I 1
th.a SD WA and/at radluns-225 must be cooducted. ifthe cantiainnant-specifla analyses Show
Radium 22S1 2u Ion exchage lime that the radium-u or uranium MCL

I50ftekt reverSo0smosi wasexceeded,
Radom-Amtton. that motonn s eurd fneithorino
Un Coalatiou/ltr Iou n 'o MMIs e d it -

eha . adum-225 and un (o p alpha
osmosi screen In lieu of or uranim.) may

Beta an photon emitters: Ion exchange, be reduced to one sample every 3-year
mrverse osmosis -complae perid afR 9 anmal

Alpha emitters Reverse osmosis 5al ampling may be reduced to
on. Proose BA7 Udw ecton 41. oftheone sampl every 9-yea compliance

PDOmedeUnderSec if tefidr. through a
SD W monitoing waiver. that the "stem

The sam as BAT umd Section 142. meeft th &M reliably and
Coagulation and filtration and lime consistently.
oft arnot BAT fbr sma1 syrems - (3) Stems that violate the MCL

(thosei} '50 c cto) or t.- - would brequired to mnt quartet.....
pups o ning variances because 'undilow tive quarterly samples
they are not technologIcally feasible for is below the MCL

all systm (C proposed monitoring
P dbCo mponce Montizon rt mdlum-22 ar asannual radlum-a

(3) The proposed nitial monitoring analyses would be required i the
requirements for rado are: radlum-22 MCI. Is exceeded, quarterly

(1) For pound water systems and monitoring would be required. f the
mixed potd and surface water system is consistently below the mC..
syste Dfolur cousaculv quarterly then the annual period mayb e reded
samples for one year. and then annual to one sample per three year compliance
samples for th re of the t period. Monitoring may be further
three year complance per. Stas reduced to on every
could nt monitori wavrs to. compleas cycle by the of a
sysms that demonte complance monitoring waiver if the state finds that

with the MCI reliably and COSte the system meets the MCL reliably and
Ln the initial compliance perod, consistently. A gross beta test may be
allowing systems to collect only one used as a screen for radIum 22.
sample per three year complance period . Systems that violate the MCL would be
for th eri of the- : r to monitor quarterly until four
comoconse Ve quarterly samples Is below

o on surface water a not requd o th MCL
monitor for radoD. because radon In a (dl Groas beta monitoring Only
highly volatile gas and Is not expected supplies deemed vulem bl, to
to be fotnd In surface water. contamination would be required to
Laboratories would be expected to monitor for beta and photon emitters.
accurately measure radon down to Vulnerable systems would be ed
levels of 300 pCI/I at the time of to measure gross beta quarterly and
samplin, ttm and strontium annually. Ts

(2) Systems that violate the mC. premptve screen for compllan s
would be required to monitor quarterly MC. would be 50 pa/L Because ,

I

IL

L Summary of Todas NpMM

Applicabiity
The reglations proposed In this

*.otice would apply to all commUn

publi aer sof ms.h proosd
re lado ld ot ap t prial
water sppoies (Le. systems ser-n
fewer thank 25 persons).
Proposed MCLC antdMCDs -

-
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Thus I picocure Is a m* lonth milliont of
a curie and Is abbreviated I pM Also 1
millirad (I mrd) Is one thusandth of a tad.

Because of the particle ma and charg& i
red deposited In tissue by alpha particls
creates a more concentrated biological
damage tk 1 rad of gamma rays. To
compensate for this diference in damage and
subsequent effect a new unit was cated-
the rem This is called the dos equutlnt
The absorbed doe is measured In ruds and
the dose equivalent Is measured In res.
're tad and rem are related by a quality

factor as follows
Number of remswQ times the ouberof rsds

Where Q is the quality factr whic hs
been assigned the following valu:
Q-I for beta particles and all

electromagnetic radiations (Sgama ramy
and s-ays)

Q-10 for neuto from upontaneous fission
and for prots

Qz.r20 for alpha particles and fisson
fragments

The quality factore sment to
approximately account for the relative hanr
caused by various types of reat50dto The
International System (SI) unit corresponding
to the mem Is the Slevert (SDv One Siervrt
equals 10 ren

AwsENoix B-BETrA PARTICLE AND
PHOTON ETTEs -r ' .

APPEN=I 9.-BETA PARTICL ANo
PHOTON Ew. mES-~ftCantirwad

j a- i , t
NtC G -m c

FE-GO

CO-Gem

MI-63

D449M

GA-72
GE-71
*AS-13
AS-74
AS-775 ~

RB-Ia

R8468

SR *9

SR4SM

SR-O21 ~
v.03

Y-O1M
V-02

ZR-ga~~

ZR-O

P48-05,J
NB07'
P15-PM

L40-09

T045
TO-OS~ ~
TC r ----- --
TC047M ~

RLP-103
RU-105

RUL-l0B
RH-102M
RH-105
RH-IOSM

6.44E+02

649E+404
MSE8+Q2
1.70E+04
IME1+03
5115+03
1.19E+04
1995+02
6.IE+04
4.22E+03
7.02544
1.19E+03
4.365+05,
7155+030
tAIE+03
1.06+03

4.3E+03
6.74E+02
3.15+03
4.36E+05
455+02
5115+02
211E+04
6.27E+04,
211E+02:
1.83+03
LM+05
510E+42

4120E+01
1.16E+03
1.10E+03
G.10E+02
6.75E+02
1=+05
EA7E+03
1=0+03
6.09E+03
1.48E4.03
6.50E+02
IAM5+04
7.07+02
1.155+03
2105+03
1.15+04
1175+4M
1*35+G0
L57E+04
3.12E4.03
2J5E.03
1.765,05

!3 5 +04
4A5E+03
23w0+00
&6E6+04
716E+Q3
IAIE+403
41054.03
LWE3+42
4.71E+05
3.72E+03
6.IE+06

R14-1006
P0-100
P0-101
P06-100
P0-107
P06-109
AG-1OG
AG-100-
AG-IOMJ

AG-iioM
AG-110M

00-113

944 1j14

SN4-121

Std-125M
SN-125

65-19
56-124

SB-127M

TE-127

TE-12 gU

TE-131
TE-131M
TE-132

6129

1-132

1-134

CS-13 -
CS-134

6S-13
CS-13

06-131
SJO-134

06-135M
eA-137M

1.24+06
1.305E40
1.34+04
5.94E+03
196E+04
3.12+03
1.70E+03
6.26E+05
7215402
'.57+07

6.12E+02
1.0E+403
LM7+02
L5SE+C2
1.395+02
6.24E+04

L.7$E+05
1335+02
1915E+01
1.54+04
1.74E+03
16AS+00
ME5+03
&4AG+02
2105+02
8.10E+02
L63E+02
1*45+00
6.44+02
ME5+04

6.16E+02
1.09E+03
1IAUE+03
7.92E+03
1535+02
R.72+04
6.245+02
2.06+04
6.71E+02
5*0E+42
1.IIE+C5
1.07E+04
1.515+02
MCIE+01
1.10E+01
1.195+03

1.065+02
LtOE+03
L42E.02
1.14E+04
234E +03
1.26E+04
6.13E4.0I
1.015+o5
714E+02
6.1E+02
1.19E+02
1.05E+04

ZME5+03
I.52+03
1.82E+03
1.15E+06

APPEN0I "ESsA PART&=L AND
PHOTON EM17ERs-Cocampe

INI idIN W, 7 - =Ch*C 10

SC-77
N-13.I

C-14

C-I5

tKA-24

6~-31

CL45
CL-38.
K-42

CA-45.
rA-48

50-47~i
SC-4a
V-48
C"I1

6.095+04
42W5+04.
1.52+05
3.A0+04
5.50+06
4.95E+06
3.55+04'

4046E+02
3.35E+03
102E+04
6.41E+W
1167E+03
1.29E+04
1.35+03
1.12E+04
3.50E+03
1.73E+03
4,1aE+02
L683E+02
1.44E+03

7.E6+02
6.44+02

1.01E+03

0.255+03

II
4

4 IA9
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Pvemm 8"-BcrA PARTCLE MMD-

3H0TOI EMwrERs-Coftmned

Nucide I Ch waNtmu

I-. -. BAP-139
BA-140

CE-I41~
CE-143
CE-I" .
P5-142
PR-143
PR-144M

ND.147
PND-147
PM4-147
P14-1481
P14-141 2
514-151
SU-IS:
EU-152

EU1-155
EU-i'S
GO-Is:

TB-160-
DY-Isa
DY-i's8
HO-16s
ER-165
ER-I 71
TJ-170
714-171.
VS-I 5
WU-1T?
Mr-lei
TA-I 8

w-185.
W-157
RE-183
RE-I'S
RE-187
RE-1S8

OS-Ill
03-1931

.5-192
11-i94...
PT-Ill.__________
PT-11393
PT-i93U
P~T-i97.
PT-iW9M4

AU-i98
140-197
'AG-203

--202
TL-204
TL-207
TL-208
TL-M0

P9-203-"
P329-all

PB-212
P9-214
91-208

9-2-12
83-213
81-214

1.1+04
5.821+02

.5=2+02
1.896+03
121t+03
£511+.0
1.M+03
1.17E+03
4.706+04
1.121+01
t2s+03
1.117+04
.241+03

5.o0+02
5751+02
1.381+03
1At1+04
1.8+03
a41t+02
5.731+02
3AW+03
6=O6+02
4.686+03
2761+03
1.251+03
8.151+02
1.511+04
5301+02
9.813+02
314+03
101+03
1.031+03
1.7+04
tM3E+03
&111+03
255+03
1.171+43
+423+02

11406+04
34UE+03
2.661+03
54061+03
1.881+03
5.2+OS
1.79E+03
2.4Z1+03
286+03
1.436+04
1.006+03
1.01t+03
9.51+02
1.04E+03
3.915+03
4J11+04
1023+03
1406+03
1.751+04
2.66+03
1311+03
57d£+03
2391+03
3.841+03
1.061+03
4.001+05
2.8E1+03
26+05
,106+03
2.6+04
1.011+00
1.1+01
1231+02
1.186+04
it6+02
1.011+03
520+03
t.0+04
1M6+04
1411+03

PHOamm EwrrmR-.Ce

RA.2d5
RA-225

AC-228

PA-231~~

PA-234
PA-23414

NP-238

NP-239-

P12-241
P11-243
AFA-242U ~

.=-AND-

9.14E+W
7.6E+W

1271+00
1M+03
4.07+07
4.0113+02
1.5111+03
2.56+03
9.36+05
1.781+03
1.54+03
L.386+03
1.39+03
1 .686+03
=E+04

1.746E+0
5261+01
1.6a+04
1.7E+00

Udt othabects-n 40 CFRM ztal4lan&
142

Cbemicas Reporting and record
keeping requliements. Water supply.
Administrative practice and procedure.

Dated Jun 27. 1991.
WMMILa Rely.
AdmZftWoI Bha mevfnal Pr di
Agency-

For the reasons set forth In the
preamble. ttle 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations is proposed to be amended
as followu

PART 141-NATIOHAL PRIMARY
DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS

)

Ot-Ciicng~s hawa~rhi mm e/.
ch-C_ h ftn *in Wa t i dwy

tarml 2 IVm dup yks.-

APPENDIX C-Aunu E rTiRS

NULiCI CM UC~ I aaum

S-147 1.061+02 1.041+02
91-210 ~1.341+03 1.011+03
91-211 2*6+05 1ME+05
P0-210 1.401+01 7.46E+00
P02t 1.151+14 678E+13
P0-23. &03E+12 5061+12

P0I 2.42+11 1.886+11
P0-2 1 9.171+00 6 +09
JP0-21 7386+0 5.306+07
P0-21 9.+50+04 .13+04
AT-217 - .741+0 421+0
F-22 -- 4.50E+04- 126+04
RA-223 32t1+01 2.E4+01
RA-224 3.4U6+01 4.061+0t
RA- 207E+Ot 1.57E+01

8t5+02 1.131+02
+22 +02 4.031+02

TH-20 1.52+02 1.5+02
TH-229 -. 156+01 4.936+01
1H-230 - .271+01 7.826+0
TH-2 . 9.16+01 E+61 L0+*
PA-231 11.02E+01 1.021+0t
U-2 2 10 +011 5721+00

-23L _ 26+0t 1.381+01
U-234 2.501+1 1.391+01
U1-5 . .8_t6e+01 1.45E+01
U1-236 _ 2746+01 1.471+01
W3£-t 2.6+O 1.441+01
NP-237 ,7.19+00 7.061+00

PU26~3.93+01 123+01
PU-23 -- 7.151+00 7.021+00
Pu-29s 6i46+01 021t+01
Pu-240 6.406+01 6.226+01
P1-242 6.63+0 6541+01
PU-244 7 021E+o00 671+0
Au241 a6+00 6.341+00
AM-242 5.1+03 at346+03
AM-243 6.M406+00 8.715+00
CM-242 1.8 6+02 1331+02
C-2 5oo 4719+0 830G+00
CM-2A4 1.0011+01 3.541+00
CM.248 6.36+00 9.3+00
C0-246 _ 31+0 6.273+00
CM-247 5.96+00 6791+00
CM-248 1.711+00 1.87100
CF-252 1t70+01 1.8+01

. The authority citation for part 141
continues to read as followu

Auota 42 USC. 300 300t2. 3003-L
3M0t,% Wk0300g- 30t 3004 MCd

2. Section 1412 is amended by addin
In alphabetical ordez. a definition for
"adjusted oss alpha" as follow:

1 141.2 DeffitionS

I&.

Adjusted groSu alpha: Adjusted gross
alpha is defined as the result of a Pross
alpha measurement, less radiumin2Z and
less uranium. Radon is not Included In
adjusted gross aloha.
* * * * *

3. Section 14115 Is amended by
revising the introductory text to read as
followm

1141.15 Naimuilm contmnanft WeOeN for
radhm226. rsdum-M and Ws mAW
patCle vsLoactMV hi Comrnwlly water

The following are the maximum
contaminant levels for radium-228

radlum-=28 and gross alpha particle
radioactivity, which shall remain
effective until [Insert date 10 month

after publication of the final rule In the
Federal RegsterJ;

L Section 1411 Is proposed to be
amended by adding introductory text to
read as follows:

1141.16 MaxkmmConftaU IebVe for
betap NOlic andpA-F VAO.dy *A7MM
rwmn&&nmmdeaonlde In comsft -
watw system&

The following maximm t
levels shall remain effective until [Insert
date 18 months after publication of the
final rule in the Federal Reoiste*

3. Section 1423 is amended by
revising the section to read as follows:

9 _)

C11-Goncuieaft ha WIMe IW Esime mnATY
resa.1x10*

0mCiceallah water fo usme. I uI nce
tdskilxlo'4

" wwramin I Mm daly hIthi of water.
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IPROPOSED METHODOLO.GY FOR LADMONUCUDE CONTAMINANTS

Reference (nelhod pe wrnWor)
mrmnn

EPA I EPA ' EPA ' EPA 4 Su a #SW ' USGS ' 0 DM'
4 4 I 9

* Naftal

Gras. alpha and

- Grosa alph~a.....

RAurkn m -

Radon 228

Ewvporaton __ 900.0 I pp. 1-3-- 'W41 -1 p. I.- 7110 G.--- 01943-61----. R-1120-764 _

FA ^_

Radon I 903.1 pp 16-43....... Re-03. V .19- 7S00-Pa&6 D30454-68 PA-I141-76-
Radochlemical.. 9030= Re-4. -__

Rodocernicali 904.0 pp. 244 8 4R-O p.19I 7500-Pa DI R-1142-7L...

-LiH__i_
Lwas-0011

N.Y.$

N.Y.'

013 'I
LSi
LC i

Uraim P-cliodwencal-
Rmmwaft

&08.0
9OM

7500-U B_
o0297248.2oD gm0-6s

_ _ _ _ _ _

__ *w -4 SW b_

Rt-1181-76...
0O0-w-4 P. 1 R-111122-75-4 L-U-04-

Uurmwed
Ra~boat .

Raceclwe

mnwxii 82.
90.

Gamn and

whoam

IPrecouaon-

Pm layhff

901

90.

90.

_ 0_-IA

M2943-

pp 106-114..
pp. 3-40-

-. I -.- '- 7500-Ca U - I R-11104?..J E-Ca-01...

"I0 A.......J 7s00i 5......I 234-48a=

p.65_ 7500-Sr E - R-11W-76-

wq _

0t1.1 L
H-0 2-n P. *7_ 7W O-3H E

02476-61 (67)....
D-34445

R-1171-760
E-&-*i -

442.1

- I A A A A h

&'%ews.*~d Pmmcxes tr Memwwiwnt of Rafevfty in Ot*hg water", EPA eziwvngntrw Moritxk and Support Labortator. Oirnc-42. CH (EPA-40/
4-60432 August 1960. (EPA. 490).

ftenw RAodioichenk Me.,od =or [Lbm~ngn Water.' EPA-600/4-75-008. March 1976. (EIPA. 1976)
gem Errw rars RsonPwIty.Ms ALy $3610. Rariochemicd Procedres Manu. EPA 520/5641-006. Aaiguu 1964 (EPA. 19844~

AOdUliyricel Proced~ew fo An, CdEnwUcwIwiW Sgtviea." EMSILIV-0539-17. Merch 1979. (EPA, 1976b.
.Anw~d- -me'd fortwE n d~i~n Wo enid Wastwaer.' IMU *ao. DAweim Pulft HeeIU Atocamlbo Amurice Waist Worka Assaeokdnu Water

Pobjion Cons-E ea fln 1969. (ViA. 19619)
'169AonokC ASTMI S~d Vo. 11.02.A Amwbkmi Society for Toedog ed UMatrlel.. 1916 Raeo Steest PftbWe~AL P.. 19103. VASTM. 1989)
Lilethods lo Csemnai~iton of Radioweve Sulotanes in Water wi Frd Seftnmu~ Book 5.1ISM. Teavnques of Walw-Reeources hInesgabons of Wie

Unried States Geoolice Swvey. holpber A5. PU=GS 1969). -I
'1Envaorwie Meeasuwumnw Lebont"y. U.S. Deperurm d EnerW' 'IEML PROCEDURES MANUAL. 27ti eth (OOE. 199).
"Ov~elennbon of -$'P&an -j"ARa P..O= Padicopol Sienc NWA9M Center fo Peeeerd~.Ng York State Omputnen of HeaUM Januay 1980

(Revised am ISM~ (NY State VOL 19
A"0tenui-aft Of PjKVit 2258I Oil "1~ WaW. State of Hew ofm-e~ritC Enwvhnewm Pjwcan. of Envirawanntal Ouai~y-S1ieau

of Ra- Imondkg ake Saerie. Aupat 1990. 4NJ EOM 10)
61 ethd 93-Fedo indmpv Mo b rtoso latm nd Support Laoatr. a Vegas.NY. CEPA 11991 aJ

is 4c0.AnW0TomPraceaur. -The 0.anstingog C adoof WSh~ngWae." p. 2 TwooT Procosuree for Radon hIn D1hk~j Water.
ftlbaralavy Cobboee Vute'. EPAM0i2-87JO8 Meroh 1967. PA1673

i

(2) Sample collection for radon.
radium-2z8 radium-22Q adjusited gross
alpha. uranium, and beta and photon

emitters under this section shal be
conducted using the sample
preservation, conta r. and maximum

holding time procedures specified in the
table below: -

Gram alpha Cana. HO or HPXX %) pH 24 PerG
Gross bets ~Cona. NM or HNO.6 at P"14 PaG6..
F41durw= ~Cac HO a HHO& lo pH42 ciG6 x
RO&MVIS ~~~Cono.HC1 IrNO& lopH <2Pr aKi

Rao, 6-Col4QGlass woth Teflanlne sepetum .4 days
Rdw AMConc. HO aI4pOHip<2 Z _ParG ___ x

None e"nPerG Mots
T ZNone 0 _6mr

CwoncI or KNO. to pH <2 PerO wus

(U xcpt Iedon-22 SUVs. bmonii 1het pseervall" be addedt 1hi i w~e at fti Urn. CE coecdon u*w Suspended aftl acby Is to
be * 'ed. llosever. It go Movie nma be shipp" lo a laborviy or esoree are. aciibon CE toe aseb iv i Ut ongVW cntaer) am~ be delayed for

110 a mased 5 deyj. A inintum of i ftrg want eleoeeboeen -11,eaf mat so~u
I leele. herd ar eolt G-Glu. hard or eoft

I

II
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a The poceadifOE a post" prassur collection in 50.4Id gtSS Cotoes a to b6 followed. lbis procecise .s desaribed in appendix C. NIRS Samnplng
lisnctidons-Aadoml p. 25. Two Ted* Frocedixes For Radon in Odnking Wate. MWti~monalory C~o11aborss Sbidir. EPA/600/2-87/082. Mamat 1987.

4

(3) Analysis under this section shall
only be conducted by laboratories that
have received approval by EPA or the
State. To receive approval to conduct
analyses for radon. radium-22=. radium-
228 adjusted gross alpha. uranium, and
beta and photon emitters the laboratory
muste

(I) Analyze Performance Evaluation
samples which include those substances
provided by EPA Environmental
Monitoring and Support Laboratory or
equivalent samples provided by the
State.

(ii) Achieve quantitative results on the
analyses that are within the following
acceptance limits.

ciordwrinant i Acceptance Una A

RadPXW226. I30% at 25 p04
R2adam2n-- _ 50% at ZS pC0L
U rn ± 130% at 5 p0PC
RadXn--222 11 . . :d:30% at 300 pVG
Groas & onaws4 ± 50S% at 2 t1 p0/L
Gross beta enituaa t20% 230 pCiI
Radiosguve Com.... :t30% at 2 10 pC/I.
Radiovs -oW* . 20% at Z 20 pCi/I
RadioaCts SVOnumW :±30% 2 5 p0L4

ta mad 90.
Tfthm:t20% at 2 1200 pa/l

AoceptM &vft besed co 100 fktoe cowst8 RNO Roubotwo. knits besed on 4 day
eapso Wn>m sami cwlection to anals

S. Section 1141.32 Is amended by
adding paragraphs (e)(77) through (82).
to read as follows:
f 141.32 Pubilo notfication.
* . . * a

(el
(77) Radon: The United States

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
sets drinking water standards and has
determined that radon is ox health
concern at certain levels of exposure.
Radon is a naturally occurring
radioactive contaminant that occurs in
ground water. It is a gas, and is released
from water into household air during
water use. Radon has been found in
epidemiology studies to cause IL
cancer in humans at high expose.
levels; at lower exposure levels tae risk
of lung cancer is reduced. EPA has set
the drinking water standard for radon in
public water supplies at .. 10 picocuries
per liter (pCl/l) to protect against lung
cancer risk. Drinking water that meets
the EPA standard is associated with
little of this risk and is considered safe
for radon.

(78) Radium 22& The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
sets drinking water standards and has

determined that radium 228 is of health
concern at certain levels of exposure.
Radium 225 is a naturally occurring
radioactive contaminant that occurs
primarily in grcund water. Radium 225
-has been foun. n epidemiology studies
to cause bone -. ncer in humans at high
exposure leveaa. and Is believed to cause
other cancers as welk at lower exposure
levels the risk of cancer is reduced. EPA
has set the drinking water standard for
radium 220 at 20 picocurles per liter
(pCill) to protect against cancer risk
Drinking water that meets the EPA
standard Is associated with little of this
risk and is considered safe for radium
22L'

(79) Radium 22& The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
sets drinking water standards and has
determined that radium 228 is of health
concern at certain levels of exposure.
Radium 228 Ls a naturally occurring
radioactive contaminant that occurs
primarily in ground water. Radium 228
has been found in epidemiology studies
to cause bone cancer in humans at high
exposure levels and is believed to cause
other cancers as well: at lower exposure
levels the risk of bone cancer is reduced.
EPA has set the drinking water standard
for radium 228 and 20 picocuries per
liter (pCall) to protect against cancer
risk. Drinking water that meets the EPA
standard Is associated with little of this
risk and is considered safe for radium.

(80) Vranium The United States
Environmental Pr. -ction Agency (EPA)
sets drinking water -vandards and has
determined that uranuum is of health
concern at certain levels of exposure
Uranium is a naturally occurring
radioactive contaminant that occurs in
both ground and surface water. Uranium
is believed to cause bone cancer and
other cancers in humans at high
exposure levels at lower exposure
levels the risk of cancer is reduced. EPA
also believes uranium can be toxic to
the kidneys. EPA has set the drinking
water standard for uranium at 20
micrograms per liter (jgl) to protect
against both cancer risk and risk of
kidney damage. Drinking water that
meets the EPA standard is associated
with little of this risk and is considered
safe for uranium.

(81) Gross Alpha: The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
sets drinking water standards and has
determined that alpha emitting
radionuclides may be of health concern
at certain levels of exposure. Alpha

emitters are primarily naturally
occurring radioactive contaminants, but
several derive from man-made sources.
They may occur in either ground or
surface water. Alpha emitters are
believed to cause cancer in humans at
high exposure levels because they emit
ionizing radiation. At lower levels. the
risk of cancer is reduced. EPA has set
the drinking water standard for alpha
emitters at 15 picocuries per liter (pCa/l)
to protect against cancer risk. Drinking
water that meets the EPA standard is
associated with little of this risk and is
considered safe for alpha emitters.

(8z) Beta and photon emitters The
United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) sets drinking water
standards and has determined that beta
and photon emitting radionuclides may
be of health concern at certain levels of
exposure. Beta and photon emitters are
primarily man-made radioactive
contaminants associated with the
operation of nuclear power facilities.
facilities using radioactive material for
research or manufacturing, or facilities
where these materials are disposed.
Some beta emitters are naturally
occurring. Beta and photon emitters are
expected to occur primarily in surface
water. Beta and photon emitters are
believed to cause cancer in humans a I
high exposure levels because they em.
Ionizing radation. At lower levels. the
risk of cancer is reduced. EPA has set
the drinking water standard for beta and
photon emitters at 4 millirems effective
dose equivalent per year (mrem ede/yr)
to protect against cancer risk. Drinking
water that meets the EPA standard is
associated with little of the risk and is
considered safe for beta and photon
emitters.

7. A new section 1 141.44 is added to
subpart E to read as follows

141.44 Special monitoring for
radloncildes.

(a) Each community and non.
transient. non-community water system
shau take one sample at each sampling
point for lead-21O and report the results
to the State. Monitoring must be
completed by December 1996.

(b) Groundwater systems shall take a
minimum of one sample at every entry
point to the distribution system which is
representative of each well after
treatment (hereafter called a sampling
point) Each sample must be taken at the
same sampling point unless condition ;
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HUMAN INTRUSION SCENARIOS

IN NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORY EVALUATIONS

James K. Channell, Lokesh Chaturvedi, Robert H. Neill
Environmental Evaluation Group

7007 Wyoming Boulevard NE, Sulte F-2
Albuquerque, NM 87109

(505) 828-1003 -

ABSTRACT

When promulgated, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) High Level and TransuranIc Waste
Standard (40 CFR 191) is expected to require
consideration of human intrusion into a nuclear
waste repository as part of the post-closure
containment requirements.e Most preliminary
evaluations conclude that thIs will be the most
difficult portion of the standard to met.
Many believe it unreasonable to require con-
slderatlon of human intrusion. Others object to
portions of EPA Guidance on implementation of
the requirement. The Environmental Evaluation
Group (EEC) believes the human intrusion
requirement ls reasonable, achievable. and will
lead to better siting of repositories and
designs of waste forms and engineered barriers.

INTRODUCTION

In September 1985 the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated 40 CFR Part
191 Environmental Radiation -Protection
Standards for Management and Disposal ei Spent
Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic
Radioactive Wastes (the Standard). Although.
there had-been significant disagreements during
the development stage -. (1978-1985) - of - the
Standard, it vas acceptable to the-sclentific
community when promulgated.

Subpart -B of the EPA Standard was subse-
quently vacated by a U.S. Court of Appeals in
June 1987 on grounds that it was less stringent
than the Safe Drinking Water Act and no eXplana-
tion was provided for this discrepancy. Subpart
B of the Standard was- remanded, to EPA for
revision and repromulgatLon. The existence of
an appropriate Standard is important to the
State of New Mexico because the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) is located In New Kexico and
has to comply with the Standard since It Is
intended to serve as a repository for defense
transuranic waste. In August 1987 the State of
New Mexico entered Into an' agreement (Second
Modification to the 1981 Agreement for Consulta-

tion and Cooperation) with the Department of
Energy (DOE) to continue to evaluate UIP?
against the vacated standard. This Agreement
was made because the technical requirements of
the revised standards were not expected to
chance substantially.

During 1990, the Advisory Comuittee on
Nuclear' Waste'(ACNW) of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC)I' the National ' Academy of
Science Board 'on Radioactive Waste Management
(NAS-IRW)* the Nuclear Waste Technical Review
Board (TUWI) and others have expressed doubts
about the feasibility of implementing the
Standard. There are several aspects of the
Standard that have been criticized. One of the
most significant issues is how human intrusion
should' be evaluated In the, Standard and the
assumptions that should be used. This paper
discusses the hunan intrusion controversy.
relevant aspects of the WIP? site. and the
Environmental Evaluatitn Group's (EEG) views on
the hu=an Intrusion issue.

HUMAN INTIRUSION PROVISIONS IN THE STANDARD

The Standard assumes' that inadvertent human
intrusion into a repository from exploratory
drilling for resources is possible after the
active institutional control (site access
concrol, maintenance, cleaning up releases, and
monitoring) period. The Standird does not
permit taking credit for actlve control for more
than 100 years after repository closure.

Both the 1985 Standard and the 1/31/90
Working Draft 2 require the consideration of
human Intrusion In evaluating whether a site
meets the containment requirements'in subsection
191.13. It is clear from the preamble to the
1985 Standard and Appendices to the Standard and
the Working Draft, that EPA intends that human
intrusion be considered-at all sites and that
passive institutional controls (markers,
records, government regulation. etc.) cannot be
used to completely rule out the possibility of
Intrusion.

308
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HUMAN INTRUSION SCENARIOS 309

Guidance on the assumptions that may be
used to evaluate human Intrusion in the Standard
is presented in Appendix I of the 1985 Standard
and is essentially unchanged in the 1990 Vorking
Draft. An introductory note to the Appendix
states, 'The supplemental Information in this
Appendix is not an integral part of 40 CFR 191.
Therefore. the implementing agencies are not
bound to follow this guidance. However, it is
included because it describes the agency's
assumptions regarding the implementation of
Subpart B. This appendix will appear In the
Code of Federal, Regulations.* Regardless of
this disclaimer, there is a tendency on the part
of those doing performance assessment to take
the guidance literally and to believe- that the
burden-of-proof is on them If they deviate.

The Guidance states that inadvertent and
intermittent Intrusion by exploratory drilling
for resources (other than those provided by the
disposal system itself) can be the most severe
intrusion scenario assumed by the implementing
agencies. Also, that "Implementing agencies can
assume that passive institutional controls or
the intruders own exploratory procedures are
adequate for the Intruders to soon detect. or be
warned of. the incompatibility of the area with
their activities.'

The Guidance also suggests that 'the
likelihood of such inadvertent and Intermittent
drilling need not be taken to be greater than 30
boreholes per square kilometer of repository
area per 10,000 years for -geologic repositories
in proximity to sedimentary rock formations, or
more than 3 boreholes per square kilometer per
10.000 years for repositories ln' other geologi-
cal formations."

Also, that 'the consequences of such
inadvertent drilling need not be assumed to be
more severe than:

1. direct release to the land surface of all
the ground water in the repository horizon
that would promptly flow through the newly
created borehole- to the surface due to
natural lithostatic pressure--of (if
pumping would be required to raise water to
the surface) release of 200 cubic meters of
ground water pumped to the surface if that
much water Is readily available to be
pumped: and

2. creation of a ground water flow path with
the least protective practices followed by
exploratory drillers (not the permeability
of a borehole carefully sealed to minimize
release from the repository. since the
intruders may not make such an effort).'

CONTROVERSIES ABOUT HUMAN INTRUSION

A. Should Human Intrusion be included in
- the Standard?

)

Many In
that It is
intrusion at
reasons given

the scientific community believe
inappropriate to consider human
all in 40 CFR 191. Typical

for this position are:

1. All repositories are subject to
human intrusion and therefore
this requirement does nothing to
separate good sites from inferior
ones;

2. No site could meet the standard
if human intrusion must be
considered;

3. It ls impossible to predict the
future behavior of individuals or
estimate future drilling rates;

4. Society would never forget the
location of a repository and
would not drill in the vicinity
of one. Furthermore, regulatory
agencies would be in existence
and forbid drilling.

There are arguments that partially refute
these claims. Site locations that contain
natural resources of current interest to *ocl
are clearly less likely to be subjected to . /
ploratory drilling in the future than those that
currently contain economic concentrations of
resources. A human intrusion standard would be
the strongest deterrent against choosing a
resource-rich site. It remains to be seen if
repository sites cannot meet a human intrusion
standard even with current design concepts.
Furthermore, modifications to waste and con-
tainer form and repository design can be made to
mitigate human Intrusion consequences. Admit,
tedly, it is difficult to predict (and impos-
sible to prove) what future human actions will
be. Historical drilling rates are a useful
indication and the use of expert opinion has the
potential to help predict actions or determine
mitigative measures. Recent history indicates
that all persons are not afraid of handling
radioactive material (for example, diversions of
uranium mill tailings and low level radioactive
waste) and that current compliance with regula-
tions and institutional memory are not perfect
(see VIPP examples below).

B. Preliminary evaluations of human
intrusion efforts

Preliminary Performance Assessment evalua-
tions at the VIP? site and at Yucca HountaiL
have indicated that the consequences of hv \
intrusion scenarios dominate. None of J
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310 RADIOACIIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

preliminary evaluations suggest that either site4 would have problems Imeeting the contaimnent
requirements in 191.13, except for human
intrusion. The preliminary studles Indicate
that, depending on assumptLons used. some human
intrusion scenarios could result ln the Stan-
dard being exceeded. As a result of these
preliminary results a number of organizations,
Who appeared to be satisfied In 1965. now take
exception to the human Intruslon portlon of the
Standard.

C. Recommendations by other organizations

No organization has called for the deletion
of human intrusion consideration from the Stan-
dard. However. DOE 1  has. recommended that
'consideration of human intrusion be separated
from the CCDF1 (Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function) without specifying how
the human intrusion scenarios should be
addressed. The ACNW4 of the NRC has recommended
*that the Standard be rewritten to separate the
evaluations of anticipated performance into
three parts:

1. the undisturbed repository;

2. the disturbed repository, exclusive of
human intrusion; and

3. the repository as it might be affected
by human intrusion.

This would clearly separate out the problem
of human intrusion and permit it to be addressed
directly. The ACNW did not make specific
recommendatLons on how human intrusion should be
addressed separately.

Other organizations have. recommended
changing some of the -assumptions in the Guid-
ance. Both Sandia National Laboratory3 (SNL)
and DOE1 wanted the reference to maximum
drilling rates (30 boreholes per square kilo-
meter in 10,000 years) to be reworded so it was
clear that this value was an upper bound and
that a distribution of values less than the
upper bound could be developed. justified and
used. The current wording of the Guidance
appears to permit the use of a distribution.

h SN3 and DOE 1 have also taken exception to
the quality of borehole sealing (following human
intrusion) that should be assumed. They believe
the least protective practices required by
current law for exploratory drilling should
constitute an upper bound and that use of a
distribution of values should be permitted.

The NRC4 staff commented that EPA reevalu-
ate the technical base on frequency and severity( of, intrusion and Include other than petroleum
exploration. They believe the present assump-
tLons may not be conservative.

VIPP SITE FEATURES

Conditions at CIPP ma-xiize the frequency
and effects of human intrusion. The site ls
located In a-mineral-rich area with a history of
exploration. The 30 borehole per square
kilometer per 10,000 year drilling rate cane
from the historical drilling rate in the WlPP
area. The repository horizon is located in
bedded salt (the Salado Formation) at a depth of
655 meters (2150 feet). Pressurized brine
reservoirs exist In the underlying Castile
Formation and are believed to be present under
approximately one-half of the vaste storage
rooms. Some of these reservoirs contain several
million cubic meters of brine and have suffL-
clent pressure to fQow about 60,00 *3 at the
surface or 400,000 n at the repository horizon.
A brine reservoir could significantly increase
the consequences of human intrusion If the brine
reservoir were connected to the repository by an
exploratory borehole.

Under present plans, most of the wastes
coming to UIPP will not be immobilized or
treated. These wastes are expected to produce
large quantities of gas from organic decomposL-
tion of the waste, anoxlc corrosion of metals
and radlolysls. Also, there is a high void
fraction inside the waste containers and in the
planned salt or salt-bentonite backfill. The
high void fraction coupled with potentially high
gas generation and low Salad" Formation gas
permeability could lead to non-closure of the
rooms for hundreds of years. Prior to room
closure there Is a potential for infiltratior
from Salado Formation brine * a Cazstle brine
reservoir, or drilling fluid. Present plans are.
to divide teb entire repository (by panel seals)
into only 10 compartments.

This combination of factors leads to the
possibility that a human Intrusion borehole Into
the repository could impact several Inter-
connected rooams where the non-fixed waste was in
intimate contact with brine or where void spaces
exist for the drilling fluid to circulate among
the waste.

SNL ls evaluating whether the present
design of the repository can peet the human
intrusion standard without any genhancements,
such as waste treatment and use of engineered
barriers. It should not be surprising that
preliminary analyses indicate the present
repository design would not easily *eet the
Standard.

The following examples of human activities
around the WIPP site Indicate that the claims
made by some about the degree of site control by
future societies may be too optimistic:

(1) The Gnome site, located 13 kilometers
(8 miles) southwest of the VIPP site,
was the location of an underground
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nuclear detonation ln 1962. Since
then the sita has been cleaned up
(measurable radioactivity still exists
at the surface) and a monument
erected. Access to the site is not
restricted, the monument has degraded,
and there Is little awareness by area
residents of this event that occurred
just 28 years ago.

(2) A recent 3BIN study5. which Included
the YIPP area, found widespread non-
compliance by private industry with
B12 regulations by failing to plug
abandoned wells or by doing it
improperly. This suggests that the
SNL and DOE requests to EPA to
consider that all future boreholes
would meet or exceed the current
standard is non-conservativs.

(3) In October 1990 it was re-discovered
that a gas well located just outside
of the slte had slant drilled under
the site In 1983 and produced gas from
1983 to 1988. The lease is still
active. This is Interesting because
DOE was awara In 1984 of the State of
New Mexico's objection to deviated
drilling under the site and in August,
1987 (while the well was still
producing) signed an agreement with
the State prohibiting slant drilling
under the site. Neither the DOE nor
BJL apparently remembered that the
well existed between 1987 and October
1990, when a newspaper reporter
received information from an anonymous
source. The center of the VIP? site,
where about 500 persons work, is
located less than 5 kilometers (3
miles) from the surface location of
this well. This incident suggests
that drilling in a remote area without
the knowledge of regulatory agencies
hundreds of years In the future is
possible.

EEG STUDIES AND POSITIONS

A. Past Evaluations

EEG has made several evaluations since 1981
that involved human Intrusion. These scenarios
have considered:

1. the effects of a brine reservoir
Interacting with the repository
and the surface;6

2. the drilling through stacks of
highl-urIe drums;7

3. the drilling into a disposal room
where the waste is in a brine
slurry. 7

All of these analyses have been primar
deterministic, although some of them ince
porated uncertainty analysis, considered
probabilities and discussed the results in
respect to the containment requirements (40 CFR
191.13). These deterministic calculations
indicate that releases *iight* exceed the
proposed Standard. However, EEG has not
considered any potential engineered enhancements
(which include both waste form modification and
engineered barriers) because DOB has not
committed to incorporating them. Also, the
potential reductions In uncertainty from on-
going experiments have not been Included. Our
evaluations indicate that the human intrusion
scenario is very significant at UIPP and the
assumptions used are very important.

)

B. EEC Positions on Human Intruston

EEC has expressed positions on several
aspects of the human intrusion issue in the
past8 '9'10. Evaluations are currently underway
which could amplify or modify som of these
positions.

1. Human intrusion must be retained
as an integral part of the
Standard. This is especially
pertinent for the VIPP site
since it Is located In a mineral
rich area with a history '

exploratory drilling. Also,
WIPP the presence of t.
requirement has forced a
reevaluation of the need for
engineered enhancements and for
a better understanding of the
repository horizon.

2. The suggested maximum drilling
rates are reasonable. Those for
sedimentary rock formations come
from Delaware Basin (WIPP area)
experience and It appears likely

- that exploratory drilling for
hydrocarbons and other minerals
will not be less in the next few
centuries. Furthermore. there
should be some penalty In the
Standard for choosing a site in a
mineral rich area.

3. The actions of drillers upon
encountering waste and/or brine
and in sealing boreholes should
be based on current practice, not
current standards or possible
future technology. Recent
evIdence5  Indicates that oil
field plugging practice does not
always meat required pluggiv"
standards. Also, that drill
encountering brine often allow
to flow to the surface i-D
extended poriods.11
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4. EEC believes the use of a
distribution of values for
drilling rates, drillers
actions, and borehole sealing
would be appropriate. Ap-
propriate distributions to use
will be difficult to arrive at
The KAS-BR.M 2 has rocommended
the use of expert opinion from
'outside" the implementing and
regulatory agencies throughout
the site selection and perfor-
sance assessment phase to roach
agreement on assumptions to be
used. EEC strongly supports
this concept and believes it will
be especially valuable In
developing human intrusion
assumptions. It is important
that a consensus be sought
during the performance assessment
process and not *after-the-fact.'

5. SNL has formed several panels of
outside experts (primarily non-
technical persons) to assess
future events and ways that
Intrusion might be mitigated by
monuments and barriers. Some
reports from the panels are
expected in 1991. EEC believes
this exercise ls worthwhile and
may lead to useful Information.
Both the ACNW and the RAS-WIPP
Panel have expressed concern
about whether there ls enough
technical input to the panels.

CONCLUSIONS

The human intrusion scenario will probably
be the most difficult portion of the Standard
for most repositories to meet. It should be
retained because of its Incentive to avoid
mineral rich areas and to require a re-evalua-
tion of the need for engineered enhancements
and for a better understanding of the repository
horizon. It is appropriate to use a dLstribu-
tion of values for drilling rates and actions by
drillers but the distribution needs to be
determined by a scientific consensus that
includes 'outside' technical experts.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COTEE CM REMOR 1AFIGUARDS

July t19 1991

The Honorable Ivan 8olin
chiairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dea- iCaLrin $eln:

SU 3T3: THE CONSISTVIT USt or PROSUILZSTIC RIS" AS3ZSSXDIT

During toe 375th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor
safeguards, July 11-13,41991, and in e*rlier meetings, vw discussed
the unevenness and inconsistency In the use of probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) in NRC. PRA can be - valuable tool for judging
the quality of regulation, and tor helping to ensure the optimal
use of regulatory -and lndustry resources, *so wv would have liked
to s*e a deeper and more deliberate integration of the methodology
into the NURC activities.. Our recozmendations to this end are
directed at problems that took time t develop, and are likely to
take long time to solve.

PM^ io not a slaple subject, -so there are wide variations in the
sophistication with which It is used by the various elements of
NRC. There are only a tev staff members expert In so*e of the
unfamiliar disciplines -- especially statistics ---that go into a
PRA, so It is not surprising that there are inconsistencies in the
application of the methodology to regulatory problems.

To illustrate the, problems, let us just list a fev of the
fundamental aspects of the use of PM, in Which different elements
of the staff *e*m to go their own ways. .Thes are just
illustrations,- but each can lead to -an erroneous regulatory
decision.

1. The proper use. of significant figures is in principle a
trivial matter, but It does provide a measure of a person's
understanding of the limitations of an analysis. Yet we often
hesr frox members of the staff who quote core-damage
probabilities to three significant figures, end who appear to
believe that the numbers-are meaningful. It o a raare J In
which even the first significant figure should be regarded as
sufficiently accurate to play an important role in a
regulatory decision, but there is somthing messerizlng about
numbers, -which isbues. the& with misleading verisimilitude.

They deserve respect, -but not too much, and it Is wrong to err
in either direction.

2;. Closely related is uncertainty. There is no vay to know how
seriously to take the results of a PRA without asme estimate
of the uncertainty, yet we often hear thoroughly
unsatisfactory answers (some perhaps invanted on the spot)
when we ask about uncertainty. One of the advantages of tA
Li that it provides a mechanism for estimating uncertainty.
uncertainty which is equally present, but not quantified, in
deterministic anly"ss.



3. Conservatiss. A iRA should be done realistically. The proper
time to add an appropriate measure of conservatism is when its
results are used in the regulatory process. 1f the PRA itself )
is done vith conservative assumptions (more the rule than the
exception at NRC), and is then used in a conservative
regulatory decision-saking process. self-deception can result,
or resources can be squandered.

The inconsistent uso of conservatism was illustrated by a pair
of briefings at our-April 1991 -meeting, which included updates
on proposed rules on license renewal and on maintenance. In
the former case, vo were told that a licensee could use PRA
to add an item for later review -but never to remove one --
a one-way sieve. Tn the latter. case- we were told that PRA
could be used to justify either enhancement or relaxation of
maintenance requirements. Voolsh consistency. may be a
hobgoblin# as Emerson mid,, but there'ic nothing ftolish in
seeking consistency in regulation.

4. The bottom line. It has been vidgly recognized since WASH-
1400 that the bottos-line probabilities (of either core malt
or immediate or delayed fatalities) are among the weakest
results of a PM, subject to the g;eatest uncertainties.
(That doesn't mean they are useless, only that they should be
used with caution and sophistication.) let we find staff
members unaware of these.subtleties, often dealing with small
problems, justifying their actions In tersJ of the bottom-
line probabilities. Tnis is only in part due to the Sackfit
Rule, which almost requires such behavior;, It is also
inexperience and lack of sensitivity to the linitations of the
methodology.

A number of staff actions and proposals use bottom-line
results of a PM as thresholds for decision making, often with
the standard litany about the uncertainty in the reliability
of these results. In fact, the quantified uncertainty in the
bottom-line results of a PRA is just as Important a number as
the probability itself. It would be straightforward to employ
* decislon-making algorithm that Invalsuarsba a confidence level
for the decision, and use both the bottom-line probability
and the uncertainty -to achieve this. A further improvement
would be to incowporate the consequences of erroneous
decisions what statisticians would call the loss function,
into the decislon-making process. The CoMmission has cose
close to this approach in its recent instructions to the staff
on the diesel generator reliability cuestion.

Thes are just a fev exAMples of problem vith the use of PM in
NRC, all co on enough to be disturbing, and increasing in
frequency as the use of PM increases. It has ben more than
fifteen years since the publication of WASH-1400, a pioneering
study which, despite known shortcomings, established the NRC at the
forefront of quantitative risk assessment. -one could have.hoped
that by now a coherent policy on the appropriate use ofPRA within
the agency, on both large and small problems, could have evolved.



We recommend that:

A A mechanism be found (perhaps a retreat) through which the few
PRM and statistical experts now scattered throughout the
agency (and generally ignored) can be brought together with
the appraprLato senior managers and outside experts, to work
toward a consistent position an the use of PRA at NRC.. It
could be worth the tie. expendsd. (Among other long-term
benefits, such an interaction would add an element of
horizontal structure to the NRC's predominantly vertical
organiation.)

3. The Commission then find a way to give credence and force to
that position.

C. The Commission emphasize recruitment of larger numbers of
professionals expert in PRA and statistics.

D. The Commission consider some kind of mandate that any letter,
order, issue resolution, etc., that contains or depends on a
statistical analysis or tRA, be reviewed by one of the expert
PRA or statistical groups.

We do not pretend that thisL is an easy problem. The solution
involves not only a cultural shift, eo that those tfe experts
already at NRC have some impact, but also substantial enhancement
of the staff capabilities. That will require incentives that only
the coaission can supply. It is interesting that the Commission's
Severe Accident Policy Statement, dated August 1935, stated that
3within 1o months of the publication of this severe accident
statement, the staff will issue guidance on the farn, purpose and
role that PRVs are to play In severe accident analysis and decision
making for both existing and Future plant designs....*

Additional comments by CaRs Members Harold w. Levis and J. Ernest
Wilkins are presented below.

Sincerely,

David A. Ward
Chairman

Adtiontal cc ant~s by ARAS Members Harold W. jewis an .7 £w &s

We thoroughly endorse this Mltter, and regret only that the
Comittee chose to ignore the parallels between the PRA problems
and those ln a number of other never technologies significant to
nuclear safety.- Recommendation C should have included mentLon of
som of these -- electronics and computers, for example -- which
ar" of increasing importance. weaknesses in those areas also need
correction. Computerized protection and control systems, in
particular. recuire the kind of sochisticated review that NRC in
o In P7b 77f7C. 1PM&.0o9
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ADVISORY COMMITTE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 3

April 29, 1991

Kr. Robert M. sernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Barnero:

SUBJECT: INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECBI~VE DOSE LIMITS AND RADIONUCLIDE
RELEASE LIMITS

The Advisory Committee on Nuclear waste has been developing
comments, thoughts, and suggestions relative to individual and
collective dose limits and radionuclide release limits. Since wV
understand that your staff, is reviewing those name topics, we
wanted to share our thoughts with you. In formulating these
conmentc, we have had discussions with a number of people,
including members of the NRC staff and Committee consultants. The
Committee also had the benefit of the documents listed.

flasi Definitions

As a basic philosophy, individual dose limits are used to place
restrictions on the risk to individual members of the public due
to operations at a nuclear facility. If the limits have been
properly established and compliance is observed, a regulatory
agency can be confident that the associated risk to individual
members of the public is acceptable. Boeause the determination of
the dose to individual members of the public is difficult, the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) nas
developed the concept of the "critical group" and recommends that
it be used in assessing doses resulting from environmental
releases. As defined by the ICRP, a critical group is a relatively
homogeneous group of people whose location and living habits are
such that they receive the highest doses as a result of radio-
nuclide releases. The group may be real (in which case their
actual habits may be known or predicted) or hypothetical (in which
case their habits may be assumed, based on observations of similar
groups),

The dose to individuals within the critical group is assumed to be
that received "by a typical member of the group. The purpose of
this approach is to ensure that members of the public do not
receive unacceptable exposures while, at the same time, ensuring
that decisions on the acceptability of a practice are not preju-
diced by a very small number of individuals with unusual habits.
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it the number of people being exposed is large, the question often
arisen as to how to quantify the societal impact of the individual
*cposures. The collective ose concept. was developed for express-
ing that impact,. in. a quantitative manner and,, as such,, it is a
numerical expression of the ,suimed doses to a given population.

In many respects, placing limits on total radionuolide releases
from a nuclear fac lity. i comparable to placingW limit on its
total societal impact. In other words, placing a limit on the
quantity of a given radionuclida that can be released is *quivalent
to placing a limit on the total societal ipact that the facility
can exert. This was the basis used by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) In setting release limits for a high-level
radioactive waste repository, and it relates directly to EPA's
basic criterion that the number of health effects should not exceed
1,000 during the first 10,000 years.

Underlving anunimtnons

Although it is generally accepted that the does raceLved by an
individual is a reasonable Axpression of the associated risk, it
is questionable whether the collective dose is a true measure of
ths societal ipact- of the aggregate of exposures to individual
tiembers of a population. fImplicit in the concept of collective
dose is the assumption-that the linear hypothesis is correct, that
is, that there iL a linear (tron-threshold) relationship between the
total dos4 to a population group and the associated health impacts.

In many ways, application of the collective dose concept lead. to
a paradox. At high doses and high dose -rates where the risk
coofficients are best knownt the concept of collective dose cannot
be applied since the dose-response curve in nonlinear; at low doses
and low dose rates where linearity between dose and the associated
health effects is assumed to apply, the risk coefficients are far
less certain. This leadi to additional- restrictions in the
application of the collective dose concept, as follows:

* qThe exposed population must be well known with respect to size
and possibly age, sex,1 and temporal distributions.

* The exposure pathways tust be characterized for the population
at risk.

* Individual contributions to the collective dose must conaist
only of doses to the vwhole body, or to specific organs or

-tissues for which stochastic risc coefficients are known.-

In short, application of the collective doso concept requires
detailed knowledge of the exposed population and the radiation
doses to its noBrers. The collective dos* concept is valid for
representinq the collective risk only if both of these factorn can

MAY 9 991 14:23 NRC PHILLIPS BLDG PAGE.003
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be described and quantified, and it uhould be Used for risk
asmessient& only if the associated uncertainties are sufficiently
small that the calculated collective do" itself is within an
acceptable range of uncertainty. in addition, it is important to
note that a high individual risk to a small number of people is
not necessarily the same as a low individual risk to a large nimber
of people, even though the collective dose may be the same. For
this reason, expressions of societal risk in terms of collective
dose should always include detailed data not only on the number of
people exposed, but also on the number of people receiving
exposures within each dose range. Although collective dose can b
used as a surrogate for societal risk, its interpretation requires
cars.

Trunoatiofl of -Collective Dose Calcuiationa

On a theoretical basis, there is no justification for excluding the
application of the linear hypothesis to the *valuation and
interpretation of the societal impact of low doses and low dose
rates on population groups. This hypothesis, in fact, has baen
generally accepted by the scientific communLty, including organiza-
tions such as the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements (NCRP) and the ICRP, as a valid basis for estimating
the. stochastic risks associated with low doses of ionizing( radiation. If one accepts this observation, calculations of
collective doses should include tho doses to all lndividuals within
the population group, regardless of how small the associated doses
and/or dose rates may be. At the sane time, however, it is
important to recognize that there may be cogent reasons for not
including within collective dose calculations extramely low doses
to individual members of a population group. Several approaches
that have been proposed and/or applied to justify such omissions
arj discussed below.

Polloving the concept that certain risks to individual members of
the population are negligible, the NCRP has recommended (under what
it defines as the concept of a *Negligible Individual Risk LUnit)
that annual doces to individual members of the population that ara
lese than 0.01 uSv (I mra) be excluded from collective dose
calculations. Zn interpreting this recomendation, however, it in
important to understand t"e underlying principle on which it was
based. Informal discussions vith representatives of the NCRP
revealed that truncation in this case was considered to be
acceptable from the standpoint of societal impact, because the
burden on society represented by any additional cancers among
people receiving exposures in this dose rate range would not
necessitate any additional medical facilities. Another approach
for truncation that has been informally suggested by representa-
tives of the NCRP is that it might be ponmissibls to discard a
collective dose (calculated on the basis of extremely lov dose
rates to metbers of an exposed population) provided that the

'%.
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associated collective dose would not be estimated to result in one
additional cancer.

Variations in the dose rates from natural background radiation
sources have been proposed as. nother basis on which to truncate
collective dose calculations. The contribution to collective dose
from natural sources is large relative to that from many artificial
sources. Consequently, it is often difficult to zeasure in a
meaningfully quantitative mannor very low dose rates to individual
members of the population that arle 'from artificial iources.
Thus, although there may be' no biological basis for excludinq very
low dose rates fro= collective dose calculations, there is
justification for excluding them on a statistical basis because ofthe uncertainties in the associated calculations.

Meterninationg of Cornilience With Ftindards

From the previous discussion, it follows that the establishment of
- limits on the concentration of individual radionuclides in various

environmental media (o.g., air and water) is comparable to the
establishment -- of dose limits for individual members of the
population. Likewise, the placement of limits on total radio-
nuclide releases from a nuclear facility is comparable to the
establishment of limits on the associated permissible collective

-doses to the aftected population. rn terms of the determination
of compliance with a cst of standards, it is readily possible to
measure thu concentrations of individual radionuclides in variousenvironmental media, and it is similarly possible to estimate the
associated doses to individual members of the population. Incontrast, estimates of the total releases of radionuclides from a
nuclear facility would require not only knowledge of the concentra-
tions of individual radionuclides in all environmental media, but
also the determination of the rate of movement (transport) of each
radionuclide (including the evaluation of site-specitfic pathways)
within all such media from the facility to the acoessible environ-
ment. Similar uncertainties would accompany estimates of theassociated collective doses.

In summary, the Committee offers the following statements on the
benefits of the application of various limits for determining the
public health risks associated with nuclear operations.

1. Individual- dose limits can be used to limit the risks to
individual nembers of a population group.

2. Collective dose limits can be used to limit the societal
impacts of doses to a largo number of individuals . The
accuracy of collective dose as a measure of societal risk,
however, depends on the validity of the linear (non-threshold)
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hypothesis in assessing the stochastio effects of ionizing
radiation.

3. Collective dose calculations are representative of societal
risk only if certain conditions are catisfiedI namaly, the
exposed population is defined and characterized with rospect
to size, age, and sex; the distribution of doses to individual
members of the population is within a limited range; the
exposure pathways have been characterized for the population
at risk; and individual contributions to the collective dose
consist only of doses to the whole body, or to specific organs
or tissues for which stochastic risk coefficients have been
adopted.

4. Techniques for measuring the concentrations of individual
radionuclides in various environmental media, and for
ustimating the associated dose rates to individual nembrsr of
the population, are readily available, and compliance with
such limits can be determined. Xn contrast, the measurements
that would be required to determine the total releases of
individual radionuclides from a nuclear facility and estima-
tions of the associated collective does to all offsite
population groups would be difficult.

( 5. Given the general acceptance of the linear hypothesis, there
is no biological basis an whic to ncat calulations of
collective doses. Nonetheless, regulators must recognize that
estimates of dose rates from artificial radiation sources,
that represent only a few percent of those from natural
radiation sources, carry with then large uncertainties and
relatively little aggregate risk. such uncertainties may well
serve as a basis for truncating collective done calculations
at very low done rates without adverse impacts on estimates
of the associated risks.

We trust that these comments will be helpful. we plan to review
and comment on your report regarding this subject when it becomes
available, consistent with the SRN dated April 18, 1991.

sincerely,

Dade W. Moeller
Chairman

II
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UNMITD STATUS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVSO0 CMMTUIONNUMAAR WAST
W"I"NGTON. o.C. mmI,

Dm*"g June 37, 1991

The Honorable Kenneth X. Carr
chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Carrs

SUB7E1 RESPONS9 TO QUUSTIONS ACCOMPANYtNG WORKXIG DRAFT #3 OF
THE EPA STANDARDS

Draft 03 of the proposed Znviromental Protection Agency (mA)
standards for the management and disposal of spent nuclear fuel,
high-level and transurania radioactive wastas includes six
questions. With the thought that our comments would be helpful,
we have prepared the following sumary responses to each of these
questions.

Two options are presented in Sections 191.03 and i911 pertaining -
to maximum exposures to individuals in the vicinity of vaste
management, storage and disposal facilities: a 25 filliress/year _
ede limit and a 10 uillirems/year ode limit. which is the more
appropriate choice and why?

Resconse

The question, as phrased, refers to wmaximun exposures to
Kindividuals.N Because radionuclide releases from a high-lvel
waste (HLW) repository, if they occur, could continue for a number
of years, we have responded to the question in the sense of what
would be the maximum acceptable annual exposure (dome) to members
of the public over an extended period og time, in contrast to Vhat
might be considered an acceptable maximum exposure over a single
year. This is in accord with the approach taken by both the
National Council on Radiation Protection and Keasurments (KRCRU)
and the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).

In a similar manner, we assume that by maximum exposures to
*individuals,v the EPA means maximum exposures to a *critical
population group," following the approach recommended by the CRP,.
With those caveats, our response follows.

We believe an effective dose rate limit of 0.10 m8v (10 mrem) per
year is more appropriate for several reasons:
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. Recent evaluations Indicate that the biological offeats of
ionising wadiation say be higher than previously estimated.

20 T population in question may be exposed to more than one
radiatlon source.

3. A fraction of the current dose limit should be reserved for
potential future radiation source.

4. Radionuclide releases trom a rexository, if they occur, could
continue over a long period.

such a dose ratelimit would also be content Vith the recCUen-
dations -of intunational prganisatlons such as the ZCRP, the
Znternational Atouic Energy Agana1 ,and as noted In the 2989 report
prepared by the radiation protect on and nuclear safety authorities
of Denmark, linland;, celandr Norway and Sweden (commonly referred
to an the *Nordic* Study).

A new assurance requirement Is presented in Section a91.3 that
would require a qualitative evaluation of expected releases from
potential disposal systems over a t0oo000-year tineframe. Are such
evaluations likely to provide useful information in any future
selecting of preferred dIsposal sites?

We recognize that the specification-of the 30,000-year time limit
is somewhat arbitrary. It its Important that significant geologic
or clA'"tic changes do not occur in the near-term perLoA tollowing
the 10,000-year limit. We also agre that many geologic end
climatic events that may affect the evaluation of site erformance
can be meaningfully extendod beyond 10,000 years. Sn these oases,
such an extension could provide information that would be useful
for comparing the relatlv omerits of several potential repository
sites. Zn general, however, and particularly in the evaluation of
the merits of a single omte, the uncertainties involved La such an
extension would make the value of the associated assessments
questionable. Zt is important to note that, -although evaluations
of site performance may be quantitative, the results are subject
to interpretation.

Two options are presented in Section 191.14 and 191923 pertaining
to the length of time over whLch the individual and ground water
protection requirements voglld applyt a 1,000-year duration and a
10,000-year duration. Which is the zore appropriate timefrate and
why? -
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Title 10 Part 60 of the NRC regulations specifies that contairmnt
of the radionuolides within the vast, be substantially coampete
for a period not less than 300 years nor more than 1,000 years.
This constraint, coupled with oth rer uireuets including the
stipulation that the groundwater travTe time to the accessible

bet a at leart 1,000 years, is designed to ensure that
Drotection of the individual and the groundwater vill extend veil

eyand s1,000 years.

When one also considers the tact that, after only a tew thousand
years of decay, the health hazards of the high-level wastes vili
be no greater than that of the original unuined uaniva ore, it
becomes readily apparent that it should be possible to ensure
individual and groundwater protection for a duration of 20 000
years. We therefore endorse the extension of this tse period.
such an extension would also make this requirement compatible with
the limitation on health effects resulting from an HLW repository.

Zn subpart C the Agency proposes to prevent degradation of
*underground sources ot drinking watern beyond the concentratLons
found in 40 CM Part 141 the National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations. The Agency is aware, however, that there maybe a*om
types of ground waters that varrant additional protection because
they are of unusually high value or are more susceptible to con-
tamination. should the Agency develop no-degradation requirements
far especially valuable ground waters? If so, what types of ground
waters warrant this extra level of protection?

We agaee that pollution of 'underground sources of drinking waters
ahould not be permitted beyond the limits specified in the National
Primary Drinking Water Regulations. We believe that a no-
degradation requirzeent for certain larg volume aquifers, that
represent Major long-term existing or potential drinking water
sources, may represent undue stringency. A preferred *roa
would be to reject as potential sites for the storage or diuposal
of high-level radioactive wastes those land areas which, if
contaminated, could have the potential for polluting such aquifers.
However, the volume and present value of an aquifer should not be
the sole criteria for identifying those that should be protected.
other criteria may become significant with the pasuage of time.

At the same time, we believe it is important to recognise that the
dose rate from underground sources of drinking water, even If
contaminated to the limits specified in the National Prizary
Drinking Water Regulations, would still contribute only a small
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fration (4 percent) of the Current eong rm dose tat. alat for
vUbers of the pub>1ic -ven oiining the more vestriotive liit
for an MM repository (a suggest" in our response to Question L
above), groundwater complyi;q vith the Drinking Water Regigations
would contribute no tore -than 40 percent of the dos rate lmit.
sn this sense, application pf the Drnking Wat Regultions to a
zepository represents a degree of stringency, p ally becausePhriry pathway for public exposures from uch facLitLe is

rouh dinking water.

Two options are pressnted in Notes - I (d) and (e)'of Appe:Aix a
pertaining to the transuranic waste Unit a 1,000oooo curios
option and a 3,ooo,ooo curies option. Which iL the more ap-
propriate TU wiite unit and why?

The number of curies of transuranic waste that would be copable
to l0o00 oToI of spent fuel ranges from 1 to 6 million curies,
depending on When the asseSsment is made. Accordingly, we believe
that it would be reasonable to adopt the 3 aillion curt, option.

The Agency Is investigating the Impacts of gateous radionuclide
releases from radioactive waste disposal system and whether, In
light of these releases, changes to the Standards are appropriato.
To assist us in this effort, we would appreciate any -,formation
pertaining to gausous release source terms, chemical, Coms, rates,
retardation factors, mitigation techniques and -any other relevant
technical information.

'Rspon - -

Two reports that may be helpful are

i. V. 3. Light, et al., *C-14 Release and Transport from a
Nuolear Waste Repository in an Unsaturated Medium,' Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Import IhL-28923 (June 1990).

2. W. a. Light, et ali, "Tratsport of Gaseous C014 trca a
Repository in Unsaturated Rock,, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Report LSL-29744 (September 1990).

in cormenting on this subject previously, we have noted the
followingq

a. The total inventory of carbon-14 in a repository
containing 100, 000 MMe is estimated to be about 100,000
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curios. This compares to a global production of oarbon-
14 by cosmic radiation. otf 2,000 curies par year, a
global inventory of about 230 zillion curise, and an
atnospherlo inventory of 4 million Curie.. IT tac,
release of all of the carbon-14 inventory In a repository
Vould increase the atmospheric ihventot by only t
2 perconct: this compares to natural variations i the
atmospheric inventory of 10 prcent to 40 percent.

b. Based on an assumed inventory of 100 000 XT11, the rate
of release of carbon-14 froa a repository that would be
permissible under the existing %PA Standards would be
about I curio per year. Exparience hows that any
carbon-14 that Is released would rapidly six in the
atmosphere, and estimates are that the acoompanying dose
rate to a person on top of Yucca Mountain would be far
less than 0.01 ISv (1 rem) per year. We also note that
the limit on the release rate of 1 curie per year for a
repository compares to an average release rate of 10
curies per year from a typical 1,#000 MWe light-vater
reactor.

At the time the IPA Standards were developed, considerations -ere
limited to evaluations of a saturated site, in such a case# water
transport and geocheaical barriers would have been strongly
influential in retaining the carbon-14. Subsequent consideration
of Yucca Mountain (an unsaturated site) makes the existing EPA
standards inappropriate. We believe the l2iit for carbon-14 as
specified in the proposed Standards should be relaxed. ror
additional discussion on this topic, we reoer you to the transcript
and minutes of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste Working
Group meeting hold on Wearch 19, 1991.

We trust these comments vill be helpful. If appropriate, we
reuest that you forward them to Ir. Floyd L. Calpin of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

* Sincerely,

Dade W. Moeller
Chairman

EPA, 40 CFR 191 - Draft Invironmental Standards for the Management
and Disposal of spent Nuolear Fuel, High-Level and Tzansuranio
Radioactive Wastes, dated Aprll 26, 1991. vith attachments.
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Kr. Robert K. Bernero, Director
office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Satfeuards*

1.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Rarnero r

SUMMEct REVIZW-OF 8YAJ BECY PAPER ON DEALUNG WITH UtCTrAtNTIXS

The Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste has reviewed a copy of the
draft SECY paper, *Staff's Approach for Dealing with Uncertainties
in implementing the EPA High-Level Waste 8tandards. As you know,
the NRC staff Ls writing this paper In response to a request Cron
the Commission for an explanation of the manaoemsnt of uncertain-
ties during the process of evaluating complianoe at a proposed
repository with the probabilistic standards of the U.S. Environ-
cental Protection Agency (EPA). During our 30thb eeting, V had
extensive discussions on thi topic vith meibers of your staff.
The transcript of our April 24, 3,993 meeting contains details of
our comments and concerns.

The draft SECY paper and its accompanying document provide a broad
view of the uncertainties that wil need to be addressed during
site characterization and ' the subsequent licensing process.
Although thi draft SteY paper includes discussion of methods to
reduce uncertainties, w believe the staff has insufficiently
clarified its role in -the Management of uncertainties that vill
remain after a license application in submitted. The draft uzcY
paper is also substantially silent On (3) the general program plan
enviilcped by the KRC staff for managing uncertainties, (2) the way
in which rulemaking and sitilar protocols will be used to manage
uncertainties that are likely to become important at the tike of
license hearings, and (3) the distinction between the role of the
NRC and that of the U.8. Departasnt of Energy in reducing and
managing technical uncertainties. At the same time, the draft SECY
paper includes extensive coverage of topics that could be
Interpreted as not being pertinent to the questions that need to
be addressed. One example is the discussion of the benefits to be
derived from the existing version of the EPA Standards. The
discussion of collective versus individual dose limits should also
be removed from the SECY paper.

Although the draft papsr is pArtially responsive to the request of
the Commission for a discussibn of the management of uncertainties,
there is a need to develop a program plan that (13 establishes
guidelines for developing responses to a broad range of uncertainty

49k/#4L
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issuemp (2) describes Abe bases tfo actions by the staff Cow
example, the nethod of balancing reliabllity and riai afnd (3)
serves a ide to the preparation of additionel reports at
systeaatically explore the application of the overal1 plan to
variou farts of the licensing process, such as the approach to
econci g expert judgments that conflict. such a plan would

provide assurance of long-term regulatory cons Latency and
completeness; in essence, it would senm as a *road sap." fhe
existing draft paper and our discussions with the RO staff ean
readily serve as a beginning for the preparation of a program plan.

W* believe that the staff is approaching the difficult and cozplex
topic of uncertainty issues with grwing insights Although
present draft SECY paper represents an irovement over the earlier
version, it demonstrates the need to organise the variety of Issues
to be addressed so that uncertainties are uiniuized and aanaged
satisfactorily, leading to the formulation of defensible policies.
Same parts of the draft paper, particularly portionx of section 2
and much of section 3, could, after rvision, be issued as a
partial response to the Comlziion's reguest.

We look forvard to working with the staff on these matters and to
reviewing additional documents on this important topic as they are
developed. We would be jleased to meet with you to elaborate on
our Comnents and suggestions.

Sincerely,

Dade W. Woeller
-.. Ximan

Draft 8ZcY Paper, *Staff's Approach for Dealing with Uncertainties
in implementing the EPA High-Level Waste Standards,# undatedf
received April 26, 1991.

4.
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STAFF POSITION 60-001

SUBJECT: CLARIFICATION OF THE-300-1000 YEARS PERIOD FOR SUBSTANTIALLY COMPLETE

.CONTAINMENT OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTES WITHIN THE WASTE PACKAGES UNDER

10 CFR 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A)

THE QUESTION: Under the applicable performance objective in 1O.CFR Part 60,

may waste packages for high-level waste be designed for a lifetime in excess

of 1000 years and, if so, may containment over the entire design lifetime be

factored into required engineered barrier system and overall repository system

performance assessments?

STAFF POSITION: The requirement in 10 CFR 60.113(a)(l)(ii)(A) for

substantially complete containment of high-level wastes within the waste

packages for a period not less than 300 years nor more than 1000 years

following repository closure is a minimum performance requirement which is not

intended, and should not be interpreted, as a cap on the waste package lifetime

or a limitation on the credit thit'can be taken (in engineered barrier system

and overall repository system performance assessments) if the waste package is

designed to provide containment in excess of 1000 years.

ISSUANCE DATE: July 27, 1990

DISCUSSION: § 60;113 contains the subsystem performance requirements for both

the engineered and natural barriers of the geologic repository. Specifically,

10 CFR 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A) states that, assuming anticipated processes and

events: . -

Containment of HLW within the waste packages will be substantially
complete for a period to be determined by the Commission taking
into account the factors specified in § 60.113(b) provided, that

such period shall be not less than 300 years nor more than 1,000

years after permanent closure of the geologic repository;
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and as referenced, 10 CFR 60.113(b) states that:

On a case-by-case basis, the Commission may approve or specify

some other radionuclide release rate, designed containment period

or pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time, provided that the

overall system performance objective, as it relates to anticipated

processes and events, is satisfied. Among the factors that the

Commission may take into account are:

(1) Any generally applicable environmental standard for

radioactivity established by the Environmental Protection

Agency;

(2) The age and nature of the waste, and the design of the

underground facility, particularly as these factors bear

upon the time during which the thermal pulse is dominated

by the decay heat from the fission products;

(3) The geochemical characteristics of the host rock, surrounding

strata and groundwater; and

(4) Particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the performance

of the geologic repository.

The phrase "not less than 300 years nor more than 1000 years" from

§ 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A) can possibly be taken out of context and interpreted to

mean (1) that the waste package must be designed to have a lifetime no greater

than the stated period or (2) that, in assessing the performance of the waste

package and the engineered barrier system, one must assume that the waste

package fails at the end of the stated period. These interpretations would

mischaracterize the "containment" requirement. Sound safety policy (as

reflected in the rules) should encourage good waste package design, including a

long period of expected containment. Either of the interpretations mentioned

above - a limitation on the waste package lifetime or limitation on the period

; ~~I, r
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for which containment may be factored into analyses - would be at odds with

this desirable safety practice. Neither the language nor the regulatory

history of the rule requires or supports any such interpretation. The waste

package may be designed for a longer lifetime and such longer lifetime may be

considered in evaluations of compliance with the engineered barrier system and

overall repository system performance objectives.

I. Evolution of the "Containment" Rule

An understanding of the Commissionl's intent in the "containment" requirement

of 10 CFR 60.113 is best obtained by a review of the rule from its development

in proposed form to its promulgation in final form. The "containment" rule

as proposed states in part that "... the waste packages will contain all

radionuclides for at least the first 1000 years after permanent closure."

(46 FR 35280, July 8, 1981). It is important to note that the containment

period in the proposed rule was fixed as a single durational figure (i.e.,

1000 years) and was unequivocally expressed as a minimum. However, a number

of commentors expressed concern with the formulation of the proposed

"containment" rule as well as the other subsystem performance requirements.

They pointed out that these requirements were supposed to contribute to

ensuring compliance with an overall EPA standard, yet, at the time the

requirements were proposed and commented upon, there was no such EPA standard.

(All that was available was an EPA "working draft," not even a proposed EPA

rule.) The staff accordingly sought Commission guidance on the question

whether to proceed with'the numerical subsystem performance objectives as part

of the final rule or to defer their publication until after the EPA standard

had been issued. (SECY-82-427, "Commission Options on Developing Final

Technical Criteria for Disposal of High-Level Waste in Geologic Repositories.")

The language which the staff suggested for publication -- should the

Commission approve -- would have required a specific containment period (1000

years), subject to adjustment to take into consideration a variety of factors,

including the standard that EPA might actual-ly promulgate. The specific text
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(submitted as part of SECY-82-288, "10 CFR Part 60 - Disposal of High-Level

Radioactive Wastes In Geologic Repositories: Technical Criteria") reads as

follows:

Containment of HLW within the waste packages will be substantially

complete for a period of 1,000 years after permanent closure of the

geologic repository, or such other period as may be approved or

specified by the Commission.

The Commission decided that the staff should proceed to finalize the technical

criteria, including numerical performance objectives for the waste packages.

However, the Commission decided that the wording should be modified so that, as

the final rule states, the containment period, to be determined by the

Commission, "shall be not less than 300 years nor more than 1,000 years after

permanent closure."

The change can be traced to a Commissioner's recommendation, dated

December 8, 1982 (captioned "HIGH LEVEL WASTE TECHNICAL RULE"):

Replacing the staff formulation of the designed waste package

containment period in Section 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A) (1,000 years after

closure or such other period as may be approved or specified by ti.m

Commission) with the requirement that the Commission specify the

appropriate period within a range of from 200 to 1,000 years, taking

into account the four factors in Section 60.113(b). This should

accomplish essentially the same purpose as the staff's formulation

in a more neutral form.

(In subsequent Commission direction to the staff, the 200-year figure was

changed to 300 years.)

This history establishes clearly that the Commission intended no departure

from the principle that a specific minimum containment period for the waste 4.

package should be specified. This was a cornerstone of the proposed rule and
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the staff's suggested revision, and the Commission undertook no change in that

purpose. The only alteration was'one designed to eliminate the apparent

presumption that-the minimum containment period was to be 1000 years; by

providing a range, the length of this minimum period would be formulated

"in a more neutral form." That is, the flexibility provided in the rule

(considering factors specific -to particular sites and designs) could be

applied to set an appropriate minimum containment period; and so long as it

was of sufficient duration to cover the period when radiation and thermal

conditions in the engineered-barrier system are dominated by fission product

decay (Section 60.113(a)(1)(i)(A)), the rule expressed no further preference

for any particular number of'years within the range.

The Commission's views were developed in the statement of considerations

accompanying publication of final technical criteria. The concern that was

being addressed involved uncertainties arising out of thermal disturbances of

the area near the emplaced waste: the specification of a minimum containment

period (i.e., a prescribed period to be determined within a broad range) would

limit the source term (i.e., radionuclide releases from the waste package)

during the thermal pulse and thereby reduce these uncertainties. The

discussion (48 FR 28194, June 21, 1983 at 28196) includes the following:

...the Commission continues to be concerned that thermal

disturbances of the area near the emplaced waste add significantly

to the uncertainties in the calculation of the transport of

radionuclides through the geologic environment. The proposed rule

addressed this problem by providing that all radionuclides should

be contained within the waste packages for a period of 1,000 years.

The Commission continues to consider it important to limit the

source term by specifying.a containment period (as well as a release

rate). But the uncertainties associated with the thermal pulse will

be affected by a number of factors, such as the age and nature of the

waste and the design of the Underground facility. For some

repositories, a period substantially shorter than 1,000 years may be

sufficient to-allow for some 'of the principal sources of uncertainty
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to be eliminated from the evaluation of repository performance. For

cases analyzed by the Commission on the basis of specified assumptions,

a range of 300 years to 1,000 years would be appropriate. (These

values appear in § 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A)). Yet even a shorter designed

containment period might be specified, pursuant to § 60.113(b), in the

light of conditions that are materially different from those that had

been assumed. For example, if the wastes had been processed to

remove the principal heat-generating radionuclides (cesium-137 and

strontium-90), the 3GO - years provisions would not be controlling.

Given this discussion, it is evident in the public record as well as internal

documents that the Commission had in mind the fixing of a particular minimum

containment period (generally within the 300 - 1,000 year range) that would

suffice to eliminate some of the principal sources of uncertainty. (This is

emphasized by the Commission's explanation, also at 48 FR 28196, of its

defense in depth approach as one that would prescribe "minimum performance

standards for each of the major elements of the repository.") There is

nothing to suggest that the 300 - 1,000 year range would play any other part

in the application of the requirements of 10 CFR Part 60.

II. Relation of the Containment Requirement to Other Post Closure

Performance Objectives

As discussed below, the containment requirement has an intended relation-

ship to both the overall repository system performance objective and the

controlled release performance objective of the engineered barrier system.

A. Overall System Performance Objective

As noted above, the containment requirement was established as a measure that

would limit the uncertainties arising out of thermal disturbances of the area

near the emplaced waste. The underlying reason for limiting the uncertainties

was the Commission's expectation that application of the EPA standard would be

facilitated thereby. Thus, satisfaction of the containment requirement would
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"ordinarily contribute to meeting the [EPA] standards"; and the "definite
contribution" of the waste package would be important "for the Commission to
be able to conclude that the EPA standard will be met." (48 FR at 28196.)
Clearly, if the performance of the waste package in accordance with Section
60.113(a) is deemed to contributeito a finding of compliance with the EPA
standard, then the containment for an even longer period should make even more
of a contribution. To the extent warranted.by the data submitted in support of
the license application, containment of radlonuclides within the waste packages
can and should be recognized in applying the EPA standard, without any arbitrary
time limitation.

B. Controlled-Release Performance Objective

The close relationship between the two performance objectives in
10 CFR 60.113(a)(1)-- the containment requirement and the controlled-release
requirement-- needs to be recognized (See 48 FR 28209). These are coupled
requirements that serve to control the release of radionuclides .to the geologic
setting and thereby contribute to meeting the EPA standard. The controlled-
release performance objective specifies that following the containment period,
the release rate of any radionuclide from the "engineered barrier system" shall
not exceed specified values. The issue arises because the Commission indicated
its intention that each of the multiple'barriers described in the rule must
make a definite contribution to satisfying the EPA standard; a valid question,
then, is whether credit for containment of radionuclides in the waste package
beyond the containment period can be taken in judging whether satisfaction of
the controlled-release performancelobjective would in fact contribute to meeting
the EPA standard.- The text of the rule is really unambiguous on the point, as
the controlled-release requirement pertains to the "engineered barrier system,"
which by definition includes the waste packages. Accordingly, in determining
whether releases from the engineered barrier system are kept low enough, one
must consider the role of the components of that system, and that includes the
role of the waste packages. Once again, whatever degree of containment can be
demonstrated by the applicant will'be recognized in determining whether the
engineered barrier system is making the contribution envisaged by the Commission.
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III. Conclusion

Inasmuch as the waste package will be assessed by the NRC staff on the merits

of its design and its anticipated performance in the repository setting, the

staff can give credit, if warranted, for waste packages designed to provide

containment in excess of 1000 years. In other words, the staff would not

arbitrarily assume in its compliance assessment for the waste package and

engineered barrier system that the waste package will fail at 1000 years.

The staff-recognizes the licensee's option to do more than just meet the

Commission's requirements (i.e., the minimum standards) and that, when

warranted, the staff's assessments should reflect those design enhancements.

In this regard, the purpose of the natural and engineered barriers subsystem

requirements is to add confidence that the overall EPA containment requirements

will be met. One way of minimizing uncertainties related to compliance with

the EPA standard is to propose a waste package design for containment well in

excess of 1000 years and the DOE could factor this design into the performance

assessment which will be documented in its license application. --

For the reasons cited above, the 300 - 1000 year containment period specified

in 10 CFR 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A) is not to be viewed as the waste package

lifetime but rather the minimum period for which substantially complete

containment of radionuclides within the waste package must be provided.

Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards


